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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an investigation of glacial
erratics derived from two small, adjacent, distinctive
outcrops of essexlte near Lennoxtown, Central Scotland.
Analysis of till samples has revealed that rock
fragments and sand-size particles of essexite are absent
up-ice of the essexite outcrops and scarce in a down-ice
direction. Using dry stone walls as random samples of
glacially transported stones, classic erratics train
patterns of the distribution of erratics from both out¬
crops have teen derived. The close spacing of Joints on
one outcrop has led to the rapid disappearance of its
erratics in the walls with distance from the source due to
glacial crushing. Crushing is also shown by a size reduct¬
ion of erratics from the other outcrop in the walls in a
down-ice direction.
fteasurement of size and morphemetrie properties
of essexite erratics has revealed that crushing is the
dominant and abrasion a subsidiary process in glacial
transport, whilst abrasion is dominant for particles that
have undergone fluvioglacial and beach transport. Round¬
ness appears to be the best measure differentiating
between processes acting in the glacial, fluvioglacial
and beach environments. ests of compressive strength
and experimental abrasion of essexite have been carried
out to aid Interpretation of the results.
Tlll-particle preferred orientations, striae and
tne long axes of ice-moulded features snow a similar
ill
direction to that of the major axis of the train.
From the evidence available it is suggested that
the essexite wall stones underwent englacial transport in
the lower layers of the last active ice and were deposited
as an ablation mantle. A position of transport at the
base of the ice is invoked for essexite particles in the
till. The lateral spreading of essexite erratics down-ice
of the source is attributed to divergence of basal ice
flow around subglacial obstacles.
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CHAP T £ Fi 1
INTRODUCTION
"If we take the case of a hill,... isolated
atnld other kinds of rock, and if from this
well defined source we find issuing a stream
of... boulders... then we can tell with
certainty which way the ice travelled.,!
(Cedell,1913,p.llO)
This is a study of various aspects of the
Lennoxtown essexite erratics train and of the relation¬
ship of this train to glacial processes atid glacier ice
movement. Detailed analysis of the distribution pattern
of glacially transported fragments from two small,
adjacent, distinctive outcrops of essexite In trie Central
Lowlands of Scotland forms the basis of the investigation
from which the otner aspects have evolved. Although a
small topic within the broader field of glacial geomorph-
ology it was hoped that many inferences that might be
made from the investigation would be applicable to the
subject as a whole and lead to a better understending
of glacial processes.
The different aspects of the study have devel¬
oped In response to the following five questions. Firstly,
and fundamentally, what is the distribution pattern of
the essexite fragments down-ice of the outcrops? Second¬
ly how have the size and morphometric properties of
erratic essexite stones been affected by glacial trans¬
port and transport in otner environments? Thirdly, in
view of the likelihood of essexite stones being subject
1.
to crushing and abrasion during transport, what is the
nature of the distribution pattern of fine essexite
particles in till and fluvloglacial deposits? Fourtnly
how does ice movement direction shown by other geomorph-
ologlcal evidence compare with the alignment of the
erratics train? Fifthly, and more tentatively, what
processes can be inferred from the form of tne erratics
train?
After a review of the literature on erratics
in chapter 2, an outline of the geology and glacial
geomorphology of the study area in chapter 3 and a
description of a pilot study in the first section of
chapter ij, the second section of chapter u and chapters
5 to 9 are concerned with these five questions. The
second section of chapter 4 deals with the distribution
of essexite fragments within till in the vicinity of
the outcrops. Another approach to tne question of
determining the distribution pattern of essexite fragments
is given in chapter 5* Dry stone walls in the neighbour¬
hood of the essexite outcrops are regarded as legitimate,
unbiased samples of glacially transported stones and
tney have teen used to analyse the train of essexite
erratics. Chapter 6 deals with tre size and morphometry
of essexite erratics. Data derived from the measure¬
ment of these properties for stones that have been
transported glacially and fluvioglacially and others
that have undergone beacr; processes are discussed.
The probable reasons for, and implications arising from
differences in the size and morphometry of stones within
2.
end between these three environments are analysed. In
chapter 7 an account Is given of the distribution pattern
in till and fluvioglacial deposits of sand-size, distinct¬
ive mineral grains occurring within both esoexite outcrops.
This part of the investigation was carried out in response
to the third question. Chapter 8 details the relation¬
ship of ice movement direction shown by striae, ice-
moulded features and the preferred orientations of till
particles to the alignment of the essexite erratics train.
Chapter 9 is in a sense a synthesis in that it is primar¬
ily concerned with suggesting glacial processes responsible
for the formation of the erratics train. In chapter 10




A Hi,VIEW OF LITERATttBE uh THE ORIGIN, TRANSPORT AND
DEPOSITION OF GLACIAL ERRATICS
"It has been said that we 'only see what we
look for'; so that'knowlng what to look for'
Is half the battle. Equipped with the know¬
ledge accumulated by our predecessors we
have the immense advantage of being able to
begin where they left off." (Harrison,1894,
p.118)
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the
existence of former glaciers in Britain had not been
contemplated; glaciers were regarded as phenomena of
high latitudes and altitudes. By the end of that cent¬
ury, however, most geologists regarded them as powerful
agents in the production of landforms far away from
modern glaciers. Glacial erratics provided a major line
of evidence for the transporting power and former wide¬
spread existence of glacier ice. The importance of
erratics was reflected in the formation of committees
in Switzerland, England and Scotland devoted to their
study, and the existence of the journal "Zeitschrift
fttr Geschiebeforschung" published between 1925 sad
1942..
Erratics and development of the "Glacial Theory"
Early geologists regarded the widely distrib¬
uted deposits of clays, sands, gravels and boulders
4.
that covered much of Britain as a hindrance in the
exatElnation of the underlying solid rock. When interest
in these superficial deposits was finally 3tirred, it
wes the 1-^rge boulders that first attracted attention.
They often contrasted in colour and texture witn the
underlying soils and bedrock and appeared to be strewn
randomly over plains ana mountains. It was soon recog¬
nised that erratic blocks, as these boulders were call¬
ed, were fragments of rock that were not in situ but
had been transported by some means from their source.
Folk legends regarded them as being brought by giants,
dwarfs, the devil and otner fantastic beings. In Scot¬
land, names sucn as tne Giant's Putting Stone, Heathens
and Deil's Stones give some idea of how they were pop¬
ularly thought to have originated (Milne-Home,I872).
Erratic blocks were regarded by geologists as
distinct in origin from the apparently disorganised
unstratified clays, sands and gravels with which they
were often associated. The sheer size and distance
from the possible source of many erratics baffled those
seeking to assign a transporting agent. Very large
erratics weighing thousands of tons nave been reported
from North America and Europe (e.g. Rutherford,1942;
Herrmann,1930). In England a village is sited on an
erratic (Cameron,1893). In Scotland a number of large
erratics have been reported (e.g. Geikle,190G; Kline-
Home, 1884; Campbell & Anderson,1910), one being of suff¬
icient size to be worked as a quarry (Carruthers,1911)•
The size of such erratics suggested a transport-
5-
ing agent of tremendous power, .yet- capable of placing
a very large boulder such es tee Giant's Putting Stone
near Ardentinny "as if a posh would roll it ever" (Mine-
Home ,1872,p.703)• The agent also had to account for
the transportation of Inherently fragile erratics intact
to their point of deposition. For instance an erratic in
S. . Ohio is £.&ha in extent, weighs some 13,500 tonnes,
has been carried at least 7km, yet has a thickness
varying from only 2m to 5i® (t* olford ,1932). Similar
examples have teen recorded in Fritain (e.g. :eade,lP?2).
Nineteenth century scientists were faced with
apparently conflicting evidence. The transporting agent
was powerful, yet it could deposit extremely fragile
boulders without dama e. There appeared to be no obvious
limitation in the height to which erratics were carried.
;-ome could only wonder at the phenomenon. "C'est un
des phe'nomenes les plus generaux, les plus frap-pans et
les plus inexplicables de la geologie" (rrongniart,182b,
p.?). Gtners put forward explanations almost as fanciful
as trie folk legends. The more acceptable hypotheses
included torrents of water, Icebergs floating across a
submerged land surface and "land-ice' (Hansen,1970).
Swsc!enbore in 1715 war- the first to attempt
a s ientiflc explanation and concluded that the sea
ha'1 been responsible for distributing erratics ( ;ortn,
lrb3). In 1740 tilas observed that erratics decreased
in frequency away from their source (0dum, 1c 1+ *5). t
this fci e scientific views had not broken loose from
religious dogma which maintained that creation began
6.
in UQOk B.C. (Chorley et al. ,196b). It was © natural
impulse therefore to ascribe erratic blocks along with
the clays, sands and gravels to a catastrophic flood
(Howorth,1893)• Be Saussure in 1779 was an exponent
/ A
of the Deluge or Debacle as this flood was known (Wendt,
1970). In Britain, Buckland's work of 1623 assigned
the derivation of erratic blocks to the Noachian Deluge
(Harrison,189b). Theories of the"!iluvialiste",as
exponents of the Deluge became known, however, did not
go entirely unchallenged (Flayfair,1802; Brongniart,1828)
Lyell (1837) in "Frinciples of Geology" argued
that the most serious obstacle to unravelling the correct
history of trie earth was literal acceptance of the Title.
However he still upheld the view that the land surface
had been submerged at some time in the recent geological
past. To explain the movement of large erratics he
introduced the concept of icebergs floating across the
submerged land. This became known as the "Drift Theory"
and it overcame many of the problems associated with the
Diluvial Theory. Fr vlously it had been difficult to
explain the apparently chaotic nature of the "diluvium"
(as the clays, sands, gravels and boulders were known)
if it was to be regarded as a marine deposit. However
this was more readily accounted for if floating Icebergs
had dropped debris from their bases on to the bedrock
surface. The angularity of rock fragments and the occurr
ence of huge erratic boulders could also be explained
better (Hansen,1970). The Drift Theory became strength¬
ened following discovery of sea-level changes relative
to the land by the reports of rren like Parry, Boss and
Scoresby who described trie calving of Greenland glaciers.
Papers advocating the Drift Theory to account for phen¬
omena of the diluvium or "drift" persisted until the last
quarter of the nineteenth century.
For Darwin(l8h2,18^8) the Drift Theory explain¬
ed the uplift of boulders in Glen Hoy. Coastal ice
crept inland as tne land submerged, with subsequent
re-emergence of the land the erratic boulders carried by
the ice were left 250m higher on the mountainside "in
the same manner as would have happened with so much
drift timber" (Darwin, 1824,8,p.319) • Furchlson( 186?),
Reade(1882,1883), Nackintosh(187h,1879), Kartin(1856),
Ricketts(1885),and Kaw(l86h) were amongst other propo¬
nents of the Drift Theory la Britain. Iceberg trans¬
portation was invoked to explain the presence of Scandin¬
avian erratics along the east coast of Britain (Trimmer,
1851; Ricketts,1885; Phemicter,1926; Dreamer,1834).
It was understandable that the supposition
of a former extension of land-ice to explain all the
phenomena of the drift snould have been pioneered In
countries where modern glaciers existed. Venetz in
1822 was followed by Charpentier in 1835 and Agsssiz
in I83? in proposing a former extension of glaciers
in Switzerland (Harrison,18( D). / s long ago as 1707
Scheuchzer had already observed the flow and transport¬
ing power of glaciers (Charlesworth,1957)• bsmark(1827)
realised that a great ice sheet had covered Norway and
transported boulders and other debris, smoothed rock
P.
surfaces and excavated fjords.
Irlor to 18^0 little serious thought was given
to the action of glaciers in accounting for features in
Britain that are today unhesitatingly assigned to a glacial
origin. This stemmed mainly from an absence of modern
glaciers and an ignorance of the deposits formed by
such glaciers in other countries. In 18/pO however
Agasslz visited Scotland to see for himself the glacial
traces that had been described tc him by Buckland who
became converted to the "Glacial Theory" as a result
of a trip to glaciers in Switzerland in I838 with Agassiz.
Agassiz read a summarised version of his "Ltudes sur
les glaciers" before the Glasgow meeting of the British
Association (White,1970). The views of Agasslz were
not immediately universally ac epted and some scientists
like rarwin, Lye11, Crosskey, Burchlson and Woodward
remained sceptical, merely modifying their views within
tne older iceberg-marine theory (Hansen,1570).
In Scotland the evidence for valley glaciers
was clearer than in much of the rest of Britain, and
as a result the Glacial Theory was more readily accepted
tnere. Chambers(1853) advocated land-ice rather than
icebergs to account for tne ridge and trough for s of
the Lothians. Jamieson(l862) wrote on the "ice-worn
rocks of Scotland" and in I863 demonstrated that the
parallel roads of Glen Hoy and neighbouring glens were
the result of glacial damming. The general acceptance
of the Glacial Theory in Scotland however can be traced
to a paper by A. Gelkle(l863) "on the pnenotnena of the
9.
glacial drift in Scotland".
Yet some geologists were still not convinced
that an ice sneet had covered Scotland. Instead the
Drift Theory was expanded to include local glaciers on
high ground, since their former existence could no longer
be denied. 1th a wnole range of agents, including
glaciers, icebergs, terrestrial meltwater, ocean currents
and combinations of tnese it was not difficult to "ex¬
plain" all the phenomena of the drift (Hansen,1970).
If the erratics were small, rounded and distant from
tneir source, the ocean currents might account for tnem.
If, on the other nand, they were large, angular and
near their source tney must nave been carried on ice-
ber b (e.g. Hopkins,1851). The Drift Theory survived
until trie late nineteenth century chiefly as a result
of this flexibility.
The interest aroused by erratic blocks led to
a more intensive study of their nature and distribution
with committees set up especially to investigate them.
The Scottish Eoulder Committee was set up by the Koyal
Society of Edinburgh in 1671 with the object "first to
ascertain the districts in Scotland where any remarkable
boulders were situated; and, second, to select tnose
which might be deemed worthy of preservation" (Fiilne-
Home,1872,p.703)• Ten rep rts were published in all
and they provided geologists with considerable inform¬
ation about erratic boulders. The largest recorded
erratic boulder was estimated to weigh 800 tonnes..
Summarising the work, Milne-Home(I88i|), noted the main
conclusions arising out of the reports. Granite formed
the largest boulders and greenstone boulders were the most
numerous. Generally boulders were either soft, friable and
angular and transported over short distances, or tney were
tough, homogeneous and rounded and had travelled far.
Although the reports gave rise to considerable
evidence in favour of former glaciation, Milne-Home still
advocated the Drift Theory. The existence of erratics at
950m could be explained by the submergence of the land
beneath the sea to that level. Submergence was indicated
by sands and gravels up to 650m and sea shells to 175^.
Changes in the direction of striae around high ground
could be accounted for by ocean currents, whose presence
was confir ed by kames in the Scottish Central Lowlands.
Milne-Home's was a minority view. As early as
1865 A. Geikie had summed up the situation in the following
manner. "After long years of doubt and discussion,
geologists are at length led to believe that during a
comparatively recent geological period the whole of the
northern half of Great Prltain was cased in ice" (Geikie,
1865,p.78). It was in part the tangible evidence afforded
by the transport of erratic blocks that steered nineteenth
century scientific thinking away from notions of a Deluge
to icebergs floating over a submerged land surface, and
finally to the acceptance of the former existence of ice
sheets in Britain.
Orlfln of erratics
Before the transporting powers of glaciers
were more fully realised, the huge erratics were often
thought to represent the remnants of denuded geological
strata (e.g. Greenough,1819)• Complex faulting and
folding of bedrock was also suggested (Seeley,1864,1865,
1868; ',oolacott,1921). Gverthrust faulting was once
invoked to explain the north-south line of huge blocks
of quartzite that make up the Foothills erratics train
in the Calgary area, Canada (Hume,193l). The blocks
were thought to represent erosion remnants of a now
denuded fault plate. Recent study however has demon¬
strated a glacial origin for these blocks (Stalker,1956;
Morgan,19&9).
Following tne general acceptance of the Glacial
Theory Interest was centred on the manner in which blocks
of rock could be prised from their source by ice. From
observation of modern glaciers it was noted that material
could be introduced subglacially at tne bedrock-ice
interface or on to the Ice surface. An exception occurred
for material that was entrained from large bedrock ob¬
structions in tne path of the ice. Trains of debris
were seen to be carried out horizontally into an englaclal
position from such prominences (e.g. Chemberlin,1895)•
Material introduced on to the ice surface con¬
sists almost entirely of frost-shattered rock fragments
(Sharp,1949; Boulton,1970a; Carson,1971)• The transport
of erratics by tnis means has been suggested for some
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erratics trains (Geinitz,1923; Forgen,1969). however
a far larger proportion of bedrock erosion takes place
beneath the ice. The ability of ice sheets to remove
bedrock became apparent in Britain when sections into
glacial deposits were carefully examined. Injection
of till between bedrock strata involving tremendous
pressures was noted (Filne-Horoe,1869; Rarr,1887; Dwerry-
house,1893)• large slabs of rock still connected to
bedrock were observed jutting out into till apparently
in the process of removal (Crosskey,1882; Hershey,189?;
Sardeson,1905)• Similar slabs also appeared to have
been folded as a result of ice pressure (Hershey,1897;
Thwaites,1921).
Not all material incorporated by ice need be
freshly eroded bedrock. It may be derived from older
tills (Johnson,1971)» from preglaclal stream deposits
(lieiche, 1937) , from former beaches (Grttnwall, 1900) or
from other pire^lacial deposits (Krumbein,1933) • Bemoval
of this overburden by ice will lead to contact with the
underlying bedrock.
Glacial erosion of bedrock is thougnt to oper-
ate in two distinct ways: by abrasion of rock surfaces
to give them a smoothed or striated appearance, and
by plucking or quarrying (Lmbleton & King,1975)• The
latter is clearly the process involved in the removal
of erratics since abrasion gives rise to silt and clay
size particles. uarrying is also quantitatively more
effective than abrasion in removing bedrock (Henderson,
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1959; Flint,1971). The ability of Ice to quarry bedrock
Increases with closer spacing of the joints (. arker,lfi99;
Cailleux,1952; Henderson,1959). Fetthes(1930) illustrat¬
ed this in the narrowing of the lower Yosemite valley
into the Ferced Gorge which marks the point wnere well
jointed rocks terminate and massive, unquarriable granite
begins. Although the quarrying process unquestionably
takes place, the lack of direct observation has given
rise to a number of theories to explain the phenomenon.
One suggestion is that preglacial preparation
of bedrock is important. Demorest(1939,1943) consid¬
ered that the supply of pluckatle material depends on
the depth of unconsolidated or loosely jointed rock
existing in preglacial times. Eoye(1$50.196P) develop¬
ed this idea by specifically assigning freeze-thaw action
to thl3 task where a sufficient supply of moisture was
available, bedrock material is broken up prior to re¬
moval by ice as a result of water percolating into the
pre-existing joints and cracks in the rock. With succ¬
essive freeze and thaw tne joints are weakened and prised
apart (Chamberlin,1693; Chapman fi- Greenfield,1949).
The existence of weathered rock in till supports the
idea of preglacial preparation of bedrock (Goldthwait
k Kru.er,193^)• Pirot(196F) however argued that the
depth of the preglacial permafrost would not have been
deep enough to prepare sufficient quantities of material.
Feininger(1971) favoured deep chemical weathering of
crystalline rocks to account for large-scale glacial
removal.
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Another proposed mechanism for glacial quarry¬
ing involves fresze-thaw action in a sutglacial environ¬
ment . Carol (19R7) observed sulglacial water in the
lee of a roche rooutonnee and favoured freeze-thaw action
to account for the plucked appearance of the rock surface.
Holmes(19hb) considered that subglacial freeze-thaw
might result from fluctuations in pressure due to variat¬
ions of the stress in the overlying ice. FcCall(I960)
favoured subglacial freeze-thaw to explain observed
phenomena beneath a cirque glacier in Norway. Basal
melting is characteristic of temperate glaciers as direct
observation has shown (Kamb & LaChaieile,196h). On
the other hand modern high latitude glaciers are composed
chiefly of ice that is below trie melting point. Recent
cores into some of tnese glaciers however indicate that
the presence of subglacial meltwater at the bedrock-ice
Interface is not uncommon (Fisher,1955; Gow et si..1968;
Stupavsky & Gravenor,1974). It has been suggested that
this is a result of pressure melting and tnat only in
the terminal zones is basal ice below the melting point
(weertman,196l). weertman and Eoulton(1972) suggested
that such glaciers might provide a good model for major
uaternary ice sheets, with basal ice at the melting
point in their internal parts and bordered marginally
by a wedge of colder ice. The subglacial freeze-thaw
process therefore cannot be discarded in explaining
quarrying on the grounds that the Quaternary ice sheets
were non-temperate.
Another possible mechanism of glacial quarrying
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involves the action of pressure release beneath thick
ice. For example, Lewis(1954) and Linton(1963) pointed
out that when bedrock is removed by a glacier the ice
replacing rock is only about one-third of the density
of the rock. This might lead to the development of
dilatation Joints paralleling the bedrock surface.
Quarrying by this means would help to explain the pro¬
nounced ability of ice to erode vertically producing
deep valleys (Holmes , 193? 5 '.-.'yllie ,19 5?; Spreitzer, Iff 3;
GJessing,1966). Confirmation of this pressure release
process has come from quarrying and mining operations
where rock is known to expand following the removal of
overlying rock (Bain,1931; Jahns,1943)• Jahns(1943)
observed that the parallelism of the sheets was inde¬
pendent of rock structure and that the dilatation Joints
were spaced at progressively greater distances with
depth and became parallel to the surface.
An hypothesis has been suggested that facilitates
the creation of Jointing in rocks by pressure release.
Glacier thinning would not only lead to a greater release
of pressure creating dilatation Joints, but would also
mean that meltwater activity could create opportunities
for freeze-thaw action to work on Joints (Lewis,1954;
Harland,1957; Henderson,1959; Pirot,1968). Following
a re-advance, loosened bedrock would already be prepared
for removal by the glacier ice. It hS3 recently been
suggested by Trainer(1973) that moving ice can itself
open up Joints along pre-existing zones of weakness.
He points out that pressure release Joints cannot be
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the whole answer to glacial quarrying since high angle
Joints are needed to break up rock into blocks. Eoulton
(1972,1974) suggests that bedrock can be crushed by ice
in subglacial cavities due to lateral expansion of rock
in response to stresses set up by the overlying ice.
The Importance of glacial quarrying in relation
to the study of frequency, size and shape of erratics is
axiomatic. The ease with which glacier ice can incorp¬
orate bedrock material will control the frequency of
erratics down-ice of the outcrop. The shape and size of
erratics will be affected by the original bedrock Joint¬
ing characteristics. The influence of bedrock Jointing
on the size and shape of erratics is well known (Shaler,
1893; Charlesworth,192U; Drake,1970; Henderson,1972;
Gry,1974; Krftger,197h). This does not however rule out
quarrying of bedrock along lines of weakness induced by
dilatation or pressure of ice since, during glacial
transport rock fragments will in any case tend to be
crushed into Joint-controlled blocks.
Distribution of erratics
The possible ways in which erratic material,
can be incorporated, transported and deposited in the
glacial environment will be discussed in this section.
The incorporation of erratics into glacier ice and as¬
pects of their vertical distribution will be discussed,
folio-,ed by the horizontal component in their distribution.
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Apart from their size, a particular feature of
erratic blocks that puzzled early nineteenth century
scientists was the heights to which tney had been lift¬
ed above their sources. Many instances of uplift of
erratics nave been documented in the British Isles. In
Arvon, Ordovician shale has been lifted 30m in 3km (Greenf¬
ly, 19L1). Holllngworth(193D noted the transport of
Shap granite boulders to higher levels in the Lake District.
On the Isle of Man granite boulders weighing 2tonnes have
been raised some l?Om. In Scotland, eristics of Torrld-
onian Sandstone have been carried up some L50ci (Teach
et al♦ .1913). In Glen Orchy a mass of kentallenite has
left a well marked train of boulders leading to a point
170m above the parent rock (Kynaston & Hill,1906).
Rannocn Moor granite erratics have been lifted some
650m from ti-eir source (Peach et al. .1913; Bailey &
Maufe,l$l6). In the Shetland Isles stones in till have
been carried at least 200ro up the shoulder of Saxavora
Hill (Peach & Borne,1879).
It is acknowledged that moving ice can provide
the means for carrying: and depositing material to higher
levels tnan its source. The elevation of erratics is
only part of the wider question of how the upward trans¬
port of glacial material is performed.
Evidence for the upward transport of material
on modern glaciers and ice caps is abundant. Forbes(18L7)
observed that the greater part of the surface of the
Bhone glacier was free of stones. Towards the snout
However many stones appeared at the glacier surface.
Forbes suggested that this res;ite: from retardation if
the snout due to increased friction, tnus causing stones
from the bedrock-ice interface to be "actually introduced
into tne ice by friction at tne bottom of trie glacier,
and forced upwards by tne action of the frontal resist¬
ance" (Forbes,I647,p.152). Similar conclusions for tne
derivation of observed supraglacial debris were drawn by
Salisbury(1696J, Garwood and Gregory(1896) and Garwood
(1 99). The material arriving at trie surface of the glacier-
hod apparently been dragged up so-called shear planes
formed where active ice overrode a wedge-snaped, stagnant,
f rontal zone (orcester, 1939; Goldtnwai t, 19 51; Sharp ,1954;
Bishop,1957, Souchez,1966,1967,1971; Clay ton,196?; Stewart
& FacClintock,1971)• Shearing of debris has also been
postulate for situations where the lower layers of ice
"nave been retarded by top-Ograpnical obstructions (e. .
Lewis,I887; Woodward,1897; Flint et al. , 1942; Parizek,
I98S). Febbles observed emerging from shear planes at
the glacier surface have been water-worn (Kendall,1894;
Garwood &■, Gregory,1898, Kay, 1935, Chamberlin,1936) and
striated (Visser,193*5; Sharp, 19b?) • From observations
Goldthwait(1981) considered that airty shear planes in
the Barnes ice cap would intersect witn the ground some
480m back under the ice. Swinzow(1962) observed Horiz¬
ontal dirt bands at this approximate distance.
Pirie(1913) though noting an upward inclination
of strata towards the glacier snout could find no evidence
of Shearing. Chamberlin(1928) found that sue r plane
movement was only slight. More recently Weertman(196l)
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afed Hooke(1968,1973) have objected to the concept of dis¬
crete shear planes formed at the margin between active
and stagnant ice. hooke(1973) Anderton(1973) consider
that tne upward transport of debris is merely a passive
response to surface ablation.
V.'hether or not shear planes are an important
method of ice movement, transport of debris solely by this
means at the margin of a glacier or an ice sheet cannot
account for the known travel of debris up to 600km from
its source (Goldthwait,1971)• Some other method of incorp¬
oration and transport of debris therefore seems likely
and a number of alternative hypotheses have been proposed.
Campbell(1691) considered that glaciers would conform to
tne laws of fluid action and that just as rivers carry
material from their base to the surface so too must glaciers,
except that the debris does not return to the base in a
glacier. Hollingworth(1931) suggested a process whereby
cross currents at different levels in the ice were capable
of thrusting up material. Case(l895) and Sollas(l895)
both demonstrated by means of models how debris might
follow an upward trajectory when a glacier was forced to
rise over a bedrock obstacle.
Following observation of subglacial meltwater
at the base of modern cold and temperate glaciers, a method
of incorporation of material by freezing of water on to
the bottom of an ice sheet was proposed (V:eertman,196l,
1966). beertman considered that the position where the
0°C isotherm coincided with the base of the ice would
shift in response to a change in the thickness of the
ice. As a result of a repetition of this process altern¬
ating layers of clear ice (representing frozen meltwater)
and debris would be frozen to the base of the ice.
Eoulton(lS72) proposed a similar process to account
for the quarrying of lar e erratics. .here the depth of
freezing in subglacial materials coinciding with major
Joints or planes of weakness the material might be carried
forward by the glacier.
Boulton(1970a), noting that pressure melting and
revelation occurred around an obstruction on a glacier
bed, considered that basal debris might be carried to a
relatively greater height because of the formation of
regelation ice beneath it in tne lee of the obstruction.
However he added that vertical mobility by this means is
limited to around 10cm (}oulton,1975)•
Boulton(1974) has observed how plastic flow of
ice enables large boulders to be tightly gripped by a
glacier. Beneath the Glacier d'Argentlere tne closure
of a cavity led to ice flowing firstly around boulders
and then transporting them.
Although these suggestions indicate how material
can be Incorporated into the base of a glacier of ice
sheet, none of them appears to account for the uplift of
erratics by hundreds of metres over short distances.
Shear or thrust planes however provide the steep upward
trajectory necessary. Although it seems unlikely that
material can be"dragged up from the base of the glacier
along thrust planes" (Clayton,1967»P«42), shearing has
been observed carrying material already incorporated by
the regelation proces to higher levels in the ice (Boulton,
1970s).
A specialised manner in which basal debris can
be lifted by glacier ice concerns the interaction of two
ice streams. Bonney(lP89) observed how two glaciers con¬
verged, the smaller ponding against the other and being
forced to rise. Since the sole of the smaller glacier
carried with it basal debris which was deposited on to
the surface of the other glacier, Eonney considered that
this process might throw lignt on the way in which "blocks
of rock in past geological ages may sometime have been
carried uphill by glaciers" (Bonney,1889,P-391). Similar
observations of overriding glacial streams were made by
Visser(1932,1935) and Klebelsberg(1939)•
Not only are erratics distributed at various
levels in the landscape but there is also some evidence
to suggest that taey rr°y be separated according to distance
of transport in any vertical sequence of glacial deposits.
For instance Uoodchild (1075) found that tne hlgt.er of two
divisions of glacial deposits contained larger, more ang¬
ular blocks witr. s more distant origin than material in
the lower division. Calhoun(1906) and M01der(1950) noted
that boulders lying on the surface had travelled farther
than material in the underlying till. Ramsay(1912) ,
Charlesworth(192h), Statner(1929) and Vincent(1969) have
also noted separation of deposits containing certain erratics.
Sauramo(192^) found a till sheet containing predominantly
granite-gneiss material overlylng another that was chiefly
composed of mlcaschlst. Since the granite-gneiss had a
more distant source he argued that a process of sequential
deposition had operated. Toulton(1970b) also noted that
the upward sequence of debris deposited from an englacial
position reflected in reverse order the lithologies over
which the ice had moved. Hyvarinen et al.(1973) have shown
quantitatively that the amount of material with a long
transport history increases higher up in a till sequence.
Flint(1957) suggested that this phenomenon of sequential
deposition resulted from the deposition of till formed by
the glacier stirring up local material which protected
the ground from further erosion and permitted the subseq¬
uent deposition of far-travelled material.
Other work however has reflected the remarkable
extent to which ice has mixed material of local and far-
travelled origins. Milthers stated that "it only very
seldom happens that boulders of one origin... occur in
a special geological horizon, and that boulders of another
origin... lie in another separate horizon" (hilthers,1909,
p.33). "avies(I876) and hyypp&(19U8) concurred with this
view.
Having dealt with the vertical aspects of the
transportation and deposition of erratics, the horizontal
component of their distribution will now be discussed.
In the lee of bedrock outcrops lines of erratics extend
downstream in the direction of ice movement. If an out¬
crop is small, hard, suitable for quarrying and sufficient¬
ly distinctive for easy identification, a stream of erratics
may be traced. Characteristically, lines drawn from the
localities of a number of erratics to their source form
a fan with the apex centred on the source, ^erly workers
referred to the® as boulder trains but boulders are only
one of many particle sizes that constitute the material
eroded from an outcrop. The term indicator fans has been
used to describe streams of erratics of all particle sizes,
but for the present investigation tne term erratics trains
is preferred.
Erratics trains form "perhaps the best available
index of tne local direction of flow of an ice sheet"
(Flint,195?,p.123)• Other indicators of ice movement dir¬
ection, such as striae, drumllns and crag-and-tails, show
the movement of the base of an ice sheet at a particular
point or time. The direction of the major axis of an
erratics train, however, represents tne culmination of
an infinite number of changes in ice movement direction
over a large area through phases of ice advance, retreat
and stillstsnd.
An erratics train can be almost linear as in tne
case of the train from Snake Putte, nortn central Montana
(Knecntel,1942), or it may form an extremely wide fan
such as the 80 degree arc from a quartzite outcrop in the
Waterloo area (Euell,1895)• The fragments generally be¬
come fewer with distance from their outcrop, as Tilas
noted in 17h0, and fewer away from the m^jor axis of the
train. The distance over which erratics are spread is
limited by the distance from tne source to the margin
of the ice mass and the atllity of the fragments to sur¬
vive weathering and erosion during transport (Trice,If73)•
Erratics often tecone smaller, more spherical and round¬
ed with distance from their outcrop'.
The earliest train of erratics to be noted in
Scotland is the trrin of dolerite frs ments from Corst-
orphine Hill in Edinburgh (; aclaren,1852). opkins(1852)
noted the southward spread of erratics from Glen Fyne to
the Clyde estuary. The iennoxtown boulder train mapped
by Peach(1909) is by far the best known train of erratics
in Scotland (Fig.3-2). erratics trains have also been
studied in Eorth America (e.g. Perry,1870; Eenton,l878;
Shaler,l893i Buell,l695; Taylor,1910; Knechtel,19h2;
Stalker,1956; Morgan,1969; :ionne,lr73) and Scandinavia
(e.g. Hausen,191h; Kucke,1937; Saksela,1919; ?-"ttlder,lS 50;
Edelmsn,19 51; Gillberg,1965,1967,1968a; Eui,1972).
Mickelson(1971) actually oVserved a train of marble erratics
on stagnant ice of the Burroughs glacier, Alaska.
The sharp rise in the frequency of erratics on
approaching an outcrop from a down-ice direction has given
rise to the use of erratics trains in prospecting for
ore todies covered by glacial deposits, "his method has
had a long history in Scandinavia (e.g. Tilas,174G; Saur-
amo,192t; EiJgbom,1931; Lundqvist,1935; 0dum,19h5; HyyppS,
19h8; Grip ,1953; Kauranne,1958; Kr&ger,19?h)• Similar
uses of erratics trains in prospecting have been made
in .orth America (e,g. Moore,1940; reimanis,1956,1958;
Lee,1963; Gunn,1968). In Scandinavia dogs have been
specially trained to locate individual sulphide- and
graphite-rich erratic boulders (Hyvarinen et al. .1973).
In reland dry stone walls have been used as locations for
tracing erratic boulders O'orrissey & Eomer,l(73). Not
only boulders have been used in tracing ore bodies in
glacial drift prospecting. In the 1930's mineral comp¬
osition of till was included followed by \-ray diffract-
ometers and various rapid chemical analysers in the 1940'
{Shilts,1971). Geochemical methods are commonly used
(Cazalet ,1973; Eriksson,1973; Govett,1973; wilsson,1973;
Shilts,1973a; Szabo et al♦.1979)♦ In Sweden extensive
uranium prospecting has brought about tne use of magnetic
radon, radiometric and electromagnetic surveys as well as
more traditional methods for tracing glacial erratics
(Lundberg,1973)•
The rapid decline in the amount of erratic mater
ial with distance from its source had been noted by nine¬
teenth century observers. Eenton reported that boulders
of chloritic schist near their source were "abundant...
while on passing along the train to the south-east, a
well marked... diminution in their number may be observed
(Benton,IE'7? ,p.28). haler recorded for the Iron bill
boulder train, Rhode Island that "tne average distance
between the pebbles of ore rapidly increases as we dep¬
art from: the source of tue train" ( Rhaler, 189 3 ,p. 19?) •
Salisbury(1900) theoretically determined the dilution of
material in till. However Krumbeln(1937) was the first t
attempt to define mathematically the dilution in the
amount of erratic material with distance from the source.
He used a map of individual erratic boulders to derive
measures of boulders per unit area at five points vary-
in distance from the source (Fig.2.la), he showed that
the decrease in the concentration of boulders per unit
area could be expressed as a negative ecponential function
of the form
Y - mb ~sx
where m is the value of Y when x=0, b is the base of the
exponential function and a is a constant.
freimanis(1956) illustrated the percentage of
rock fragments in till against distance from the source
for a number of different rock types (5ig.2.1b). All
the curves resemble the curve of Irumbeln(1937) in that
the rate of decline is high near the outcrop after which
each curve flattens out.
0311berg(1965,1967»1968a) fitted curves based on
the function introduced by Krumbein to the dispersion of
various litnologies within till in southern Sweden. Dionne
(1973) has also derived curves representing the decay in
the percentage of ordovician jebbles in fluvioglacial
material and till in Quebec.
The shape of these decay curves varies for diff¬
erent particle sizes in till or fluvioglacial material,
and between material of the same size and llthology in till
and fluvioglacial deposits.
Iee(1965) investigated the effects of fluvioglac¬
ial deposition on tne dilution of different sizes and types
of minerals in tne Kunro esker, Canada. ly sampling the
esker at intervals he found that the maximum abundance of
any mineral did not occur at the outcrop but some distance
downstream. The larger particles tended to approach their
maximum abundance more quickly than finer particles.
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Similar results nave been obtained by Shilts and cBonald
(1975) for the Windsor esker, southern Quebec.
Hellaakoski(1931) made observations on material
comprising the esker at Laitila, Finland. The esker runs
almost parallel to neighbouring striae and overlies an
outcrop of Bapskivi granite for 27km of its length. The
percentage of Rapekivl stones was counted both in the drift
alongside the esker and in the esker itself from a point
where it crossed on to tne Fapakivi outcrop. The percent¬
age counts at sample points along the route of the esker
are shown in Fig.2.2. At a distance of 1.5km from the
proximal contact with the Rapakivi granite, this rock
amounts to 50 per cent of the stones in the drift. How¬
ever, in the esker Rapakivi stones only start to appear
at 5 to 6km. The maximum, abundance of vapakivi granite
in the drift occurs at 15km from the proximal contact
compared with a higher maximum abundance; at 20km for esker
material. Hellaakoski argued that tne drift acted as the
source of Fapakivi stones for the esker tnus explaining
the greater distance before maximum abundance is reached
in the latter.
The far-travelled nature of esker material has
also Veen noted by Virkkala(1958), ^atisto(1961), Oillberg
(1968b) and Szabo et 61,(1975).
h number of studies involving various size grades
of a particular rock type have indicated that the fine
material persists for greater distances within till than
the coarser component (e.g. Crampton,1959; Bayrock,1962;
Gillberg,1968a; Fettersson,1568; Szabo et al..1575)•
Figure 2.1
Distance decay curves for A) erratics from Mount Ascutney
and B) a number of erratics trains.
Distance decay curves for Rapaklvi granite erratics in
morainic drift and esker material. Stippled area rep¬
resents extent of the Eapakivi outcrop.
Treimanls and Vagners(1965,1969,1571,1972) Investigated
this phenomenon in some detail. They considered that
for mono-mineralic rocks in till tuere is a bl-rrodal
distribution of partical sizes; a matrix mode in the fine
fraction and a clast-slze mode formed by rock fragments.
In multi-rrineralic rocks, matrix modes will correspond
to each constituent mineral. The matrix mode forms the
"terminal grade" to which rock fragments are eventually
reduced and beyond which comminution of the material no
longer takes place. t the source the clast-size mode is
larger than the matrix mode. However with "increasing
distance of glacial transport away from the source, the
matrix modes grow larger, recording increasing comminut¬
ion of clast-size particles" (Dreimanis & Vagners,1971,
p.2/2). in the case of the frequency distribution of
dolostone-dolomite, tne matrix mode attains over 30 per
cent of total dolomite after 75km and 70 per cent after
300 to 500km transport. Ira contrast to this view, a
few workers considered triat both fine and coarse till
material undergoes short glacial transport (e.g. Lonovan
& James,1567; Shilts,1573b)•
The dispersion of erratic material from its source
along a line in the direction of ice movement presents a
comparatively straightforward situation. Trie introduct¬
ion, however, of a third dimension, by building up a patt¬
ern of the dispersion along an infinite number of lines
radiating from the source, leads to a far more complex
picture. A number of factors that affect the dispersion
of erratic material are known, but their contribution
has not been quantified. Anderson(1955) has grouped tnese
factors under the four headings of provenance, lithology,
glacial processes and dilution. Similar lists of factors
affecting the dispersion of erratic material were produc¬
ed by Fllnt(19?l) and Holmes(i960).
Frovenance refers to the source of an erratic.
The size and proximity of an outcrop affect the amount of
material from that source in the glacial deposits. Eskola
(1933) found that the percentage of rock types in till was
similar to the percentage area of Finland underlain ty
that rock type. Hsrrison(1960) found a similar relation¬
ship of bedrock area to till content for Wisconsin till in
Central Indiana. The topographic position of the source
outcrop also affects the number of erratic fragments prod¬
uced. The source of t:.e Iron Hill boulder train is In the
form of a "unique boss of rock rising from the tolerably
level country" (Shaler,1893>P»189)• However, less prom¬
inent rock masses can also give rise to well-defined fans
of erratics (Sauramo,192a). The deptn of cover by older
glacial deposits or weatnered material can also affect
the amount of erratic material (Krumbeln,1933; Gillberg,
1965)•
Under the heading of llthology, Anderson(19^5)
considered the durability, jointing, massiveness and weath¬
ering products as being important. Jointing has alrea y
been discussed earlier in this chapter in connection with
glacial quarrying. The efficiency of quarrying at the
source affects the amount of erratic material in glacial
deposits. Durability in transport, i.e. resistance to
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crushing and abrasion, is also an important factor. Non¬
durable rock types such as sandstones, shales and schists
die out quickly in transport (Holmes,1960; Flint, 1971).
On the other hand granites and other hard igneous rocks
often tend to comprise the far-travelled portion of glac¬
ial deposits as a result of tneir durability (Anderson,
1957; Beaumont,1967; Farcussen, 1973) • If trie bedrock
can be effectively weathered preglacially then the ice
can incorporate considerably more material (Krunibeln,19335
Feininger,1971)•
Glacial processes have already been discussed
in the context of incorporation and upward transport of
rock fragments. The main factors under this heading
that affect the amount of erratic material in glacial
deposits are the thickness, load and rate of movement,
which dictate the eroding powers of glacier ice, and the
mode of transport, wnich affects the distribution.
Dilution represents the effect on the amount of
erratic material by the addition of other lithologies.
This is superimposed on all the foregoing factors and is
of major importance in interpreting the distribution of
any erratic material.
Theories relating to the formation of erratics trains
Having considered the nature of, and factors
affecting the decline of erratic material with distance
from the source attention will now be turned to the prob¬
lem of explaining the fan shape of an erratics train.
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In most cases the major axis of an erratics train coin¬
cides fairly closely with the direction of ice movement
as shown by striae, drumlins etc. in the vicinity. How¬
ever the processes responsible for carrying erratics
obliquely across the ice flow lines reflected by the ice
direction indicators are points of conjecture. Any hyp¬
othesis must account not only for varying widths of trains
but also for a general decrease in erratic material down-
ice of the source and away from trie major axis until tne
occurrence of the erratics becomes sporadic. The main
hypotheses in the literature can be grouped under the
hea ings of divergent flow of ice, changing direct ioti
of ice movement, wandering centre of ice motion and glac¬
ial meitwater.
It seems reasonable to infer that a fan of errat¬
ics can result from "the divergent flow Inherent in tht
spreading of glacier ice" (Flint,195?»1*123)• illust¬
ration of this natural spreading action by ice is the
Wadena drumlin field (Wright ,195?) • -ince drumlins are
elongated hills streamlined by the basal motion of ice,
their long axes reflect the direction of ice movement.
The Wadena drumlin field indicates that the ice lobe resp¬
onsible for their formation spread across an arc of I3G
degrees over a distance of 115km. Goldthwait(19?1) con¬
sidered tnat the typical erratics train suggests some
basal mechanism of lateral dispersion in tne ice. He
advocated the theory of regelation around small basal
obstructions and divergent flow around larger obstacles
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to explain Intricate lateral dispersion beneath even uni¬
directional upper ice. Boulton( 197*5) has studied in some
detail the streaming of basal debris around small bedrock
obstacles (Pig.2.3). He regards the extent of lateral
mobility as being limited to c.lOcm.
Anotner proposed hypothesis accounting for the
observed spreading of erratics away from their source
involves an ice stream following a different path either
during separate glaciations or phases of the same glaciat-
lon. Hausen(lSlt) considered that the wide fan of errat¬
ics from Sweden and Finland spreading to the south-east
and south had resulted from two separate ice movements,
the "grosse Vereisung" and "jungere bsltiscne Glaziatlon".
The former had travelled from nortn-west to south-east
while trie latter had involved a north to south movement.
Buell(l8?8), Petersen(1899) and Hamsay(1912) also advoc¬
ated separate directions of ice movement to explain the
shapes of erratics trains. Hyvarlnen et al.(1973) con¬
sider that the width of a train is dependent on whether
more than one glaciation has been responsible for their
distribution. Mountjoy(1958) expressed caution in inter¬
preting Ice direction from the Foothills erratics train
in case other glaciations had been instrumental in spread¬
ing toe material. Elfferent directions of Ice movement
have given rise to intercrossing of erratics on a local
scale (Home,1899) • Many, however, have argued that
the speed of weathering in some rocks means that it is
impossible for two glaciations to be responsible for the
resulting erratics trains (e.g. Hyyppi,19^6).
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There is considerable support for the view that
changing ice direction during various phases of a single
glaciation nas been responsible for creating the fan shape
of a typical erratics train. Edelman(1551)» considering
the origin of a train of sandstone boulders, with one
periphery of the train more distinct than the other, fav¬
oured this view. "If trie ice moved in different direct¬
ions at separate times it is clear that the boulders quarr¬
ied by the last ice stream were transported along an al¬
most straight line, [accounting for trie distinct boundary]
whereas boulders quarried during earlier stages had poss¬
ibilities of being transported several times in different
directions" (accounting for the sporadic occurrence of
boulders along the other boundary] (Edelman,1951,p.l60).
Milthers(1913) suggested that the Ealtic Ice must have
changed direction to some extent at times to account for
Danish erratics discovered on the Norfolk coast. Hucke
(1937) referred to the possibility of changing ice direct¬
ion during the "Diluvium" explaining the distribution of
erratics in a fan. Gillberg(1965) regarded tne fan of
Cambro-silurlan material in the highlands of Sweden as
being formed by separate ice movements at different times.
Rui cited the remarkably confined nature of two parallel
erratics trains in the Rorps district of Norway as evi¬
dence of "the constancy...of movement of tne ice-sneet
in its final dynamic stage" (Rui,1972,p.l?). Furthermore,
both Rui and Holmsen(196h) considered that the ice must
have been thick since "the direction of tne latest glac¬
ial flow was toward NW, independent of local topography"
(Holmsen ,196b ,p.l60).
However In most cases it seems that ice direct¬
ion is very tnucn controlled by topography. Horberg and
Anderson(1956), considering Pleistocene ice lobe movements
in central U.S.A., argued that the larger and broader tne
valleys, the less ice flow was diverted. Where there
was only a small angle between ice movement direction
and valley alignment, the divergence was mora efficient.
The Influence of topographic irregularities in directing
ice movement becomes greater as an ice sheet wastes, as
Perry(1870) realised in attempting to account for trains
of boulders in Berkshire County, Kassachussetts being
diverted around Villi masses. Sakselo(19b9) agreed with
this view. "Cffenbar nat... die Topographic der Unter-
lage einen merkbaren blnfluss auf die Eewegungen des In-
landeises und soroit aucn auf die rorm des Geschlebef&cners
ausge&bt" (Saksela ,19b9 ,p. 51) • Ke also offered an explan¬
ation of the wide arc encompassing many erratics trains
by arguing that "in elnem h&gellgen Gelftnde... breitet
slch der Fftcher schnell aus, wenn man sioh von Kutter-
felsen nach der Bewegungsrichtung des Inlandeises ent-
fernt" (Saksela ,19h9,P« "51). wltn the alignment of land-
forms approximately the same as that of ice rrovement, tne
train would remain the same width, but on flat topography
the train would broaden.
Lunc7qvist(1939) proposed a mechanism for producing
tne observed fan shape of an erratics train illustrated
by the two diagrams shown in Fig.2.h. The left-hand diag¬
ram illustrates tne flow of ice around upstanding hill
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Figure 2.3
Paths followed by debris-rich basal ice around bedrock
obstructions according to Eoulton(1974).
Figure 2,U
Formation of an erratics train by streaming of thin ice
around isolated hills (left-hand diagram) to leave a
classic erratics train pattern (right-hand diagram)
according to Lundqvist(1935)• Arrows represent direction
of ice movement.
masses at a stage when ice is thin. Each upstanding hill
deflects the ice which carries with it erratics from tne
source in the top left-hand corner of the diagram. hen
the ice has wasted the isollnes of erratic density will
be as shown in the right-hand diagram of Flg.2.h.
Sauramo(152U) favoured the idea of topography
influencing ice direction during the later stages of ice
wastage to explain fans of erratics, however, he also
considered the changing ice direction at successive ice
margins as the ice sheet retreated. Fig.2.5 shows two
stages of retreat (A & r.) in an ice lobe. Since tne ice
flow turns nearly at right angles to tne ice margin, ice
direction will change from the direction of arrow b to
that of arrow a as the ice retreats from area B to area
k. Fig.2.6 shows directions of ice movement towards six
ice margins during late glacial times in Western Finland.
The configuration of the margin constantly changed in res¬
ponse to factors such as relief and ice supply. Since
ice direction at each margin would correspondingly change,
erratics would undergo a wide variety of directions of
transport immediately prior to deposition, blithers(1909)
agreed broadly with this view to account for the fanning
of erratics in Scandinavia.
Shaler(1893) objected to this means of explain¬
ing the spread of boulders from Iron Hill, Rhode Island.
He maintained that "the difficulty with this hypothesis
is that it will not account for the gradual and essentially
uniform widening of the train from its source" (Shaler,
1893#P«202). He also thought that the "variations in the
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Figure 2.q
Changing direction of movement at ice margin during retreat.
Figure 2.6
Ice movement directions and ice margins in W. Finland.
position of the ice front amounted to only a few hundred
feet of distance in the axis of motion" (Shaler,1693>P»
201) such that a wide fan of erratics could not form.
An hypothesis related to the changing direction
of ice movement, but alleging e cause inherent to the ice
itself, was proposed by Teumer(1S2?). He argued that "
Inlandeis... kann iramer nur ein bestimmt begrenztes Ge-
schiebestreubild erzeugen"(Teumer,1927,p.28). Thus in
order to form a fan shape to the spread of an erratics
train he maintained that a wandering centre of ice motion
was necessary. Vith the centre of motion at A in Fig.2.7
a distribution of erratics in the shaded sector W would
be formed, vith the centre of motion successively at
points E ,C and D, sectors ,{,Y and 2. respectively would
be strewn witn erratics. It follows that the nearer the
outcrop is to the ice centre the wider the arc over which
the erratics are spread. Otner autnors have referred to
shifting centres of glacial outflow to explain changing
ice direction (e.g. Goldthwait,1951; Flint,1951). Further¬
more the migration of ice centres as a result of growth
or wastage of an ice sheet is established. The North
American ice sneets grew eastwards from the Cordillera
(Charleswortn,1957). The Greenland ice cap is known to
be complex. It is characterised by a number of low domes
and local ice caps, up to 60km or more in diameter, tnat
during ice shrinkage apparently have a positive regi en
(Flint,1971)• Turing the Pleistocene the juxtaposition
o such features may well have had an important effect
on the direction of ice motion in tne vicinity of an erratics
source (Holmsen, 196h).
Another possible mechanism that could lead to
a fan of erratics is the action of subglacial meltwater.
Shaler considered "the horizontal dispersion of the mater¬
ials contained in the boulder train from Iron Hill to
have been mainly brought about by the violent movements
of subglacial water" (Snsler,1893»P*205)• ucke thought
that "die Schmelzwasser wirkten auf eine Durchmischung
des Oeschiebebestandes bin" (Bucke,1937,p.51)• Lister
(1°73), considering the origin of proglacial boulders,
proposes discrete but temporary subglacial channels to
account for this debris, he envisages channels emanating
from the glacier snout at high velocity with the streams
intermittently changing their position of outflow.
Kummerow(1925) discussed the work of both sub-
glacial and marginal streams in spreading erratics.
Tyrrell(1858) favoured the idea of boulders being carried
beyond the limit of glaciatlon by streams. Bergesen(1973)
considers that till stones can be transported at variance
to the general ice direction as a result of intermediate
transport by englacial or supraglacial streams.
Size, shape and roundness changes of erratics durln,- glacial
and fluvloglaolal transport
Morphological change of rock fragments during
transport In a glaciated region has been to a large e<tent
a neglected topic. This has resulted from the difficulty
of obtaining a controlled situation in the field. For
example, the effect of lithology must be controlled and
a single size range of material should be used. Efforts
have therefore been concentrated on attempting to define
the characteristic size, shape and roundness of fragments
for a particular mode of glacial transport (e.g. Mansfield,
190?; Von Engeln,1930; Vientworth, 1936; > lng & I uckley,1968;
Bergesen,1973; Gregory & Culling ford,1974). Alternatively
the controlled situation has been reached by subjecting
material to simulated processes in the laboratory (vent-
worth, 1919; K'rumbein, 1941b; Sarmiento, 1945; Beaumont,196?;
Drake,1968).
: owever the main characteristics of the change
in the morphonetric properties of erratics during glacial
transport were realised at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. The decrease in the size of material away from
its source was observed by Greenough(l819). He noted that
the "largest masses are found nearest the parent rock,
and they diminish in size according to their distance"
(Greenough,1819,p.369 • Hopkins(1852) observed that the
granite erratics emanating from the Loch Ltive and Loch
Pyne are^s diminished in size southwards. Shsler( 1,893)
remarked on the decrease iri the size of material away
from the outcrop and attempted to define the characteristic
size of erratics at various distances froa the source.
Benton(18?8) and Taylor(1910) noted a decrease in the
size of material in the direction of transport for the
Lichmond erratics trains. Irake(19?2) measured the size
of basal till pebbles for ?9 lithologies in an area of
east-central Dew Hampshire. He found teat size decreased
with distance from the source.
That the shape of fragments was influenced by
crushing during transport along incipient bedrock fractures
and fissile material therefore does not undergo prolong¬
ed travel was also realised by Greenough. "fubstances
breaking into cubic or hexagonal blocks are found at a
greater distance than those which break into fragments
with acute angles. Hence the reason why granite is found
at such a distance from the parent rock" (Greenough,1819,
p.365). Turing the first quarter of the nineteenth cent¬
ury the agency responsible was thought to be the Deluge.
Nevertheless the observations were extremely astute and were
not improved upon by Eenton(lP?8) nearly half a century
later when considering the effect of glacial transport
on boulders forming the Richmond boulder trains. Re
remarked that "many... of the fragments torn off by the
ice contained incipient fissures, which were afterwards
developed ty the crushing force of the glacier" (Fenton,
1P78,F07) .
With the fuller knowledge of glaciers and ice
sheets accumulated since those early accounts, we are
better able to distinguish between the characteristic
processes acting in the subglacial, englacial, supraglac-
ial and fluvioglacial environments. The following dis- -
cussion will deal with the changes in shape and roundness
of rock fragments as a result of processes acting in these
environments.
Oeikle noted tne major effects of subglacial
processes on the morphological properties of erratics
with distance from the source. "The large boulders in the
boulder-clay are all from rocks of the neighbourhood, and
they become larger in size, less rounded and worn... the
nearer they approach to the parent masses from which they
have been detached" (Geikie,l863,p.38)• Mansfield des¬
cribed typical glacial pebbles as having "Facetted, round¬
ed edges, snubbed ends, polished and striated surfaces"
(Mansfield,1907,p.533). Von Lngeln(1930) found pebbles in
the subglacial till of central hew York that were typic¬
ally striated and of a "flat-iron" shape. Ovoid-shaped
pebbles, he felt, were a secondary till-stone type formed
by rotation within the till. The facetted parts of the
flat-iron pebbles resulted from the fragments being held
against the bedrock over which the ice was moving. V.ent-
worth(1936) looked for these characteristic features in
till pebbles of the Wisconsin area. He found that the
flat-iron description of glacial pebbles was "surprisingly
correct". Facetting as a feature of glacial pebbles,
although at present out of favour has nevertheless recent¬
ly been described for till stones (Eoulton,1970b). Drel-
manis(1956) illustrated the increase in roundness of ore
pebbles with distance away from the outcrop.
Quantitative analysis on glacial till stone shapes
was first undertaken by Holmes(19^0). He examined 3,23/4.
pebbles and cobbles from unleached till in central New York.
From the study he concluded that crushing and abrasion
affected subglacially transported stones. He considered
that facetting resulted from abrasion along pre-existing
flat surfaces such as would result from jointing in the
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rock and maintained that abrasion was concentrated in the
rounding of edges and corners of till stones. Ovoid-sheped
pebbles, and to a lesser extent discoid-tabular—shaped
pebbles, increased with distance from the source and con¬
versely the numbers of wedge fortes and rhomboids decreased.
These results led Holmes to disagree with Von Engeln(1930)
and to argue that the ultimate form to which till stones
were abraded in the absence of crushing was the ovoid.
Drake(1968,1972) analysed 1,852 basal till pebbles
from 19 sites in east-central New Hampshire. He determined
the sources of the pebbles and measured their shape, round¬
ness, amount of breakage, weatnerlng and distance from
source. He agreed with Holmes(i960) that crushing and
abrasion are the dominant processes affecting pebble morph¬
ology in the subglaclal environment. He found that round¬
ness increased rapidly within a short distance of transport
from the bedrock source. Thereafter mean roundness values
maintained an equilibrium. According to Drake, this indic¬
ated that the pebbles had undergone continuous crushing
and abrasion until final deposition. He also noted the
breakage on pebbles. Freshly broken pebbles disappeared
most rapidly and those showing no break persisted the
farthest. Drake argued that some ultimate shape was being
produced that could resist further crushing.
The shape of pebbles was measured and each pebble
assigned to one of four shape categories introduced by
Zlngg(1935)• These are rods, blades, spheres and discs.
In order to determine the initial shape of the fragments,
large unweathered boulders of each lithology represented by
tr.e pebtles were fragmented with a sledge hammer (Drake ,1970).
He considered teat these artificially crushed bedrock frag¬
ments would be equivalent to the shapes of fragments quarried
by basal ice. Assuming this artificially crushed bedrock as
representative of the original shapes, he found that over a
distance of c.30ktn';basal till spheres increased by one-half;
blades decreased by one-half; rods decreased by one-sixth;
and discs increased one-tenth" (I rake,1972,p.2l63)• These
results indicate the effect of the subglaclal processes.
ri.itn regard to crushing, the elongate pebbles (blades and
rods) would clearly be most susceptible to failure and the
spheres the least susceptible" (Drake,1972,p.2l6h). Not
only are spheres and discs resistant to crushing and formed
by abrasion, but these shapes are actually produced by the
crushing of more susceptible blades and rods. Thus the
preferential shapes produced by subglacial processes accord¬
ing to Drake are spheres, and to a lesser extent discs. He
then agrees broadly with Holmes(I960) who maintained that
the ultimate till 3tone form was tne ovoid.
Measurements of pebble weathering made by Crake(1968)
indicated that the most weathered, and hence, most readily-
crushed material tended to be reduced in comparison with
the harder pebbles of the same lithology. He concluded that
the harder material, being more resistant to crushing, was
able to survive longer transport in the subglacial environ¬
ment. These results support the view of a selective process
of subglacial crushing in the production of pebble shape.
Drake assumed that the 29 llthologles represented
by the petbles analysed were essentially similar in their
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responses to crushing and abrasion, although he did acknow¬
ledge that the long transport of certain pebbles could be
attributed to tneir exceptional durability. However resist
ance to crushing and abrasion varies considerably between
rock types which must affect pebble-snape production. ItJ
eastern Durham, Beaumont(1567) found that resistant met-
aroorphic and igneous till pebbles with a distant source
were more rounded than locally derived, relatively soft
sandstone pebbles. He considered that "it might well be
that these sub-rounded sandstone fragments represent some
kind of semi-equilibrium form which changes little as the
dimensions of the particles are reduced" (Beaumont,196?,
p.392). He concluded that a "process seems to operate
whereby the softer rocks are eliminated and the more
resistant rocks rounded to varying degrees" (Beaumont,
1967,p.H3h). He therefore stressed more strongly than
Drake the effect of abrasion. Whereas Brake regarded
similar values for roundness with distance from the
source as Indicative of a state of dynamic equilibrium
due to the combined effects of crushing and abrasion,
Beaumont regarded this situation as representative of a
steady state, abx^asion merely reducing the size of frag¬
ments. A more important result of the analysis by Beau¬
mont is that stones of different lithologies respond to
subglacial processes in different ways.
Comparable detailed analysis on the shape of
rock fragments inferred to have been transported in an
englacial position has not been carried out. However,
observations on debris in modern glaciers allow an assess-
ment of the active englaeial processes to be made.
Garwood & Gregory(1896) noted englecial material to be
rounded and striated. Striated rock fragments from an
englacial position have ben noted by Phillipp(1920),
Visser(1935)» Sharp(1949) and Boulton(1970b). Many con¬
sider that such evidence of abrasion reflects subglacial
rather than englacial processes. Henderson(1972) noted
the angularity of till stones In Newfoundland and argued
that having undergone englacial transport tney had suff¬
ered little grinding and crushing prior to deposition.
Upham(1891) distinguished betwe n subglacial and englac¬
ial till pebbles on tne basis of tne greater angularity
of the latter. Llster(1958) found that the grain-size
of englacial debris gradually became smaller at higher
levels within the ice, and on the assumption tnat the
higher bands were the farthest travelled, he suggested
that there is a gradual mechanical breakdown of debris
transported englocially. Others have stressed tne less
intense nature of both crushing and abrasion on fragments
in an englacial position (Elson,196l; Matlsto,1961;
Andrews,196j; Dreimanls & Vagners,1969; Karcussen,1973;
Gry,1974).
At the ice margin, surface ablation will lead
to englaclally transported fragments attaining a supra-
glacial position. Immediately prior to, and following
emergence of the fragment from tne ice it can undergo
considerable comminution. Ogilvle(190E) noted the ang¬
ular nature of supraglaclal debris. Soucnez(1966) ob¬
served frost-shattering of supraglacial debris in Ant-
arctica. He argued that an emerging rock fragment near
the ice surface absorbs heat during the day melting a
narrow layer of surrounding ice which percolates into
cracks and fissures in the fragment. Through fluctuat¬
ions about freezing point on the fragment surface frost-
shattering of the fragment takes place. Small and Clark
(197U) favour this process to account for the finer debris
comprising medial moraines of a glacier in Switzerland.
Oliver{196!) found a rounded and striated supraglacial
boulder in Antarctica split apart by frost action.
Sharp(1949) also noted frost-shattered supraglacial deb¬
ris .
Wany workers have used the evidence of such ob¬
servations to argue in favour of a supraglacial origin
for ^lelstocene deposits. Drake(1971), for example,
used the angularity and equldirnensional nature of pebbles
amongst otner evidence to suggest a supraglacial origin
for a deposit. Stewart and TacCllntock(197l) used the
angularity of boulders as an indication of an ablation
origin.
In fluvioglacial meltwater streams crushing is
not effective and the dominant process acting on rock
fragments is abrasion. Few studies have been undertaken
to investigate the effect of fluvioglacial transport on
the shape and roundness of erratic fragments with dist¬
ance froia the source. vatisto( 1961) noted a rapid round¬
ing of bedrock material in an esker in south-west Fin¬
land. Gregory and Cullingford(197U) have observed a
rapid increase in roundness of sandstone and lirrestone
pebbles within 4km of the source. Hellaakoski(1931)
found a considerable rounding of Fiapakivi grenite stones
over short distance of transport in an esker at Laltila,
Finland. King and Buckley( lf-68) measured shape and round¬
ness for stones from different glacial environments.
Fluvloglaciel deposits(eskers and kames) consisted of
more rounded stones than moraines, between stones of
the eskers and kames a statistical difference of the
mean roundness values was found. The stones in karnes
with a lower mean roundness underwent very snort trans¬
port, yet still showed a higher mean roundness than
stones in the moraines. Esker stones, although show¬
ing greater roundness than stones in kames, had not
travelled much farther. It was concluded that rounding
in fast-flo.ing, heavily laden meltwater streams must
be very effective to produce such a marked degree of
rounding in such a short distance. Mean values of
size, sphericity and flatness, however, failed to diff¬
erentiate between the three glacial environments. This
supports the view that fracturing of stones is largely
absent In meltwater streams and that abrasion is the
major process.
From source to point of deposition an erratic
can undergo processes acting In a combination of the
four generalised glacial environments outlined above.
Price(1969) identified rock fragments in till as being
derived from reworked fluvioglacial material, in the
supraglacial environment angularity may be characteristic
of fragments on active ice, but meltwater streams flowing
on stagnant ice rray lead to roundin^ (Sharp, 1$US). The
tapskivi granite fragments in the esker at Laitila have
undergone processes acting in the subglacial and fluvio-
glacial environments since tne drift acted as the source
for the esker material (Hellaakoski,1931)•
?ergesen(lc?3) has attempted to identify the
roundness characteristics of stones undergoing a varied
transport history. Using four visual classes of round¬
ness, he has identified four roundness tyf.es for pebbles
in glacial deposits in the Gudtrandsdal area, worway
(Fig.2.8). He distinguishes between "single-phased"
and "multi-phased" roundness. For example, roundness
type Aa shows single-phased roundness since it has only
teen transported directly by the ice. The pebbles are
characteristically subrounded with less than 10 rounded
pebbles. On the other hand, type Ea, which also repre¬
sents pebbles sampled from till, has a greater percent¬
age of rounded pebbles. Fergesen argues that this has
resulted from fluvio. lscial lebbles being incorporated
and redeposited with tne till. This type represents
pebbles with multi-phased roundness, types Ab and Eb
represent material sampled from fluvioglacial deposits.
Ab has a lower percentage of rounded and well rounded
material then Eb. tergesen suggests that this is due
to an englacial or supraglacial transporting mode for
the former compared to tne sutglacial or subaerial
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Formation of a fan of erratics resulting from a shift inthe centre of Ice motion. * rorr a shlft in
Figure 2.6
Classification of roundness types of erratics according
to Eergesen(1973)•
meltwster origin for the latter. Types Ac and Be repre¬
sent the roundness of pebbles derived fron glacial dep¬
osits that have undergone further rounding in subaerial
s treams.
In this chapter tne literature concerning aspects
of glacial erratics has been discussed. Consideration
has been given to the role of erratics in the devel¬
opment of the Glacial Theory, the upward transport and
distribution of erratics, the various theories put forward
to explain the formation of erratics trains and the effects
of glacial and fluvioglacial transport on erratics. Before
detailing the analysis carried out for the pilot study
and for the distribution of essexite fragments in till in
chapter h, an introduction to the Lennoxtown essexite
outcrops and their surrounding area in terms of the geol¬
ogy. geomorphology and inferred directions of ice move¬
ment will be dealt with in chapter 3.
CHAPTER J
EACKGRQUND TO THE ELSEARCH
The first step in carrying out a detailed invest¬
igation of an erratics train is to choose an outcrop of
rock from which to trace erratics. This decision should
not only depend on the attributes of the outcrop itself
but also on the nature of the terrain where the dist¬
ribution of the erratics is to be determined.
In the present analysis, five major requirements
were considered essential, and all of them had to be ful¬
filled by tne source rock and its surrounding area before
it was regarded as suitable. Firstly, tne source rock had
to be distinctive both on freshly broken and on weather¬
ed surfaces, especially the latter since the majority of
erratic fragments from glacial deposits would be expect¬
ed to snow at least some signs of superficial weathering.
Any rock that could not be identified in the hand speci¬
men was rejected as unsuitable. Secondly, tnere had to
be no similar outcrofs in the vicinity of the chosen out-
croi, or fragments likely to have been transported there
by ice, since this would lead to confusion with erratics
from the chosen source rock. Thirdly, there had to be
minimal variation in the mineral composition and geolog¬
ical structure over the source rock outcrop. This was
considered important not only because it aided positive
identification of erratics but also because such variation
might lead to differences in the durability and initial
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shapes of erratic fragments on being removed from the
bedrock by glacier ice. The fourth requirement was that
the outcrop should be of modest areal extent, which would
allow the distance of transport of individual erratics to
be determined with little error. Fifthly, the area down-
ice of the outcrop had to be suitable for determining the
distribution pattern of the erratic fragments.
It might seem that these five requirements would
leave little room for choice. However the nature of the
geology of Central and Southern Scotland in particular,
with many small igneous intrusions, meant that several
outcrops were ultimately regarded as suitable. From a
list of possible outcrops, the Lennoxtown escexlte, loc¬
ated some 10km north-east of Glasgow, was selected since
it best fitted tnese requirements.
In terms of distinctiveness the Lennoxtown essex
ite is esiecially suitable. Firstly it is easily disting
uisned from otner rocks in the area both on fresh and
weathered surfaces (MacGregor & MacGregor,194?)• Second¬
ly the Lermoxtown essexlte in fact consists of two adja¬
cent outcrops that are distinguishable from one another
in the hand specimen. There are otner outcrops of essex-
lte in Scotland (Clough et al..1911; Scott,1915; KacGrego
& F.scGregor ,194?) but in view of the known directions of
ice movement it is unlikely that erratics from these
sources could have been transported by glacier ice into
the area down-ice of the Lennoxtown outcrops. Both
Lennoxtown essexite outcrops are uniform in terms of min¬
eral composition and geological structure with only a
narrow zone of cnilling (c. 1cm wide; KacDonald,pers. comm.
at tne point of contact with the surrounding bedrock.
The essexite outcrops are also both of small areal extent,
only covering a combined total area of slightly less than
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0.05km , this figure being based on the most recently
available information (MacDonald,1973; Fig.3«l). The
Lennoxtown essexite outcrops also fulfil the requirement
of a suitable down-ice area since they are in a position
from which it is possible to trace the erratics uninter¬
rupted for a considerable distance in the direction of
ice movement. The area is free from large tracts of urb¬
an development or any other major obstacle obscuring the
glacial deposits. Streams incised into the till lying on
the lower slopes of the Campsies have cut a number of
sections. Many sand and gravel quarries, both abandoned
and in current use, meant that the effect of fluvioglac-
ial transport on erratics could be studied. The abund¬
ance of essexite fragments on the foreshore of the modern
beaches along northern and southern shores of the Firth
of Forth meant that the effect of beach processes on
erratic fragments could also be investigated.
The essexite outcro; s
Essexite derives its name from Essex County,
Massachusetts where Sears(1891) described a distinctive
rock resembling a porphyritic diabase and proposed this
term for it. One of the original distinguishing crit¬
eria was a lack of olivine. Eosenbusch(1896), however,
with rrore detailed study, incorporated local varieties
that included olivine (Clough et al. .1911). Frdgger
(1894) described so-called essexites from Norway, but
these appear to be similar to what others would term
olivine-gabbros (Hatch et al. .1961). Lssexlte in Scotland
was first mentioned by Allport when he described the
Lennoxtown lower outcrop as a "very beautiful porphyritic
dolerite... coarsely crystalline in texture, with large
disseminated crystals of augite" (Allport,1874,p.559)•
Young(1874,1895) also made reference to the "Campsie
augite". Lacroix(1900) described a similar rock near
Crawford John in Lanarkshire but refered to it as "an
olivine teschenlte passing in texture to tephrlte"
(Clough et 3.1. .1911). Scott(1915), however, assigned
this rock to the essexite group. Since this time the
Lennoxtown essexite has attracted attention from geolog¬
ists (apart from the work on the erratics by Peach(1909))
owing to its rarity (e.g. Tyrrell,1923; McCallien,1938;
Bassett,1958). However it was not until recently that
the Lennoxtown essexite was recognised as comprising two
intrusions, rather than one dyke-like mass with varying
characteristics (Clough et al. ,1911).
The lower outcrop ranges from about 120m to
180m in altitude and measures some 200m by 190m in size.
It has been interpreted as being in the form of a Plug
due to its association with a magnetic anomaly (Mac-
Donald, 1973)• Microscopic analysis reveals that it con¬
sists of a porphyritic microgabbro or dolerite with
euhedral, purple, titanaugite phenocrysts set in a ground-
mass of auglte, olivine and plagioclase with lesser
amounts of red-brown biotite, apatite, analcite and
titaniferous magnetite (KacGregor & KacGregor,19^8;
Marker,I960; KacDonald & Whyte,1969). The presence of
ortnoclase and nepheline as rarer constituents distin¬
guish essexites from other olivine-gabbros (Hatch et al.,
19^1). In the hand specimen the well-shaped phenocrysts
of titanaugite Immediately attract the attention, and
stand out from the paler groundmass on weathered surfaces
(FacDonald, 1973) • This pale colour on weathered surfaces
appears to be a characteristic feature of ana leite-bear-
ing rocks (Tyrrell,1923; KacDonsld,pers. comm.). How¬
ever the titanaugitesMremain prominent and more or less
unaltered" (Peach,1909,p.26). The lower outcrop also
possesses a pronounced set of Joints, the most prominent
being only a few centimetres apvart (Macbonald, 1973) •
Measurement of these Joints on the outcrop revealed an
average distance of 7cm between such Joints (Plate 1).
The extreme altitudes to which the upper essex-
ite outcrop extends are from 210m to 290m and it measures
120m by at least 300m, the latter figure being minimal
due to the eastern end being obscured by a landslide
(Fig.3.1). Four major characteristics distinguish this
outcrop from the lower one. Firstly the outcrop appears
to have the form of an inclined sheet (KacDonald A- Whyte,
1969). Secondly the tltanaugites are not as large as in
the porphyrltlc variety, the whole rock presenting a
more even-grained appearance. Thirdly it is a little
richer in olivine at the expense of augite, and fourthly
Figure 3.1
Lennoxtown essexlte outcrops, after MacDonald(1973).
the joints are noticeably more widely spaced. Measure¬
ments taken across a number of parallel joints produced
an average figure of l?cm (Plate 2).
Petrographically tne two outcrops are similar
to the Late-Carboniferous tiieralites. They are therefore
probably more closely connected with that pnase of act¬
ivity than, as previously believed, with the Dinantian
vulcanism (Clough et al, , 1911) . wnich gave rise to the
Clyde Tlatesu Lavas into which the essexite outcrops
have been intruded (KacDonald & • hyte,1969).
The fieldwork area
Peach(1909) mapped the extent of the Lennoxtown
essexite boulder train as a narrow cone-shaped area with
the apex positioned on the outcrops, situated about 1.5km
north of Lennoxtown, and tne two sides extending east¬
wards into the Forth estuary (Fig.3.2). As one of the
main objectives of the present study was to attempt an
accurate determination of the lateral extent of the errat¬
ics train, the fieldwork area extended considerably
farther north and south than the cone of boulders shown
in Fig.3.2. It was also considered necessary to deter-
mine whether there had heen any movement of the boulders
in a direction other than eastwards away from the out¬
crops, despite confident statements elsewhere to the
contrary (Peach,190c : McCallien,1938). Gregory(1926)
claimed to have fouu an essexite boulder on a building



































of this find exists, it must be regarded as very dubious.
The large expanse of raised beach and outwash
deposits between Larbert and Grangemouth interrupts the
material in which the erratics can be traced (Fig.3-3)*
It also marks the approximate easterly point in the
train at which erratic fragments are so diluted in the
till that they become very difficult to trace. This
expanse of raised beach and outwash material splits the
erratics train into two discrete parts; the area from
Larbert to Ballagan Purn (west of the essexite outcrops),
which will be referred to as the Main Study Area, and
the remaining part of the train, from Grangemouth into
the Forth estuary, which will be called the Secondary
Study Area (Fig.3.4). The former area is distinguished
from the latter in terms of the amount and type of field-
work carried out. In the Main Study Are© investigation
into the distribution patterns of essexite erratics,
measurement of the size and morphometrlc properties of
essexite fragments, heavy mineral analysis of till samples,
till-particle orientations and the mapping of the ice-
moulded landforms were carried out. In the Secondary
Study Area, on the other hand, efforts were concentrated
on the study of the morphometric properties of essexite
stones found on the beaches of the Forth, as only a limit¬






Both Study Areas are situated in the Central
Lovilands of Scotland, which consist of a tectonic
trough some POkm wide. This region is bounded by the
Highland Fault to the north, and the tough greywackes,
shales and slates of the Southern Uplands to the south,
the intervening broad syncline being much faulted and
folded (Ogilvie ,1937; George,i960,1965) • In the Central
Lowlands there is a close correspondence between hills
and igneous or volcanic outcrops, with the low ground
intetween being usually associated with sedimentary
strata (Hutton,1795; Geiki ,166*; Sissons,1967a)•
The Campsie Fells dominate the Lain Study ^rea
geologically and topographically. (The term Campsie
Fells is used here to represent the expanse of high
ground comprising the Strathblane and Kilsyth Hills,
Cairnoch Hill, Gargunnock and Toucn Hills.) They
constitute a high, undulating eastward-sloping plateau,
rising in many places to more than 450m (578® at Earl's
Seat and 570® at Feikle Tin) and form the north-eastern
arm of the horse-shoe shaped Clyde Flateau Lavas which
overlook Hasgow from the north, west and soutn (Fig.3.4).
The Clyde Plateau Lavas comprise the Gargunnock, Kllpat-
rick, Beith, Renfrew Hills and Caropsie Fells and consist
of a series of lavas with associated vents and intrusions
of Calciferous Sandstone Age (ioutig,1860; Dassett,1958;
MacConald,196 5; Francis ,1965a)•
'
trathblane, a deep trough, separates the Kll-
patrick Hills and Campsie Fells. The floor of this




surrounding hill messes rise to more than 500m. A simi¬
lar, tnough less dramatic feature, cuts the Campeie
Fells in two, separating the Gargunnock Hills, Touch
ills and Cairnoch hill from the main mass to the south.
The Carron and Lndrick rivers drain this valley from s
mid-point and flow to the east and west respectively.
Old. Red Sandstone crops out to the north of the
Campsies as far as tne metamorphic rocks of the Highland
edge. It is pierced by a large number of small vents,
suggesting a considerable extension of the Clyde Blateau
Lavas in this direction at some time in the past (Whyte
& FacDonald,1975)• The southern edge of the Campsie
Lavas forms a steep, southward-facing scarp coinciding
with the Campsie Fault, which has a downthrow of' about
900m to the south (MacDonald,1973) • •
From this scarp southwards the ground falls
some RQOm to the floor of the valley in which the Kel¬
vin and Bonny Water flow respectively west and east.
This narrow valley provides a connecting trough of low
ground between tne Forth and Clyde estuaries (Fig.3.6).
At the eastern end of the Campsies the descent of 350m
from the lavas to the broader valley of the Carron Is
less abrupt. Southwards of tne Kelvin-I'onny water
valley and east of the Carron the ground rises gently
to a low, undulating topography underlain chiefly by
Carboniferous sediments. The highest point on these
sediments occurs where the ! illstone Grit forms the
underlying bedrock, reaching about 175® a few kilo¬
metres south of Bonnybridge. The Fillstone Grit
forms a band of rock stretching from south-east of Kil¬
syth to the north-eastern corner of the Main Study Area
(Fig.3.5)» Parallel to this band of rock on the west¬
ern side, are a number of upstanding outcrops of quartz-
dolerite of which Par ill (155^) and Croy ;ill (lh?m)
south of Kilsyth are two examples. These qusrtz-dolerite
outcrops form parts of a particularly thick sill that
underlies a large area of the Central Lowlands (Francis,
1965b).
The Secondary Study Area differs from trie Main
Study Area in that it has no single large tract of high
ground corresponding to resistant igneous rocks. How¬
ever, between the bounding nill ranges of trie Ccnils to
the north arid the Pent lands to the south are a number
of locally thick outcrops of igneous rock (totn intru¬
sive and extrusive) that stand up from the surrounding,
more easily eroded Carboniferous sediments (Purke,1969a) •
The effects of gIsolation
It is known tnat at the time of maximum glaeia-
tion the whole of Central Scotland was covered by ice.
Along the highland edge in Perthshire striae have been
found at 5h5m, and erratics and striae have been found
on the summits of the Ochils (720ro), the Lomond Hills
of Fife (ii20m) and the fentlands (590m) as well as trie
Campsles ( issons,1965; Flg.3.b). ;o clear is the leg¬
acy of the ice sheets in the Central Lowlands that they





clear evidence of both glacial erosion and deposition.
Such evidence is well demonstrated in the Main and Sec¬
ondary Study Areas.
In terms of glacial erosion, tne most easily
recognisable features are the "isolated masses of ig¬
neous rock" which "project through the she5:.t of drum-
linized drift" (Wooldridge & Morgan,1937,P»390).
These igneous rock masses, being of a more resistant
nature than the surrounding softer sediments, have with¬
stood glacial erosion better and often show the classic
"crag-and-tail" form. The eastward moving ice has ten¬
ded to cause a steepening of the western slopes in these
features contrasting with the eastern slopes which are
usually less steep, being protected in the lee of the
resistant rock masses (Chambers,1852; Geikie,1865). Dis-
pite their former greater extent, the Campsle Fells, tog¬
ether with the series of outcrops of quartz-doierlte in
the Main Study Area already mentioned, have also been
better able to withstand the erosive forces of glacia-
tion than the surrounding sediments (Linton,1962).
In the Main Study Area two major breaches of
preg'lacial watersheds have resulted from selective glac¬
ial erosion (Linton,1963)• These are Strathblsne and
the broader valley in which the Endrick and Carron flow.
The gently curving course of the trough-shaped Strath-
blane reflects the changing direction of the ice stream
tnat occupied it. The ice here was forced round between
the Kllpatrick Hills and Campsle Fells to turn in an east¬
erly direction after joining the eastward moving ice on the
southern side of the volcanic hills (Sissons,1967a;
Fig.3.7)•
One striking feature resulting from glacial ero¬
sion in both Study Areas is hidden from view. This is
the channel cut in bedrock extending from west of Larbert
into the Firth of Forth, wnich has been buried by subseq¬
uent lacial and fluvloglacial deposition (Fennle,18?1).
Although previously considered to represent erosion by
former Carron and Forth rivers (Croll,1868; Cadell,l883,
1886,1913; George,1965) , recent borehole evidence (Sissons,
1969) suggests that the feature is a closed rock basin, as
is a similar feature Just to the north (Soons,1960). The
supposition that the trencu is in the form of a basin
suggests that it has been excavated at least in part by
ice. This is further supported by the trend of the buried
rock surface which closely parallels that of ice-moulded
features in the till immediately to the south (Sissons,
1969). The same feature has been traced using borehole
evidence along the Kelvin-Bonny Water valley into the
estuary of the Clyde (Clough et al..1911; Boss,1927).
Some of the results of glacial erosion have been
masked by deposits laid down during the later stages of
laciation. The till and associated boulders mantling all
but the highest and steepest parts of the hills, however,
bear witness to the considerable removal of rocks and
debris by ice (Bell,1871; Bennie,1871; Hinxman et a1..
1907; Cadell,1913; Fig.3.8). In areas of low relief the
till, in places attaining thicknesses of over 30m, gener¬
ally reaches depths of 3 to 6m (Burke,1969a)• Over much
of the lower ground of both Study Areas, where the till is
relatively thick, the topography las teen moulded by ice
into drumlins which are elongated in the direction of ice
movement (Clough et al. . 1911; Llder,1935> lose Tetzer,
1575)-
It is generally accepted that these deposits and
others resulting from ice wastage are the result of the
last ice sheets to occupy the Central Lowlands and in the
last decade or so discussion relating to the existence of
re-advances of the ice s..eets during the last glaciation
has taken place. Slssons(1967a,1967b) maintained that
there were three re-advances, tne Aberdeen-Latnmermuir,
Perth and Locn Lomond. They were thought to represent
interruptions in the decay of the last ice sheet, each
respectively covering a progressively smaller area of
Scotland. neither the limits of the Aberdeen-Lammertnulr
nor Loch Lomond Re-advance encroach on the Study 'reas.
However the limit of the Perth Re-advance dees impinge
upon the eastern end of tne Pain Study Area.
Simpson(1933) first postulated tne idea of a
Perth Re-advance and cited evidence for it in the Perth
area. Sissons(1963,196k) extended the limit to tne soutn
around the .southern face of the Ochils to Tillicoultry,
then southwards to just west of Lartert and beyond in a
meandering line towards \lrdrie. In the absence of
moraines in the Fain Study Area, the re-advance was
delimited mainly on the basis of "the extensive develop¬
ment of outwash gravels and sands over tnick deposits
of clays and silts" (Sissons,19^3#P»152). The re-advance
was tentatively dated at about 13,000 - 13,500 B.F.
(Sissons ,1967b). KcLellan( 1569) modified the proposed
limit in Central Lanarkshire to the south of tne Main
Study Area. However, doubt was cast on tne validity of
the Perth Re-advance by the discovery of a woolly rhino¬
ceros bone from fluvioglacial deposits beneath till at
Pishopbriggs near Glasgow which gave a radiocarbon date
of 27,550 (+1370, -1600) (Rolfe,1966). A radiocarbon
date of 13700 (+1300, -1700) for a mammoth tusk from
stratified deposits beneath about 10m of till at Kilmaurs
in Ayrshire appeared to support the idea of a re-advance,
but a reindeer antler from the same locality and a similar
stratigraphlc position gave an age of over 60,000 (Sissons,
197b). Francis et al»(1970) failed to find evidence of
a re-advance in toe Stirling district, and Paterson( 1976)
questioned the interpretation that Simpson(1933) placed
on a critical section.
Current opinion is that the Perth and Aberdean-
Latnmermuir He-advances must be rejected, but the Loch
Lomond Re-advance seems well established (Sissone,1972,
1976).
Sections in the Glasgow and Dumbartonshire areas
just to the south and west of the Main Study Area, often
reveal two differently coloured till deposits (Jardine &
Molsley, 1967; Jardine,1969) • 'She lower one, which appears
to be widespread across the Glasgow area, is "a tough,
grey, entirely unstratifled, stony clay, weathering into
1
a lighter and more earthy material towards the surface"
(Clough et al..1925.P.223) and is accepted as being a
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lodgement till of the la t major ice sheet (Jardlne,1973)•
Overlying the grey till, north of a line drawn between
Faryhill and Yoker, a red till has teen found. The origin
of this till has been the subject of some controversy.
The colour difference appears to be simply due to a great¬
er number of soft red sandstone fragments in the red than
the grey till (0lough et al..1925). Jardlne(1968) argued
that since the red till rests either on the grey till
(which then shows only slight surface weathering), or on
sands and gravels, it represents a re-advance of the ice
sheets. ;e has suggested that the re-advance occurred
between c. 12,300 and 11,950. However this interpretation
does not agree with radiocarbon dates subsequently obtain¬
ed .
Sissons(196p) considered tnat the red till rep¬
resented an ablation deposit laid down by the same ice
that gave rise to the grey till. This interpretation was
based on the fact that trie red till is associated with
innumerable beds of sand, gravel and mud, and that it
appears to be less compacted than the grey till. ecent
work by J. ?< enzles(pers. comm.) also contradicts the idea
of a re-advance in the area, and suggests that the red
and grey tills are variations of the same deposit. In
neither of the Study Areas, however, has more than one
till been found, although Sissons(1969) mentioned a poss¬
ible ablation deposit in the Grangemouth area and Thompson
(1968) invoked a similar process cf formation for deposits
in the Campsie Fells.
Fluvioglacial deposits associated with ice wastage
are common as sheets and kames In both Study Areas, in the
Main Study Area these deposits are generally confined to the
lower slopes adjacent to the Kelvin, Bonny -ater and Carron
Elvers(Fig.3.8). in the Secondary Study Area fluvioglecisl
deposits are widespread between Falkirk and east of Lin¬
lithgow (Lilson & Crampton,1908). On tne higher slopes
of the Campsie Fells the effect of meltwater activity has
teen erosional rather than depositions!. Thus roeltwater
channels, running mainly eastwards, are present over much
of the soutn and east facing slopes of the Campsies (liinx-
man et al. ,1907; " line,1963; Slssons,1963)•
Along the slopes of both sides of the Forth est¬
uary are traces of raised snorelin. s which denote former
high sea levels during late and post glacial times
(Sissons,197k, end references therein). They are gener¬
ally limited in extent, except for an area of raised
beach and outwash material from Larbert to Grangemouth
(Fig.3.3) which mask tne underlying till and fluvloglac-
ial deposits.
Glacier ice movements
A considerable tody of information has been acc¬
umulated concerning tue direction of ice flow across the
Central Lowlands of Scotland as a result of more ti.an
150 years of enthusiastic work. Since the glacial geo-
morphologlsts of the last century working in this area
were at the forefront of ideas on their subject, the gen¬





Glacialandfluvioglacladepos tsitheM inStu yAre .
than 100 years.
As long ago as 181i* Kail, writing "on the rev¬
olution of the Earth's surface", noted that there was
a west-east alignment of landforms in the Edinburgh dist¬
rict. He noticed that many of tne igneous masses in the
area such as Corstorphine Hill, Castle Rock, Crai leith
and Chiton Hill all possessed a similar form. They had
steep west faces and gently sloping east faces. Hall
called tnis type of landform a "craig-and-tail", and the
term retrains in use today. He also noted that the rocks
were often scratched, and he treasured the direction of
the striae at a number of points around Corstorpnine Hill.
Using the evidence of the striae and the eralg-and-ta 11
landforms ne concluded that a great flood nad come from
a direction ten degrees south of west.
Imrie(lfilh) found signs of moulding and scratch¬
ing of the rocks in the Campsie Fells. He observed that
the general alignment of these features suggested an
origin to the west, and that large blocks of rock, them¬
selves scratched, were sometimes scattered over the surf¬
ace of the ground. He also noted the far-travelled nat¬
ure of rock fragments in the till and correctly suggested
a source. "Among the water worn stones imbedded in the
clay, I seldom found specimens of the native rocks of the
district; tnose which I examined, consisted mostly of
rocks generally deemed of the oldest formations such as
quartz, porphyries, granites etc.; the native beds of
which, are far distant to the north and west of that part
of the country" (Imrie,l81h,p.35). Like Hall he assigned
these phenomena to a torrent or debacle.
Following Agassiz' visit to Scotland in 1840
rrany retrained unconvinced but the increased vigour of the
converted led to many more observations of glacial phen¬
omena being made. Striations were noted by a number of
workers e.g. A uckland (I8i;0) , Filnedf hO), Kaclaren(1849),
Chambers (18539?) as well as instances of ice moulding
by Cham!ers(1853)•
Py the time Geikie(l863) wrote his paper "on
the phenomena of the glacial drift of Scotland" the west-
east movement by some agency in the Forth Valley had be¬
come a well established fact. "Ko one can have passed
through the district from south to north without observ¬
ing that tne region is deeply furrowed in an east and
west direction. Long smooth-backed ridges follow each
other in endless succession, and on these we can trace
every gradation of eminence, until we reach tue true
typical form of crag-and-tail" (Geikie,1863»P*32)•
Geikle also noted that the colour of the till was largely
a reflection of the underlying rocks. Where red till
overlay coal measures in the Stirling district it sugg¬
ested that this till contained material from the Id Red
Sandstone cropping out to the west. Rock fragments in
the till also indicated this west-east movement. "In
the boulder clay of Stirling and Linlithgow, fragments
of clay-slate and mica-schist may here and there be seen.
These rocks may have come from the district of the Tross-
achs" (Geikle,I863,p.43)•
Reference was also made to other glacial evidence.
Mlller(l850) noticed that not only were striations on
boulders preferentially aligned along the long axes of
the latter, but also that the boulders themselves were
pointing in the same west-east direction as the striae
on the neighbouring bedrock. Killer ^nr.(l88h) found
pavements of boulders at Portobello, near Edinburgh,
grooved in an east-north-east direction.
Because of the varied nature of the geology of
the Central Lowlands, erratics proved to be extremely
powerful indicators of the direction of ice movement,
since many could be assigned to a particular source area.
One erratic had an entire paper devoted to it (Forbes,1829).
Numerous examples of transported boulders were reported
by the Scottish Boulder Committee. For example, a boul¬
der of conglomerate from Callander was found at Leith
walk in hdinburgn. In the Stirling district the boulder
clay was found to contain boulders of Old Red Sandstone,
conglomerate, schistose grit and other rocks from the
Highland border (Dinham,1927). In Leith Docks were found
boulders of marcasite tr.at had originated in thin strata
of coal in the Kilsyth area (Ioung,186P).
Even after* Geikle's paper icebergs were still
cited as the agency responsible, but none disputed the
general west-east movement of a powerful force. From
this time until tne end of the nineteenth century the
movements of individual ice streams were revealed as more
detailed work was carried out. £ell(l8?U) noted that the
glaciation of the Forth arid Clyde valley was from west
to east, but also considered the possibility of ice
streams forming ss the ice sheets began to waste. He
recognised two main streams in an area north of Glasgow;
one to the south of the Kllpatrick Hills and another that
moved "along the Strathblane valley, gradually spreading
out over the neighbouring ground" (Bell,l8?h,P-305)•
Present day detailed knowledge of ice move¬
ments in both Study Areas stems from the work of the
Geological Survey who surveyed the region in the early
years of the present century. Considering first the
Fain Study Area, it is accepted that ice fanned out in
an east to south-east direction in the Glasgow area
(Bell,1871; Clough et al. .1911; Elder,1535; Jardine,1573;
Price,1975)• This has been inferred largely from the
evidence of drumlins which extend eastwards from Glasgow,
where the trend of the long axes runs in an easterly
direction to Kilsyth and Falkirk, where it becomes east-
-north-east (Sissons,1564)• This was noted by the work¬
ers of the Geological Survey some 70 years ago (Crampton
& Hinxman,1906; Peach et al..1505 , Clough et al. .1906).
They also mapped the striae which matched the direction
shown by tne drumlin long axes.
Striae over the Campsies themselves indicate a
general direction of ice movement from tne west and
north-west (Fig.3.7)• Confirmation of this movement is
given by the many instances of Highland erratics found in
this area, and on a smaller scale by the discovery of a
fragment of trachyte on the Campsies north of Kilsyth
that had originated from Fieikle Bin to the west (Tho¬
mpson, 1968) (Fig.3-6). An ice stream moved eastwards
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along the Carron-Endrlck valley and another flowed round
to the north of the Gargunnock and Touch Hills. The
general movement of ice across tne Campsies from the
north-west is also indicated by the eastern alignment of
meltwater features on tne Campsie Fells.(Sissons , 1963).
Since their direction is mainly governed by the ice slope,
it follows that the ice flowed in this direction. In the
region of Stirling the ice fanned out, moving soutn-east
towards Falkirk and east across Fife (Francis et al.,
1970). The former movement near tne eastern part of the
Main Study Area is shown by the long axes of drumlins
and striae in tne Plean-Larbert area pointing south-east
(Fig.3*2; Hinxman et al..1907; Dinham,1927; Milne,1963;
Sissons,196k; Sissons & Smith,1965)•
Ice moved along the southern face of tne Campsies
as shown by striae, ice-moulded features along the Kelvin-
Eonny Water valley and the train of essexite boulders
mapped by Peach (1909). This was a continuation of a
large ice stream from Glasgow and Strathblane. This mass
of ice moved in an east-north-east direction, and met
ice moving south-east from Stirlin in the Denny area.
(Milne-Home,1871; Hinxman et al. ,1907; Fig. 3-7) •
Last of Grangemouth in the Secondary Study Area
these two streams of ice merged to flow almost due east.
A number of new methods and additional mapping of trad¬
itional indicators of ice movement (i.e. striae and
erratics) have broadly substantiated the views of nine¬
teenth century workers. Cade"ll(1913) found a due west-
east alignment of striae in tne Eo'n..ss area that
paralleled ice-moulded landforms in the vicinity.
Farther east along the Forth Valley there appears to be
an increasing northerly component in the direction o€
ice movement as shown by striae and the orientation of
the long axes of ice-moulded landforms (Fig.3'7).
Eurke(1969a) carried out a quantitative analysis
of the relief orientation of the Forth Valley. Ey meas¬
uring contour directions in a unit area and deriving a
mean direction for each area by vector analysis, he prod¬
uced a map of relief orientation for the Forth Valley
(Fig.3.9). This shows a remarkable correspondence with
the evidence of erratics and striae in the area, suggest¬
ing that the moulding has been largely the work of ice,
FigO«9 clearly snows the confluence of two ice streams
near Falkirk which then moved eastwards towards Edinburgh.
A mean direction of E lcfk was obtained for all the con¬
tour directions analysed.
The west-east corrugation of the landscape by
ice appears to have diverted the trend of the valleys
tributary to the PCrth since, 11 instead of running due
nortn to the sea, as one might expect, the side valleys
run persistently in an easterly or north-easterly direct¬
ion" (Burke ,1969a,p.58). This does not appear to be a
result of structural control, since the structures trend
rougnly north-south.
Whilst the consideration of ice movements has so
far been confined to ice issuing from the Highlands, the
Southern Uplands also acted as an independent source and








Kaps of relief orientation by Eurke(1.9'69a) accord¬
ing to A) 25 km2 areas and E) 100 km2 areas.
of Southern Uplands Ice into the Fain Study Area has not
been found, though chert from sand underlying till in
the Airdrie district appears to have had an origin to
the south (Clough et al. ,1909)» Kielellan( 1969) found
evidence for ice from both a Highlands and Southern Up¬
lands source in Central Lanarkshire. The confluence of
Highland and Southern Uplands ice therefore appears to
have taken place some way to the south of the Fain Study
Area, though ice from the latter source must have been
instrumental in diverting the flow of Highland ice east¬
wards from the Glasgow area.
Similarly in the Secondary tudy Area no incur¬
sion of Southern Uplands ice took place, although it no
doubt influenced tne direction of Highland ice. "South¬
ern Uplands ice would have been able to restrict High¬
land ice to low ground, even though it was deflected
eastwards by the more massive Highland outflow when both
were at their maximum" (Kirby,1566,p.29)• The influence
of Southern Uplands ice is best seen in the anticlock¬
wise diversion of ice movment in the Forth Valley east
of Edinburgh as shown by the striae and ice-moulded
landforms (Kirby, 1969; Flgo.?).
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CHAPTER U
DISPERSION OF ERRATIC FRAGMENTS IN TILL
"Field measurements In geology are usually
approximate and depend In large part on
the accidental exposures that one finds"
(Krumbein,1937,P-578).
Two approaches have become established for
quantitatively determining the proportion of a rock type
in any till. They are stone counting and estimation of
the percentage weight of the rock type. Ey repeated
sampling at a number of sites a distribution pattern
can be built up of the dispersion of rock fragments in a
specific till.
Stone counting is the quicker of the two methods,
although it is more often used for deriving the relative
proportions of different rock types than the proportion
of one particular lithology. Stone counting has been
extensively employed in till studies for many years (e.g.
Craig,1874; Krumbein,1933; Holmes,1952; J&rnefors,1952;
Anderson,1955,1957; Dreimanls & Terasmae,1958; Beaumont,
1971; Szabo et al.,1975). It requires the collection of
many samples of stones from till. Where possible the
lithology of each stone is identified, and the percent¬
age of each rock type or group of rock types is calculat¬
ed .
Although this method has the advantage of being
relatively rapid compared to other techniques used in
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the analysis of till, it also has a number of drawbacks.
Firstly, there is no agreement as to the number of
stones that constitutes a representative sample. For
example, Arneman and Wright(1959) considered 100 stones
sufficient wnlle Holmes(1952) counted up to 800 stones
at a single site. Similarly the size of material used
in stone counting varies from researcher to researcher.
Tsize has teen selected on the basis of convenience (e.g.
olraes,1952) and in relation to the variety of rock types
present in a single size , race (e.g. Anderson,1557)» but
sometimes it appears to have been ignored altogether
(e.g. Kirby,1968). The selection of any particular size
grade is almost bound to exclude or misrepresent the prop¬
ortion of one or a number of rock types witnin a till.
This is due to the fact that for any rock type in a till
there will tend to be one or more preferential size
grades into which the fragments will fall (Dreirranis
Vagners,1965,1969,1971; Krftger,1974)• For each rock
type the preferential size grade pattern will differ and
the selection of any one size grade for stone counting
will never produce a truly representative sample. Fin¬
ally the percentage count of a rock type with a relat¬
ively distant origin, might locally appear to fluctuate
considerably. Yet in many cases it is not the amount of
distant but the amount of local rock material that is
fluctuating, according to the proximity of the source
outcrop and its propensity to produce rock fragments of
the size grade that is counted.
In an attempt to overcome the last two problems,
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some workers have identified and counted fragments in a
numter of size grades (e.g. Jftrnefors,1952; Gillterg,
1965,1967,1968a,1968b; Willman,Glass & Frye,1966; Eeau-
mont,1971). Not only is this method more time consuming
than counting stones in only one size grade, but also the
problem remains of the fluctuation in amounts of stones
off distant origin according to the proximity of a local,
prolific source of till stones.
A second approach to the quantitative deter¬
mination of a rock type in till has been developed In an
attempt to avoid the problem associated with stone count¬
ing. A number of variations neve been tried, but they
are all similar in that some measure of the absolute
quantity of erratic material has been derived. In
Scandinavia absolute metnoas per unit volume and per unit
welgnt have been used since the last century (Lundqvist,
1935). In recent years in North America a number of
investl, atlons have been made Involving the percentage
weight content of a particular rock type in a till
(e.g. Dreimanis & Vagners,1965,1969,1971; Harrison,I960;
Gravenor,lc57; Horberg & Totter,1955)• This approach
avoids the problems associated with stone counting,
except for the size of sample from which to calculate
the amount of erratic material and the fluctuation In
the amount of material with a distant origin due to
large influxes of local bedrock material. The effect
of these influxes, however, is greatly reduced using
percentage weight methods since the whole particle size
range is under consideration and a large influx of local
material will tend to predominate in only one particle
size.
There are two major drawbacks to tee percentage
weight method. Firstly, the method is restricted to
rock types where the whole size range of material can be
extracted from the till. This constraint usually con¬
fines the analysis to rock types such as limestone that
can be chemically separated from the finer fraction. Sec¬
ondly, any absolute method, wnether by weight or by volume
of till, is extremely time consuming and often Involved
(Lundqvist,1935)•
Rather than confront the problems associated
with stone counting it was decided that the percentage




An opportunity to test the viability of this
method presented Itself early in tne first year of study
when a trench running in a south-west to north-east dir¬
ection close to a distinctive rock outcrop was excavated
near Edinburgh. A pilot study in a research programme
such as this one is unusual due to the constraints of
time, however its usefulness in some contexts must not
be overlooked. As the pilot study involved a different
rock outcrop from the main study it was hoped that the
most suitable techniques would emerge prior to analysis
on the lennoxtown essexite erratics train.
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The rock outcrop concerned was the Dalmahoy
sill, situated about 14km south-west of Edinburgh. The
rocks of the sill form a succession of intrusions of
tholeiites, basalts and dolerite, and comprise " a
single suite quite distinct from the quartz dolerltes
and teschenites of tne Edinburgh district" (Campbell &
Lunn,1927,P-489)• The intrusions crop out g. 1km west
of Balerno. They are associated with the shallow syn¬
clinal fold known as the Dalmohoy syncline and are
situated between the north-eastern flank of the Pentland
Hills and the Murieston Fault. The thickness of the rocks
amounts to some 45® and they encompass the Ravelrig,
Kaimes and Dalmahoy hills, the latter two forming a
crag-and-tail feature.
The sill consists of a number of differently
classified rocks that vary mainly in terms of texture
so that positive identification is not difficult. Furth¬
ermore the nature of the weathered surface of the rock
means that washed Dalmahoy fragments from till down to
a size of 2mm can be Identified by eye without the nec¬
essity of breaking each fragment to expose a fresh sur¬
face. This results from tne weathering within the rock
of the mineral fayalite which becomes partly replaced by
chlorophaeite. A series of wnite flecks is formed which
contrast with the reddish-brown colour of the remaining
weathered surface (Campbell & Lunn,1927; Smith,1962).
A gas-pipeline trench was ewcavated during the
winter of 1973 into the basal till and bedrock in the
vicinity of Dalmahoy sill. The line of the trench,
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running westwards towards the outcrop was diverted to
the south-west in order to avoid the main upstanding part
of the outcrop at Dalmahoy Kill. It ran over the outcrop
at Havelrig Kill, wnere tne ground surface is not as
steep or rugged as on Daltnahoy Hill, before changing dir¬
ection to an almost east-west alignment beyond Bavelrig
Hill (Fig.h.l). The general direction of ice movement
in this area is towards a point slightly north of east
(Fig.3«7). Glacial striae in the vicinity of the out¬
crop however, suggest a more northerly component in ice
movement direction (Fig.4.1). Thus tne line of the
trench offered an excellent opportunity to collect
basal till samples for determination of the dispersion
of material witn distance from the Dalmahoy sill along
the general direction of ice movement.
The distance over which samples could be taken
eastwards of the Dalmahoy sill was limited because the
eastern part of the trench had been filled in and re¬
turned to farmland before the pilot study began. Although
the section of trench sampled had already been partly-
filled in, much of the excavated till still remained as
spoil neaps alongside.
These spoil heaps were considered to be repres¬
entative of the till in the section of the trench immed¬
iately adjacent to them. The infilled trencn made it im¬
possible to measure the variation in the amount of Dalra-
hoy material vertically in trie till. Samples of about
20kg each were taken c. 100m apart, seven to the esst of
the outcrop, one on the outcrop at Ravelrig Hill and
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another west of Ravelrig Hill (Pig.4.1). The last was
collected in order to determine wnether any Dalmahoy
material had been carried westwards of the outcrops.
In the laboratory the nine samples were first
air-dried. As the material began to dry out, the lumps
of till were broken up by hand to aid later analysis.
Once dry, the till samples were placed in separate steel
drums perforated with apertures of 2mm size. Each drum
was placed on motor-driven rollers and allowed to rotate
until tne majority of the fine fraction of the till had
passed through tne apertures in the drum. The fine
fraction was then collected. Any particle matter still
adnerlng to till stones was washed through a 2mm aperture
sieve, collected, dried and weighed with the finer mater¬
ial that had pa sed through the apertures in the drum.
The coarse fraction retained in the steel drum
and on the 2mm sieve was placed on the largest aperture
sieve of a nest of sieves of aperture sizes rl, 16, 8, 5
and 2mm. This nest of sieves was placed in a "Rotap"
sieve shaker and allowed to vibrate for ten minutes. The
material retained on each sieve was then weighed separat¬
ely. Each of these graded portions was then scrutinised
under a strong light and any fragments identified as
Dalmahoy material were placed on one side. After pro¬
cessing the whole of each sample, the total amount of
Identified and extracted Dalmahoy erratic material over
2mm was weighed.
When the size grades of all nine samples had
been examined in the same manner, the weight of the
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The Position of the Sample Points






talmahoy material as a percentage of each size grade, of
the entire coarse fraction in each dried till sample,
was calculated.
The results of the analysis are shown in Fig.U.2.
The intervals between the sample points were not equal
with respect to distance from the Dalmahoy sill, and the
trench followed a sinuous path in tnis area. In order
to o tain a more representative assessment of dispersion
of Dalmahoy fragments with distance from the outcrop in
the direction of ice movement, a base line was drawn
adjacent to the nine sample points aligned in the assumed
mean direction of ice movement. The sample points, which
are shown in Fig.!}.2, were projected by perpendiculars
on to this line.
Fig.14.2 indicates that the percentage weight of
the fragments identified as Dalmahoy sill material tends
to decrease with distance from the outcrop. In Figs a.2A
and Li. 2£> the upper line linked by open circles represents
the peroentH:e weight of Dalmahoy material within the
coarse fraction of the till samples between 2mm and 16mm,
and 2mm and 51mm respectively. Tne upper line in
Fig.ii.2C shows the weight of all the Dalroahoy material
at each sample point as a percentage of the whole till
coarse fraction above 2mm. The lower lines in Figs i+.2A,
E and C snow the same weights of Ealmshoy material exp¬
ressed as percentages of the entire dried till samples
below 16mm, 51mm and for the whole till sample respect¬
ively.
The grapns indicate that the Lalmahoy percent-
age in the coarse fraction of the till sample provides
the more sensitive reflection of the fall in the amount
of Dalmahoy material with distance from the outcrop.
Had it been possible to identify fragments of Dalmahoy
material below 2mm in size, then the lower line might
have been of greater analytical value.
The upper lines in Figs h,.2A, B and C show
considerable variation. Fig. h.2A indicates the most
consistent trend in tne dilution of Dalmahoy material
with distance from the outcrop, despite a slight dev¬
iation at sample point 8. With increasing size of
material in Figs h.2B and C however, the trend, though
still reflecting a characteristic decrease, does show
greater variability from one sample to another.
This raises tne question of determining the necessary
size of a till sample to be sure of including a rep¬
resentative amount of material up to a particular size.
Larlier it was stated that tne nine samples were of the
order of 20kg wnen moist. The weights of tne samples
wnen air dry ranged from 16.3kg to 23.0kg. Wltn ref¬
erence to the recommendations of the British Standards
(1377) represented by a graph in Fig. 4»3, it can be
seen that using the sieve sizes of the present study,
the maximum size of material giving a representative
amount in the sample is 16mm. Figs h.2R and C include
material above this size limit, and this very probably
explains the greater variability in the trend of the
percentage weights of Dalmahoy material. These graphs
illustrate the effect of including fragments of rock
V/eights of Dalmshoy Fragments





Graph showing the relationship between dry weight of
till and the maximum size of particles present in
representative proportions according to B.S. 1377.
In the analysis that ere outside the size limits of a
representative sample of materiel. The presence or
absence of a single, large fragment of Dalmahoy material
dramatically affects the resulting percentage weight of
that material.
Kany studies of the dispersion of rock frag¬
ments in till have show that the sphericity, shape and
roundness of the fragments undergo a change with distance
from the bedrock outcrop (see cnapter 2). In order to
discover whether these indices and degree of weathering-
change in fragments of Dalmahoy sill material with
distance from the outcrop, all Palmahoy fragments retained
on the 8mm and 16mm aperture sieves for each sample
were subjected to a number of measurements. These two
size grades yielded 845 Dalmahoy fragments in all,
providing sample sizes ranging from 49 for sample 9 to
166 for sample 2. For each fragment Indices of spher¬
icity, shape,roundness and weathering were derived.
Sphericity
To calculate this parameter the long, inter¬
mediate and short axes of each fragment are measured.
These axes were first defined by Krumbeln (1941a) using
the notations a, b and c respectively for them. In
order to measure these tnree, the maximum projection
plane of the pebble must be found. If the pebble is
placed on a flat surface, then it will normally rest
with this plane exposed. The b-axls is defined as the
shortest axis across the maximum projection plane with
the a-axis normal to it. If the pebble is turned until
the minimum projection plane is revealed then this
defines the c-axis (Fig.4.4). Tne angular definition
of the a-axis of a rhombohedral-shaped pebble can lead
to confusion (Fig.4.5). If one looks for the "longest"
axis then should be measured. In tne present study
however, the alternative interpretation has been adopted,
and a£ and bg define the a and b axes respectively
(Andrews,1971)• It will be noticed from Fig. 4^4, which
shows the three axes for one pebble, that although all
they are mutually orthogonal they need not necessarily
intersect at any one point (Krurabein,1941a).
of Laleahoy material on a piece of centimetre graph
paper. Two ratios were then determined. The first is
tne ratio of the intermediate to the long axis (b/a), and
tne second is the ratio of the short to the intermediate
axis (c/b). Using a chart similar to that shown in
Fig. 4.6 tne point of intersection of these two values
was determined. The value for sphericity can then be
read off by estimating the value of the point of inter¬
section according to the set of mathematically derived
curves. The resulting sphericity value can be determined
accurately to the nearest two-hundredths unit (Krumtein,
1941a). Even greater accuracy can be achieved for
spnericity using the formula
The axes were measured by placing each pebble
intercept sphericity
Measurements required to obtain pebble shape
and sphericity
i'lgure h'li
Definition of axes on rhombohedrat-shaped pebbles
Figure
For the present study the graphical method for determ¬
ining sphericity was considered sufficiently accurate,as
the extra precision obtained using the formula did not
warrant the greater time involved.
Fig.h»8E shows the mean sphericity of the Dalma-
hoy fragments for each sample. Little change in sphericity
occurs with distance from the outcrop. The only deviat¬
ion from an almost horizontal line is for sample 3»wnere
there is a fall in the mean sphericity compared to the
remaining samples. Sample 3 was collected just east of
the Ravelrig Hill part of the Dalmahoy outcrop, and con¬
tained a significant number of fresh, angular, asymmet¬
rical fragments of Dalmahoy material. Although sample 2
was taken from till resting on the Dalmahoy sill it did
not show a similar decline in the mean sphericity, but
recorded a value comparable to the remaining seven samples.
The fact that no apparent change in sphericity is shown
in Dalmahoy fragments from the outcrop to sample 9 can¬
not be regarded as unusual. Other work that has indicated
a change in the sphericity of rock fragments witn dist¬
ance from their outcrop has considered distances of tens
of kilometres rather than hundreds of metres (e.g.
Dreimanis,1956; Holmes,I960; Drake,1972).
S hape
Zingg(1935) developed a classification of pebble
shapes based on the same b/a and c/b ratios that Krurabein
(194la) used for calculating sphericity. A chart similar
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to that used for deriving sphericity is shown In Fig.q,7.
The two ratios are joined at the 2/3 value by perpendic¬
ular lines that divide the chart into four shape classes
referred to as spheres, discs, blades and rods. In a
similar manner to that used for determining sphericity,
the intersection of the two ratios b/a and c/b for each
pebble is located on the chart. The position of this
point in one of the four divisions indicates the shape
class of the pebble. The names given to the four shape
classes are only intended to indicate the general form to
wnicn tne pebble approximates. For example, pebcles class¬
ed as spheres on tne Zingg cnart need not necessarily be
spherical. These four classes can also be expressed in
tabular form (Table U.l). This is the preferred method of
deriving the shape class of a pebble if no graphical
plot of tne results is required.






The percentages of Daltsahoy fragments classified
as spheres?, discs, blades and rods are shown in Fig.q.SA.
In all the histograms the percentages of discs and spheres
are high while blades and rods tend to record low percent-
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Figure ht6
ZINGG CHART FOR DETERMINING PEBBLE SHAPE
SPHERESDISCS
BLADES RODS
RRUMBEIN CHART FOR DETERMINING SPHERICITY
% ^
Figure k .7
A. Shape of Da Im a h oy Fragments
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ages. Drake(19?2) considered changes in till-particle
morphology with distance from the source outcrop. He
found that blades and rods of various rock types were
reduced iu numbers With distance from their outcrops
compared to spheres and discs. lie suggested that crushing
and abrasion in a subglacial environment were dominant
factors controlling the shape of pebbles. Spheres were
least susceptible to crushing and were actually produced
by abrasion. They therefore nave the most durable
shapes. On the other hand blades and rods were most sus¬
ceptible to crusning owing to tnelr elongate shape.
Eiscs, though not as durable as spheres, were less suscept¬
ible to crusning tnan blades and rods and could actually
be produced by tne breaking up of these two.
Fig.h.9 shows the combined percentage of blades
and rods for- each sample point. From sample 3 to 9 tnere
is a tendency for this percentage to fall with distance
away from the outcrop. Once again sample 3 stands out
from tne other samples and shows a higher percentage of
blades and rods. This reflects the fresn, unweathered
appearance of the Lalmahoy fragments in this sample.
Samples 1 and 2 show low values for the combined
percentage of blades arid rods, suggesting a greater
similarity to the samples some way to the east of the
outcrop rather- than to sample 3> which is the nearest.
Roundness
The third parameter was measured on the &45
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fragments using a visual chart developed by Powers(1953)•
bach fragment was compared with e set of photographs of
clay models representing varying degrees of roundness,
and then allotted to one of six numerically defined classes
The six classes are defined descriptively as very angular,
angular, sub-angular, sub-rounded, rounded and well rounded
The histograms of the percentages for each class in all the
samples are shown in Pig.i4.lOA. None of the pebbles has
been classified as very angular and only one pebble from
sample 9 has teen assigned to the well rounded class.
The most distinctive histogram is that of sample 3 where
all but one of the Dalmahoy fragments considered have been
designated as angular or sub-angular. This suggests that
the fragments in this sample have been little affected
by abrasion and therefore represent freshly-quarried mat¬
erial. Fig.4.10B shows mean roundness for each sample.
Sample 3 stands out as recording a lower mean roundness
than the remaining samples. From sample 3 to 9 there
does appear to be a tendency for the roundness of the
Dalmahoy fragments to increase. Drake(1972) found that
pebble roundness Increased from a low value near the
source to a medium value after a short distance. Eeyond
this, roundness tended to remain approximately tne same
up to 30km away. He considered that this reflected the
fact that the "pebbles go through many cycles of change
each mile or so" (Drake,19?2,p.2l60) as a result of
crushing and abrasion in the subglacial environment.
The increase in the roundness of Dalmahoy fragments with
distance from tne outcrop could well reflect tne initial
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stage of rapid rounding of freshly entrained bedrock
fragments. Samples 1 and 2 show more similarities to
the results of samples k, 5 and 6 than sample 3 which is
the nearest to them.
W ea t he ring, 1 nd ex
This index allows comparisons to be made of the
extent of weathering in the 845 Daltnahoy fragments. Three
subjective classes were chosen; "fresh", "weathered" and
"rotten". A similar scale has been used by drake(1971)
in considering *Vieatherability" of till clasts but he
referred to his three classes as "hard", "soft" and
"rotten". Drake found that for 29 litnologles the pebbles
classified as rotten and soft tended to die out with
increasing distance from their source. He suggested that
this was a result of such pebbles being less able to
withstand the crushing and abrasion in the subglacial
environment than the pebbles that had been classed as
hard.
In the present study a fragment was classed as
fresh if the external surface showed little or no weather¬
ing. Because the weathered surface of the Dalmahoy mat¬
erial is so distinctive compared to a freshly broken
surface, this class was easy to distinguish. A pebble
was weathered if it possessed the familiar appearance of
the weathered rock i.e. white flecks superimposed on a
reddish-brown background. Finally tne term rotten was
applied to any pebble tnat could be crushed between the
finger and thumb or with a light tap from a hammer.
Table 4.2 Percentages of Dalmahoy fragments class¬
ified as fresh, weatnered or rotten
weathering
index 123456789
fresh - 8.4 35.6 - - 20.6 -
weathered 92.4 83.2 64.4 91.7 94.4 75.0 93.1 86.0 83.0
rotten 7.6 8.4 - 8.3 5*6 4.4 6.9 14.0 17«0
The results of the analysis are given in Table 4.2.
Only two samples include pebbles in all three classes.
These are samples 2 and 6. The pebbles analysed in sample
3 are classed as fresh and weathered only, whilst the re¬
maining samples record pebbles in only the weatnered and
rotten classes.
Once more sample 3 stands out from the remaining
samples by having the highest percentage of fresh frag¬
ments (35.6^) and no fragments classed as rotten. With all
the indices this sample has constantly shown significantly
different results from the other samples. It would se m
therefore that the Dalmahoy fragments in this sample
represent either freshly entrained material quarried by
glacial action from the bedrock or, more likely, material
removed during excavation of the pipeline trench.
Summary
The main object of carrying out this pilot study
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was to test the techniques involved in analysing the
dispersion of bedrock material in till. As sampling of
the till was possible over only a short distance in the
direction of ice movement, the data were not expected to
reveal results of major importance to the understanding
of subglacial processes. Nevertheless the analysis did
indicate many features that are characteristic of the
dispersion of rock fragments in till and the effect of
glacial processes on tnese fragments. There are two
main conclusions.
(1) Fragments of material Identified as origin¬
ating from the Dalmahoy sill become less frequent in till
in the direction of ice movement with increasing distance
from the outcrop. This nas been shown to be quite marked
even over the short distance of c. 1.5km between the out¬
crop and the most distant sample.
(2) The mean values of sphericity and roundness
show no particular trend towards increasing with distance
from the outcrop. Shape indices, however, feflect the
processes of crushing and abrasion on the lalmahoy frag¬
ments in the subglacial environment, The blade- and
rod-shaped fragments decrease in frequency with increasing
distance from trie outcrop.
The dispersion of essexite fragments in till
Having demonstrated the dilution of till particles
with distance from the Dalmahoy outcrop by means of a
variant of the percentage weight method, attention was
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given to the problem of carrying out a similar but more
extensive study of the dispersion of essexite material
in till. In the light of the experience gained from the
pilot study, a number of techniques had to be modified
and others rejected entirely.
For analysing the dispersion of essexite erratics
the arbitrary imperial sieve sizes of the pilot study
were discarded in favour of a set of standard metric sieve
sizes. The aperture sizes of the sieves were 2, U, 8 and
16mm. The geometric increase of the sieve sizes is based
on a particle size scale introduced by i;entworth( 1922b).
"''he size of sample collected at each site in the
pilot study was considered too large for easy handling in
the field and laboratory. There -was a restriction on the
number of samples that could be taken in the field each
day due to their cumulative weight, and many of the pro¬
cesses undertaken during laboratory analysis had to be
performed twice or even three times for each sample.
Since a sample of till weighing 3kg would provide a repre¬
sentative amount of material up to 16mm in size according
to the British Standards recommendation (Fig.h.3), it was
decided that this particle size would be the upper limit
for detailed analysis. Field samples weighing more than
3kg were taken to allow for the subsequent loss in weight
when the samples were dried and to allow for the weight
of fragments larger than 16mm in the samples. try
weights of the till samples ranged from 3-.7kg to 7.8kg.
The smaller size of the main study samples meant that in
the field they were far easier to transport, and in the
laboratory analysis was much clicker. For example, oven-
drying of the samples was made possible.
.During mecnanical separation of coarse and fine
fractious of till in the pilot study, many of the more
fragile rock fragments were broken up together wito the
dry lumps of till, m order to separate the two fractions
in the study of essexite dispersion, the oven-dried samples
were first weighed and washed tnrougn a 2mm aperture sieve.
The coarse fraction was dried, placed on trie largest aper¬
ture sieve of a nest of sieves of sizes 2, g, 6 and 16mm
and allowed to vibrate in a "hotap" sieve snaker for ten
minutes. The material retained on all but the 16mm sieve
was weighed, and the essexite material extracted and
weighed in a similar manner to tnat employed in trie pilot
study. -,nen trie essexite material was being extracted
no attempt was made to distinguish between tiie porphyritic
and non-porpnyritic varieties of essexite. For the pur¬
poses of this analysis tnerefore the two outcrops nave
been treated as a single source. The fine fraction (C2ir.ni)
ox each sample was retained for later heavy mineral anal¬
ysis .
The extraction of the essexite material from the
coarse fraction of the till samples proved to be easier
than with the Dalmahoy material. This was a result of
the groundmass of tne essexite matt-rial which weathers to
a white colour, contrasting with the greys and browns of
tne majority of tne other rock fragments in the till samples.
Only in the case of the material retained on the 2mm sieve
was identification difficult. I any essexite fragments at
this size consisted solely of purple titariaugite pheno-
crysts.
The location of the 23 sites where 28 till samples
were collected are shown in Fig.L.11. All the samples are
within a radius of 6km from the two essexite outcrops.
They were collected mostly from convenient sections exposed
in the till by streams issuing from the Carrpsle Fells.
The remaining samples were taken from sections provided by
limestone quarrying or other human activity. The distrib¬
ution of sample sites is irregular. This is a result
partly of the distribution of the streams that provided
the majority of the sections, and partly of a desire to
record the detailed variation in the amount of essexite
across the train. Thus samples k, 5» 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13 and 22 form a string of closely spaced sites at right
angles to the direction of spread of the essexite mater¬
ial.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table h.3»
The highest percentage of essexite material within the
coarse fraction (2-l6mm) in all the samples analysed is
1.8" for sample 1, which is the sample located closest to
the essexite outcrops. Other samples also record a very
low percentage weight of essexite material despite the
fact that many are located in an area of the erratics
train containing a considerable number of esse.cite bould¬
ers, many of which have been Incorporated in the dry
stone walls (see chapter 5)* In many samples no essexite
fragments were identified. Several of these samples were
located in the peripheral areas of the erratics train
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Figure 4*11
Location of sample sites In the vicinity of the
essexlte outcrops.
Table 4. 3 Results of the analysis of the amount of
essexloe material iu till
Sample
Dry wt. Total wt. *t. > wt. sample
of sample material essexite essexite depth
(gm) (2-l6mm) (go;) (2-l6mm) (gm) (2-l6mm) (cm)
1 6859.9 2804.5 51.2 1.80 60
2 7299.7 328 8.8 0.3 O.01 90
3 6100.8 1703.1 0.5 0.03 90
4 3644.8 1781.5 0.4 0 .02 60
< 3703-0 1450. 5 0.2 0.01 70
6 5123.7 2863.9 - - 80
? 5626.7 767.c 0.5 0.06 90
8 4481.1 602.5 - - 60
0 4911.9 617.3 0.2 0.03 70
10 4468.6 5O4-3 - - 110
11 4730.2 I466.5 0.1 0.01 80
12a 5238.2 1966.0 - - 30
12b 3 518. 5 301.2 - - 90
12c 3960*0 652.4 - - 130
12d 4925.8 1257.? - - 190
12e 5013.8 1165.8 1.2 0 • c 220
13a . 4463.8 647.4 - - 120
13b 4730.1 788.3 - - 180
14 3658.0 1203.2 - - 60
15 "6728.8 1692.2 10.3 0.60 60
16 707k. 5 3083.7 7.3 0.24 60
17 7806.8 2887.4 5.3 0.18 80
1 8 5208.6 182/j. 6 0.1 0.01 60
19 6225.8 845*2 u.2 0 .02 60
2.0 6550.0 1703.0 - - 60
21 6751.6 1790.2 - - 80
22 5486.5 346.6 - - 60
24 5506.2 752.6 - - 60
(see chapters 5 & 7). ' owever other samples containing no
identifiable fragments of essexite are situated close to the
major axis of the train.
The till overlying bedrock to the east of the
essexite outcrops is generally rather thin, rarely approach¬
ing a metre in depth. Thus the majority of the samples
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used for this analysis were taken from exposures less than
a metre beneath the surface. However it was possitle at
site 12 to sample a section that was over 2m in depth
before bedrock was encountered. It was hoped that, by
collecting five samples spaced c. 40cm apart vertically
over the exposed face of tne section, variation in the
amount of essexite vertically within the till could also
be assessed. In all five samples, only one fragment of
essexite was found and this was located in tne deepest
sample collected (12e). Similarly at site 13 two samples
were taken vertically from the exposed section of till.
Not as mucn till was exposed nere as at site 12 and no
essexite erratic material was found in tne coarse fractions
of either sample.
The low amount of essexite recorded in the sam¬
ples is problematical and requires furtner consideration.
It contrasts markedly witn the appreciable amounts of
Dalmahoy material at corresponding distances from its
source.
This lack of essexite within the 28 samples ana¬
lysed made it clear tnat furtner sampling along similar
lines was unlikely to further the investigation. If
samples of till from the centre of the erratics train and
close to the outcrop yielded no identifiable fragments of
essexite, then it was unlikely that the periphery of tne
train could be delimited witn any decree of accuracy.
Thus following the collection of a sample from site 24
it was decided that future samples would only be analysed
for their heavy mineral content. This meant that tne
sample size could be further reduced.
The small quantity of Identifiable essexite frag¬
ments within the till immediately down-ice of the outcrops
poses problems. In order to resolve tr.is question one
must consider those factors tnat affect tne amount of a
particular rock type within till. As has already been
mentioned in chapter 2, Anderson(1955,195?) listed these
factors under tne four headings of provenance, llthology,
glacial processes and dilution. Tja^
Considering firstly the provenance of the essexite
outcrops, the surface area of the two sources is, as chap¬
ter 3 has shown, very small. The topographic positions
of both outcrops are not prominent in tne landscape, but
parts of a continuous scarp slope. There is therefore a
difference here between the Calmahoy outcrop and the two
essexite outcrops, since the former is more prominent in
the landscape and of greater areal extent than tne latter.
Thus it might be inferred that the lack of essexite mat¬
erial compared to Dalroahoy material is a result of its
smaller outcrop area and insignificant topographic posit¬
ion. However this does not account for the low percent¬
age weights of essexite material in samples so close to,
and down-ice of the outcrops. Furthermore the number of
essexite boulders in the dry stone walls near these
samples makes it clear that the outcrops have been sub¬
jected to considerable glacial erosion.
If one considers the effect that the lithology
of essexite might have ha- on the amount of material in
the till, then there are several features that might
have caused the anomaly of low amounts of essexite in the
till compared with relatively high amounts of Dalmahoy
material in the pilot study. One can disregard a difference
in the durability of Dalmahoy material and essexite as
being responsible for the differing amounts in the till
since both are tough, intrusive igneous rocks. However
other features of the essexite rock masses could well be
important. The jointing characteristics outlined in chap¬
ter 3 in conjunction with the inherent strength of both
types (see chapter 6) have possibly caused the bedrock to
be quarried easily by ice along the joints. The influence
that bedrock jointing has on the size of the same material
found in the till is well known (Charlesworth ,192ij; Holmes,
1952; El8on, 1961; Krthger,197'4j Gry,197h). Subsequent
comminution of essexite fragments during glacial trans¬
port might have tended to produce larger fragments.
Holmes found that "larger stones generally broke into two
pieces instead of many" (Holmes,I960,p.1651)• Beaumont
(1967) considered that coarse grained igneous material
is generally resistant to erosion and breaks down into
sizes greater than 10cm in diameter. Below this size he
thought that the rock fragments would tend to break down
into individual mineral grains. Thus it could be that
the multi-modal size distribution (see p.29) of essexite
comprises modes in the mineral grain size and a mode in
the cobble and boulder size, ^his is one explanation
that might account for the paucity of essexite material
in the samples.
The effects that glacial processes might have
had on the amount of essexite material are many and varied.
If the mode of transport is considered alone, then the
apparent paradox of a large number of essexite boulders
in tne dry stone walls compared to the small percentage
of pebble-size material in the till rnignt be resolved.
It may be that the essexite material now in the dry stone
walls and in the till have been transported in different
ways by the ice sheets, in tnis case tne essexite mat¬
erial within the till would have been dragged intermitt¬
ently beneath trie ice or carried near its base, while the
cobbles and boulders now in the walls might have been
transported englacially. One would have to envisage a
situation in which most of the glacially-quarried mater¬
ial from the outcrops was carried up into the ice.
Dilution through the continuous incorporation of
ottier rock fragments, as mentioned earlier in this chapter,
can have a great effect on the amount of erratic material
found in a till sample. However its potential as an explan
ation for the small amount of essexite material seems limit
ed, since there remains the problem of a paradoxically
large number of essexite boulders in the walls. The poss¬
ibility of a large number of small fragments being prod¬
uced by the erosion of other outcrops in the vicinity
causing an apparently low value of essexite material can
be discouuted since the coarse fraction of all the samples
was notable for the variety of its rock types.
Another possible explanation for the small
amount of essexite material in trie till arises from the
effect of postglacial processes on pebble-size fragments
of essexite. It has already been mentioned In chapter 3
that the groundless of both essexite rocks weathers to a
pale colour on exposed surfaces. In particles of 2 to
16mm in size the thickness of this weathering "rind" forms
much of the particle itself. Consequently some of tee
small essexite particles were found to be extremely fragile
and could be crumbled between finger and thumb. This
susceptibility to weathering might have caused many essex¬
ite particles to rot completely. This view is supported
by the fact that the majority of samples was collected
from oxidised (and therfore weathered) till. However one
point tends to argue against this view. Even if the
groundmass of many esse cite particles had been weathered
to fine material there still should 'nave been a number of
residual lumps of titanaugite phenocrysts, since this
material is relatively resistant to erosion (see chapter
7). These titsnaugite phenocrysts, though not as easily
identified as fragments possessing groundmass minerals,
could be relatively easily distinguished.
This Issue will be considered further in chapter
9 together with evidence from cnapters 5, 6, 7 and 8.
CHAPTER 5
DELIMITATION OF THE ESSKXITE ERRATICS TRAIN USING DRY
STONE wA£LS
"les methodes dont on vous parle ne soht
pas tombes du 0181" (Cailleux,196l,p.T&3)
Over much of the Main Study Area the use of dry
stone walls as field boundaries Is common. The walls are
scarce or absent on the high and steep parts of the Campsie
Fells, on recent alluvial deposits, raised beach material
and on the peat-covered areas of Millstone Grit to the
north and east of Cumbernauld.
The walls range in height from about 60 to 120cm,
an individual wall usually maintaining a fairly consistent
height unless it has been allowed to fall into disrepair.
The material in the walls, for the most part, comprises
stones derived from toe surface of the adjacent fields,
shallow ploughing contributing to the available material
(Flate 3)- here the number of loose, surface stones'"is
small, either alternative methods of enclosing fields
have been used such as hedgerows or wire, or (where rock
crops out) blocks have been quarried for building the
walls. The size of wall stones varies from cobbles to
boulders up to a size that can be physically moved.
Although the walls are repaired from time to
time with new material if necessary, they appear to have
been first erected in the second half of the eighteenth
century during the major time of field enclosure in
Scotland. Few walls were built before this time as Roy's
military maps (completed between 1747 ^nd 1755) indicate
(Skelton, 1567), for dry stone walls as well ,as othe r field
boundaries likely to prove an obstacle to military move¬
ment were accurately drawn on these maps. Except for a
small area north of Kilsyth, field boundaries ore absent
on the Roy maps that cover the Main Study Area. Converse¬
ly it seems that towards the end of that century dry stone
walls were commonplace in the area, as the entry for the
Campsie Parish in the Statistical Account for Scotland
indicates. "Our inclosuresare little better than rickle
dykes, built of stones gathered from the land" (Sinclair,
1795,P.342).
The majority of tue dry stone walls can therefore
be regarded as random samples of stones of a certain size
range collected from the surface of the adjacent land.
Where a wall rests on glacial deposits, the stones wltnin
it represent a random sample of glacially transported
cobbles and boulders. The presence of essexite stones
in the walls has already been mentioned in cnapter 4.
Since the essexite bedrock has never been quarried
(Peach,1909), any essexite stones in the walls must have
been derived from the surface of the neighbouring fields.
Using this basic assumption it was planned to delimit the
essexite erratics train by detailed investigation of the
frequency of essexite stones in the walls. Within the
limits of tne train it was hoped that point values rep¬
resenting the amount of essexite per unit area of wall
might be obtained. From these point values an isaritnmic
map of the decline of essexite erratic material with
distance from the source could then be derived.
Other workers nave regarded dry stone walls in
glaciated terrain as random samples of locally-deposited
glacial erratics. Peach used dry stone walls in tracing
the Lennoxtown essexite boulder train, considering them
as "composed of surface boulders gathered fro:: the immed¬
iate neighbourhood" (Peach,1909,p.27). In Ireland dry
stone walls have been used to trace glacial erratics from
ore bodies covered by glacial deposits (Mcrrissey l Romer,
1973) • Morrissey and Homer agree with Peach in considering
that the stones in the walls have not been carried far
by man. The locally-derived nature of stones in the walls
is well illustrated by an example of field boundaries for
a small area in Dorset given by Fead(196i|). rry stone
walls extend to the limit of limestone bedrock which is
the only source of stones. On the Wealden clay and cnalk
strata the walls are superseded by hedgerows and barbed-
wire fencing.
Prior to commencing fleldwork it was decided
that an individual wall should fulfil the following two
requirements.
(i) It had to comprise stones gathered from the
adjacent land a/id not blocks of quarried material nor
stones from one particular source. In the Fain Study
Area these tnree types of stone can be differentiated
with ease. Firstly the latter two contain only one rock
type whereas walls comprising loose surface stones are
of varied lithology. Secondly quarried blocks are angular
and often tabular whereas loose surface stones tend to be
subrounded, having undergone abrasion during glacial trans¬
portation. The distinction between these types of wall
meant that any form of systematic or random sampling of
walls for study from maps or aerial photographs would not
be possible. If field boundaries had been sampled from
maps prior to fieldwork there would have been no way of
knowing firstly whether tney were walls, and secondly,
even if they were walls, whether they were suitable for
analysis. The second problem would also have applied to
the use of aerial photographs.
(ii) A wall had to be in reasonable repair and of
sufficient length to make analysis worthwhile, tfany
walls that had become grassed over- were avoided as were
stretches of wall shorter than c. 150m, except where such
walls were the only ones available. Initially a wall
almost 1km in length fulfilling these requirements and
situated about 1km down-ice of the essexite outcrops was
analysed to test the feasibility of the proposed method
(wall A in Fig.5.1)• Since the wall was botn close to the
outcrops and aligned almost perpendicular to the direction
of ice movement, it was hoped that an analysis of it
mignt reflect a large change in amounts of esse&ite
over a short distance. The wall extends farther north up
the scarp slope of the Campsie Fells, but this section
was not analysed since it consists only of rock fragments
from the underlying lavas. It was decided that a 10m
length of wall should act as the basic unit of measure-
merit for recording the presence or absence of essexite
stones. For each 10m unit the height of the wall was
recorded to the nearest 10cm together with a note of the
presence of any essexite stones and whether they were from
the porphyritic or non-porphyritic outcrop. These two
types were easy to distinguish where the weathered sur¬
faces of the essexite could be seen. In many cases the
covering of lichens, mosses and other vegetation towards
the base of the wall meant that close scrutiny was
required to distinguish essexite stones from the other
rock types. with practice, however, essexite stones
could be quickly identified while walking alongside a
wall (see Korrissey & Homer,1973) •
Two measurements were also made on each essexite
stone encountered. These were the greatest distance (d)
across a stone and the width (e) perpendicular to d,
both measured to the nearest 1cm. These two measurements
were made on the actual portion of an essexite stone
that was presented in the vertical face of the wall
(Fig.5.2). Occasionally during fieldwork two parts of an
essexite stone were found that had been broken during
the construction of the wall. These were treated as two
stones for the wall analysis. The number of such break¬
ages however was small.
To calculate the amount of essexite represented
by the essexite stones in the wall, the results from 10m
sections were combined to form 100m sections. Gaps in
the wall caused, for example, by gates were recorded
during fieldwork and were subtracted from these 100m
sections at this point. For each of these sections the
area of wall (JL x H) and the cumulative "areas" of
essexite (d x e) were calculated (Fir.5*2). Then for
both porphyritic and non-porphyritlc varieties the foll¬
owing calculation was made.
l=n
Ea = y~l (d x e) x 104 where n = the
1 = 1 L x H number of essexite
stones
The term 10^ was included to make all values of Ep greater
than 1, eicept where no essexite stones were recorded.
The £/> values for porphyritic and non-porphyritic essexite
stones are shown ppposite the central point of the sect¬
ion of wall they represent (Fig.5«l)«
The Ea values for wall A in Fig.5.1 Indicate that
the method reflects changes in the amount of essexite
material from a central point to a peripheral part of the
erratics train. The rapid decline in £A values over the
short distance analysed supports the assumption made
prior to fieldwork that wall stones have not been carried
far to their location in a wall. The values for the
other walls shown in Fig.5.1 also indicate that the walls
represent a random sample of the most readily available,
loose, surface stones. This is particularly well illust¬
rated by the wall that encroaches on the southern edge of
the porphyritic essexite outcrop. Values of EA for por¬
phyritic stones are extremely high for the northernmost
data point where loose boulders Immediately downslope of
the outcrop comprise a large proportion of the available
Figure 5.1
Location of dry stone walls analysed in close proximity
to the essexite outcrops.
Figure 5.2
Measurements made on the dry stone walls and an essexite
erratic (shaded).
wall-building material. To the south along the wall,
however, EA values decline rapidly to nil, reflecting the
lower frequency of locally available essexite stones com¬
pared to stones of other rock types. on-porphyrltic
L, values for this wall are all nil. In view of the west-
north-west to east-south-east movement of ice in the immed¬
iate vicinity this lack of non-porphyritic stones to the
south of the outcrop is to be expected and lends support
to the argument for local collection of stones for the walls.
having demonstrated the feasibility of the
method, other suitable walls were analysed in the area
between a point west of the outcrops and Larbert in the
east, and as far to the north and south in ti.e Main Study
Area as was necessary to establish the limits of the
erratics train, or as was possible in terms of the walls
available. Analysis of walls was not continued east of
Larbert because of the large expanse of raised beach
material. Farther to the east of these deposits in the
Secondary Study Area analysis of the walls was not possible
due either to their absence or to the unsultability of
those walls that were available.
Within the area investigated the distribution
of analysed walls was intended to be evenly-spaced. As
can be seen from Fig. 5*3 however, there are areas where
analysed walls are clustered or sparse. The aggregation
of walls west of Denny resulted from the desire to est¬
ablish the northernmost limit of the essexite erratics
train which was found to extend some 3km farther north
tnan its position on the map produced by Peach (Fig.3*2).
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The long stretch of east-west aligned walls north of
Kilsyth was analysed in order to determine whether
essexite stones had been transported northwards across the
crest formed by Garrel Hill and Tomtain. The paucity of
analysed walls along the Kelvin-Bonny Water valley-
reflects the absence of dry stone walls due to tne lack
of available stones in the underlying fluvioglacial and
alluvial deposits. North and east of Cumbernauld and
east of Denny there are more walls present than are
shown in Fig. 5*1# but the underlying Millstone Grit
bedrock has resulted in the majority of the walls compr¬
ising only stones from this source. Analysis of these
walls was therefore not undertaken.
Two sections of wall were investigated to the
west of the essexite outcrops to determine whether
essexite stones had been carried westwards from their
source. One section of wall is located c.lOOm west of
the lower porphyritie essexite outcrop and extends
some 300m up the steep slope of the Campsite Pells. No
essexite 3tones were found in this wall. Another section
of wall c.3km west of the outcrops was also analysed
and provided a further confirmation of this negative
result.
When all the walls shown in Fig. 5•3 had been
analysed the data were prepared for interpolation by the
SYM F computer-mapping system (Muxworthy,1972). This
program basically requires an input of three variables
(xi> Yi > zi) , where Xj_ and are locational co-ordinates
for a data point Di and z-x is the corresponding data
10?.
Figure5o
Locationfthedrystonew llsanalysediM inStu yAr a.
value (Shepard,1968). A two-dimensional interpolation
function is used to smooth the data whilst still passing
through the specified points (D^. For each location a
value is calculated according to distance and direction
weigntings based on the neighbouring data points. The
number of data points used in this interpolation varies
between four and ten with an average of seven, and is
dependent on the density of points within the area of the
largest polygon enclosed by the data points. The inter¬
polation function is defined at every point on a plane
and the computer print-out records isopleths of the sur¬
face using print and.overprint characters on a standard
ten line per inch printer (Fig.5*^)* Since the program
will continue to interpolate values outside the smallest
polygon wnose closure contains all the data points, which
might lead to erroneous interpretation, a border can be
placed around the data points to prevent this occurring.
This line is represented by a continuous line of aster¬
isks in Fig.5«h and by a solid line around the walls in
Fig.5.3.
The SYMAP program was preferred to some form of
contouring by hand for two main reasons. Firstly, the
data had a wide range of values on a local scale necess¬
itating some form of objective smoothing prior to con¬
touring. Secondly, knowledge of glacier ice direction
would have introduced operator bias towards elongating
the contour lines in the supposed direction of ice trans¬
port. The SYMAP program, on the other hand, gives equal
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Detail of part of a SXf'AF contour map. Numbers
denote locations of data points and the corresponding
shading level.
The zp values for the data input were calculated
in a similar manner to that described earlier for trie
walls shown in Pig.5.1. However, since a data point int¬
erval of 100m would have led to a superimposition of many
data points in the SYHAP output at a 1:1 scale to the
original 1:25,000 map, intervals of 200m were used with
tne following exceptions, where analysed walls were longer
than 300m but less than 400m in length, the wall was
equally divided and two data points obtained. In a few
cases individual stretches of wall amounted to less than
1.50m. For such walls one data point was derived and loc¬
ated in the centre of the section of wall. The 478 data
points obtained for all the walls analysed are shown in
Fig.5-3.
For each data point six zp values were obtained.
Three values represent calculations of for (i) non-
porphyritlc plus porphyritic (il) non-porphyritic and
(iii) porphyritic stones. The remaining three values
were for the same three categories of essexite stones
used for the £A calculations but were derived from a diff¬
erent formula. This formula is
En = n x 10?
TlxhT
The term n represents the number of essexite stones in a
section of wall of length L and height H. The term 10^
was included to make all values of E^j greater than 1, as
for Ea• The additional calculation of EN was carried out
since there was no precedent upon which to base the der-
ivation of the amount of erratic material within a length
of wall. Both and E^ values were therefore calculated
to determine which was the more suitable.
The six oontour maps of Ey\ and values are
shown in Pigs 5*5 to 5«10. These maps have been redrawn
from the original computer output for the sake of clarity.
Contour intervals based on a geometric progression were
chosen for both Ea and E^ values since equal contour
intervals gave rise to only one shading level beyond c.6km
east of the outcrops for Pigs 5»5» 5.6, 5»6 and 5«9. The
lack of shading on all the maps indicates areas that have
been interpolated by the SYKAP program from the data points
as not having any essexite stones in the walls.
Fig.5«5 reflects the classic erratics train feat¬
ures described by other workers sucn as Shsler(l893) aad
Lundqvlst(1935; Pig.2.4). Firstly, a major axis of high
erratic values is evident. Secondly, the values decline
both along the axis in the direction of ice movement and
perpendicular to it. Thirdly, the train broadens from
the outcrops in the direction of ice movement.
The major axis appears to follow a slightly
sinuous course pointing east-south-east immediately down-
ice of the outcrops, then east-nortn-east up to a point
north of Cumbernauld where it once more turns east-south¬
east. The axis is not central, being closer to the north¬
ern edge of the train.
The contour map shows a marked contrast to the
map by Peach(1909; Pig.3*2) in terms of the width of the
train. It appears that Feach mapped only the major axis
of the train In the Main Study Area whereas tne train in
fact extends a considerable distance farther north and
south (Fig.9-1).
It is unfortunate that in sore parts of the train,
particularly north-east of the outcrops, the SYMAF border
encroaches on the erratics train. This was unavoidable
owing to the lack of walls on tne higher peat-covered
areas of the Campsie Fells. Similarly the southern peri¬
phery of the train could not be delimited due to the lack
of suitable walls: hence the continuation of shading up
to the SXMAP border.
The shapes of individual shaded areas in Fig.5.5
and tne remaining contour maps are not significant in
themselves being largely controlled by the spacing as well
as the values of the neighbouring data points. The wcole
interpolated surface should therefore be considered rather
than concentrating on the significance of small areas.
The standard interpolation procedure has been
interrupted in one instance. Immediately to the north¬
west of the outcrops an impermeable "barrier" to inter¬
polation was set up to prevent a value gradient being
interpreted between tne high values of data points east
and soutn-east of the outcrops and nil value data points
to the west and north-west (Fig.5.4). Without the
barrier, the contour map would nave indicated the presence
of essexite stones west and north-west of the outcrops,
which is incorrect. A barrier was placed in the same
position for the other contour maps (Figs 5*6 - 5.10).
A comparison of the six contour maps reveals a
number of similarities. Firstly, the maps of values
show few differences from the corresponding maps of
values, except that areas of shading of the latter are
usually slightly larger. Both calculations therefore
appear to be more or less equally representative of the
amount of essexite present. Secondly, the porphyritic
and non-porphyritic contour maps (Pigs 5.6 & 5*7) indi¬
cate a similar direction of glacier ice transport.
Although the map for porpnyritic essexite has few areas
of shading beyond c.6km from the outcrop there appears
to be a clustering of such shaded areas towards the
point where the major axis is present in tne non-porphy¬
ritic map. Thirdly, both types of essexite stones show
a rapid decline in EA and values away from the outcrop
until a lower shading level is reached, when the values
decline more slowly.
The contour maps for the two essexite types also
show one important contrast. This is tne difference
shown by the rapid decline in the amount of porphyritic
essexite stones with distance from tne source compared to
the non-porphyritic stones which are represented by an
uninterrupted shaded area for some 20km from the outcrop.
This contrast is attributed to the action of glacial
crushing during transport. A difference in the spacing
of parallel joints of the two essexite types has already
been described in chapter 3. In chapter 2 the import¬
ance of bedrock jointing in controlling the size and shape
of glacially transported debris was noted in terms of the














has Investigated the grain size distribution of some
erratics in Denmark. He concludes that material was
incorporated into the ice and rapidly crushed down to a
size determined by the jointing of the rocks. This
appears to apply to the two essexite types and would
explain the rapid disappearance of porphyrltic stones
in the walls down-ice of the outcrop. The closely
spaced Jointing would cause them to become broken down
into stones too small to warrant clearing tnem from the
land and including them in the walls. The boulder-sized,
joint-controlled blocks of the non-porphyritic variety,
on the other hand, would still be of sufficient size to
be selected for wall-building.
The data input for the SYKAP computer program
is also suitable for generating SYMVU three-dimensional
graphic displays of the absolute data point values (Kux-
wortny,1972). The surface representing data values can
be viewed from any azimuth direction or elevation. Cer¬
tain viewpoints lead to areas of the surface being hidden
behind intervening areas of nigh value. Nevertneless
the resulting diagrams give excellent over-views of the
data. Figs 5*11 - 5-16 show SYKVU perspective views of
the same data point values tnat were used in the inter¬
polation of tne SYKAF contour maps. They are all viewed
from the eastern end of tne SYNAP border with the outcrops
at the far end of the display. The rapid decline in the
amount of porphyritic essexite (Fig.5.13) with distance
from tne source is apparent as is the decline perpend¬
icular to the major axis of the train. Figs 5«17 - 5»22
show the same six surfaces viewed from base-level perp¬
endicular to the elongated side of the area enclosed in
trie 3YMAP border. This viewpoint illustrates the cont¬
rast in trie rates of decline of non-porpnyrltic and por-
phyritic stones to the best advantage. If curves were
drawn to pass as closely as possible through the peaks
in Figs $.21 and 5.22 they would resemble tne form of
the negative exponential decay curve derived by Krumbein
(1937) for the Mount Ascutney boulder train (Fig.2.la).
The SYHVU drawings are, however, not entirely
suitable for this purpose due to the effect of perspective
as well as inaccuracies introduced by the plotting
machinery. In order, therefore, to determine whether the
negative exponential function was a close approximation
to the decline in the amount of essexite with distance
from tne source, values for points representing this
decline were obtained from the original data. Values
of L$i, rather than , were considered preferable for
the calculation of these points since the diagrams of
Krumbein (Fig.2.la), Dreimanis(Fig.2,1b) and similar
graphs by Giliberg(196$,1967,196fia) and Dionne(1973)
have considered numbers of erratics. All the data point
Ejj values were allotted to ten equal-width bands with a
common centre on the essexite outcrops, tne limits of tne
bands varying in radius from 2 to 20kra. The highest
value oacuring within each band 'was selected . Tne
resulting ten values of for porphyritic stones are
shown in Fig.5.23 and those for non-porphyritic stones
in Fig. 5»2q. The highest values were chosen 3s opposed
p'lffure 5.11
SYNiVl of noa-porphyritlc + porphyrltic (t/.)
values viewed from the east-north-east.
F1pure 5.12




SYFVU of porphyritic (EA) values viewed from the
east-north-east.
Figure *5.1h
SYFVU of non-porphyritic + porphyrltic (E^)
values viewed from tne east-north-east.
Figure 5.IS





values viewed from the
Figure 5-17
SYFVU of non-porphyritlc + porphyritic (E^)
values viewed from the south-south-east.
5
Figure
SYFVU of non-porphyritic (b/i) values viewed from
the south-south-east.
figure 5,ic
SYJ^VU of porphyriti" (w \
south-south-east. fi values viewed from the
Figure ^.20
SYKVU of non-porphyrltlo + porphyrltlc (E^)
values viewed from the south-south-east.
Figure 5.?!
SYMVU of non-porphyrltlc (E^) values viewed frOTi
the south-south-east.
Figure 5.22
SYKVU of porphyrltlc (i%) values viewed from the
soutn-south-east.
to mean values, since the latter would vary not only
with the distance from the source but also according to
the number of low data point values in the peripheral
areas of the train. The values chosen therefore eff¬
ectively represent the decay along the central axis of
the train.
Linear regressions of Ejj and lcge Eft on distance
from the source were carried out for both porphyritic
and non-porphyritic essexite types. Natural logarithms,
with a base of 2.7162, were chosen rather tnan common
logarithms so that the results are directly comparable
with those of Krumbein(1937) and Gillberg(1965»1967>1968a).
Correlation coefficients were -0.76 {significant at above
the 99$ level) for the transformed values of porphyritic
stones and -0.75 (significant at above the 99$ level)
for the transformed values of non-porpnyritic stones.
These results in both cases gave higher correlation co¬
efficients than for the linear regression of the un-
transformed data values against distance, although for
the non-porphyritic variety this difference was alight.
Krumbein(1937) expressed the negative exponential
function as
y = mb~sx
where m is the value of y when x=Q, b is the base of the
exponential function and a is a constant. The equations
of this form that were fitted to the data by linear re¬
gression are shown in Figs 5.23 and 5-2h beside the curve
they represent.
The constant a determines tne decline of the
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function. Krumbein( 1937) referred to this terra as tne
"coefficient of boulder concentration". Glllberg(1965)
considered t,.at a whole group of factors such as top¬
ography, nature of the erratic material and glacial pro¬
cesses affected this term. These factors are almost
identical to those suggested by Anderson(1955>195?) when
discussing tne dispersion of rock types in till, although
he also included the nature of the source outcrop and a
factor he called dilution.
The value of a that Krumbein(193?) determined
for the Mount Ascutney boulder train falls between tne
values of a for porphyritic and non-porphyritic essexlte
stones. Glllberg(1965) calculated a number of exponential
functions for size grades of various rock types in south¬
ern Sweden, using at least two curves with different values
of a to describe the decayof size grades of eacn rock
type. He found that 0.060 was a common value for a. The
value of O.Q?h5 for non-porpnyritic essexite stones is
a close approximation to this figure.
It can be seen from Figs 5-23 and 5»2a that the
data values in many cases do not lie near to the expon¬
ential curve in contrast to the close correspondence
Krumbeln(1937) calculated between tne points and the fitted
curve(Fig.2.la), and a similar relationship in me$y dia¬
grams given by Gillberg(1965>156?). In the case of the
curve for porphyritic essexite the dotted line drawn in
by eye would appear to represent the decline of tne stones
better than the calculated exponential curve. The decline
of non-porphyritic stones(Fig.5-2A) seems to be as likely
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as not linear as curvilinear, though as has already
teen pointed out, the linear regression gave a tcargin-
ally lower correlation coefficient for the untransformed
compered to the transformed data. If it had teen possible
to obtain an E^ value for non-pcrphyritic easexite stones
closer to the outcrop, as was derived for porpnyritic
stones, the nearest data value to the source might well
have teen considerally higher.
It seems therefore that the calculation of the
exponential functions offers little extra in terms of an
aid to interpretation of the rates of essexite dispersion
than the SYMVU drawings (Figs 5.17 - 5*22) and in the
case of non-porphyrltic essexite values, the curve is
a poor approximation of the data. The calculation of
further data points, which would have helped to define a
more representative curve, was not viable since intervals
between data points of less than 2km would have given
rise to E^ values corresponding to the peripheral areas
of the train ratner than the major axis, as is tne case
with points in Figs 5«23 and 5*24.
Apart from the few essexlte fragments that nad
been broken during construction of the walls, fieldwork
indicated that the size of non-porphyritlc essexite
stones in the walls decreased with distance from the
source. 8haler(l893) found that ore fragments forming
the Iron Kill boulder train decreased from an avejage
diameter of 95cm and a maximum of 170cm at the source to
an average of 17cm and a maximum of 32cm at a distance of
22kra. Drake(1972) observed that the b-axis length of
\
Figure 5.23
Distance decay plot of porphyritlc (E^) values.
Figure g.2jj
Distance decay plot of non-porphyrltic (Ey) values.
subglacial till pebbles of 25 lithologies diminished with
distance from the source. Foth these workers attributed
the decrease in size to comminution as a result of crush¬
ing by glacier ice.
In order to determine whether non-porphyritic
stones diminished in size away from the outcrop, the
erratics train was divided into 2km radial bands as for
the calculation of data values for the negative exponential
curve. The (d x e) value for each non-porphyritic stone
was allotted to one of the ten bands according to its
distance from the outcrop. The stones are not always
placed in the same position in the wall with respect to
their long, intermediate and short axes. However, tnere
seems little reason to suppose that there is any system¬
atic change in the orientation of stones within the walls
over the Main Study Area. Thus the (d x e) value can be
regarded as an index of stone size.
The smallest number of (d x e) values occurred
in the most distant 2ktrt band from the outcrop (18 to 20km)
where only 58 non-porphyritic wall stones were recorded.
To obviate the possibility of varying sample sizes
affecting trie results, 58 randomly-picked (d x e) values
were derived for the remaining nine bands. Inspection
of the data indicated that each group of 58 stones had a
positively-skewed distribution. Therefore prior to test¬
ing for a linear relationship between size and distance
from the source, each (d x e) value was transformed by
obtaining the square root in order to approximate each of
the ten groups to a normal distribution (Poole & O'Farrell,
1971; Till,1973)* A linear regression of mean (d x e)
values in each group on distance from the source was
carried out. A correlation coefficient of -0.78 was
obtained which was significant at above the 99,* level.
Tne slope of the best-fit line (Fig.5*25) indicates that
the mean (d x e) value declines with distance from trie
source. Calculated best-fit lines for the regression of
distance on the mean values of the ten highest and five
highest of the random samplri^ and of the entire samples
in eacn 2km band indicated a similar trend. This result
suggests that the non-porph„ritic stones underwent
comminution during glacial transport.
A decrease was also found in the size of porphy-
ritlc stones recorded in the walls with distance from the
source, .owever the small size of the sample (U46) and
uneven distribution over 20km meant that tne division of
the stone sample into 2km radial bands was not feasible.
Instead the data were divided into stones found within
6km and those found beyond this distance from the outcrop.
The percentage frequency histograms of the two samples
are shown in Fig.5*26. The percentage number of stones
(<300cm^) almost doubles beyond 6km from the source.
Using a Kolmorogov-Smlrnoff two-sample test the difference
between the two distributions was found to be significant
in the two-tailed test at above the 99F level (Siegel,
1956). This result corroborates the evidence of the
decrease in size of non-porphyrltic essexite stones in
indicating that the porphyritic stones have also undergone
Distance from source
Figure 5.25
Decrease In size of non-porphyrltic erratics with
distance from the source.
comminution as a result of glacial processes during trans¬
portation.
To determine whetner, as a result of crushing,
tne essexite stones also became less asymmetrical with
distance from the source a simple index of elongation of
wall stones was derived. This index is expressed as d/e
and was calculated for the 58 randomly-picked non-porphy-
rltic stones in each of the ten 2km radial bands. Keen
values for each band were derived and a regression of
elongation on distance was carried out. A statistically
significant correlation coefficient was not found. Tne
lack of any trend can be explained in terms of the nature
of the index, which represents p three-dimensional form
in two dimensions only. 1 hereas with the size index the
position of the stone was not important, with the elong¬
ation index this factor would be crucial. The resulting
loss of information would have caused the index to be too
crude to indicate any underlying trend in changing shape
with distance from the source.
Further evidence of the crushing of non-porphy-
ritic stones, however, is given by other measurements
made on Joint-controlled stones in the walls. After some
experience of "wall-mapping" it was noted that many non-
porpnyritic stones were placed in the walls such that two
parallel, Joint-controlled faces were presented. It was
decided that the perpendicular distance between such faces
should be recorded along with the d and e values already
described. In all, 325 Joint values were measured to tne
nearest 1cm. The erratics train was divided in two along
a line approximately 12km from the source, giving rise to
200 measurements within 12krn from tne outcrop and 125
beyond this distance. The two percentage frequency hist¬
ograms are shown in Fig.5*27. A Kolmorogov-Smirnoff two-
tailed test was applied to the two distributions and the
difference between them was found to he statistically
significant at above tne 99*9f level, indicating that the
joints measured near the source tended to be farther apart
than those measured beyond 12km. These results suggest
that crushing was concentrated on the smaller joint-con¬
trolled blocks during glacial transport. It can be
argued tnerefore that these smaller stones were less able
to withstand tne forcrs acting on them than the larger
joint-controlled stones which became proportionally larger
in number with the greater distance travelled.
Trend surface analysis of tr.e data from the dry stone walls
Trend surface analysis was developed during the
late 1950's and early 1960's in the fields of geology and
geophysics (Krumbein ,1959; Krumbein 8 Grayblll ,1965). In
geograpny it has teen increasingly used since that time
due to Its relevance to the examination of spatial trends
in phenomena (e.g. Chorley & Kaggett,1965; Farcus & Van-
dermeer,1966; King,1967,1969; Vincent,1969; Beaumont,1971;
Unwin & Lewin,l;7l; Unwin & Kepple,1975)• It is "a
procedure for separating... large-scale systematic changes
in mapped data from the non-systematic, small-scale
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decrease in the distance between
parallel joints or non-porphyritic erratics with
distance from source.
p.8^5)» Whereas in simple isarithmic mapping (e.g.
SIMAP contour maps) each control point only contributes
information for an area immediately adjacent to it, in
a trend surface local values are damped down and "sac¬
rificed" to the overall trend (Chorley & Haggett,19^5)•
King(1967) gives four uses of trend surface analysis;
as a descriptive tool, for testing a conceptual model,
as a means of predicting and as a search procedure for
unsuspected aspects of the data.
The basic aim is to fit surfaces of increasing
complexity to sets of points In three dimensions. Each
data point Is defined by two spatial co-ordinates (U,V)
and a value (2) of the mapped variable. If a trend
varies smoothly over space its value (i.e. height) at
any particular point can be expressed in terms of U and
V. The simplest surface that is fitted to the data is
an inclined plane. This linear trend surface is fitted
by minimising the sum of the squared differences between
the data point values (z) and the surface in an analo¬
gous manner to fitting a regression line in two dimen¬
sions (Baird et al.,1971). The general form of the
linear or first order trend surface is given by
z = a + bU + cV
where U and V are co-ordinates defining z and a, b and
c are polynomial coefficients. The direction of the
trend can be calculated from the expression
b
cos 9 = r— "
J b + c^
where 9 is the angle between the azimuth of the trend
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and the co-ordinate axis associated with b.
More complex surfaces of greater flexibility
can be fitted by least squares method to trie data set
and they require further coefficients. The quadratic
or second order trend surface assumes four basic shapes;
a dome, a saddle, a ridge and a tongue (Chorley & Haggett,
1965). It is described by an additional three coefficients
In the form
z = a + bU + cV 4 dU2 + eUV + fV2
The cubic or third order trend surface is even more
complex and is expressed by ten coefficients
z = a + bU + cV + dU2 + eUV + fV2+ gU3+ hU2 + iUV2+ JV3
Surfaces up to the octic have been used (Bassett
& Chorley,1971), but generally surfaces of higher order
than cubic are regarded as of little value since they
defeat the object, which is, to reduce complex reality
to its more simplified, basic components for easier an¬
alysis (Vincent,1969).
The first, second and third order trend surfaces
for the Ea and values of noil-porphyritic plus par—
phyritic, porphyritic and non-porphyrltic stones are
shown in Figs 5-28, 5*29 sad 5«3Q respectively. A sub¬
routine of the Choropleth Mapping System developed Vy
T.C. laugh at the Edinburgh Regional Computing Centre
was used tc produce the trend surface maps (Waugh,1972).
The goodness of fit of a trend surface can be
determined using the statistic of the percentage reduct¬
ion in the sum of squares ($ESS) acnieved. This is ex¬
pressed as the percentage ratio of the corrected sum of
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squares of the computed trend values to tne corrected
sum of squares of the observations (Krumbein & Graybill,
1965; Unwin,1975) ♦ The /iRSS for trie eighteen trend
surfaces produced from the wall data are shown in Table
5*1 • To determine whether the fit is merely a chance
phenomenon or a significant result indicating a real
spatial trend, a test based on F-ratios can be used.
The significance levels shown in Table 5-1 were obtained
from a table by Norcllffe(1969) in which the minimum
JCRSS required for surfaces based on up to 500 data points
to be regarded as significant at the 95/ and 99% level
is given.
It can be seen that all the trend surfaces are
significant at above the 95%- level. Tinkler(1969), how¬
ever, has pointed out that a large number of data points,
such as were used in the present analysis, more or less
guarentees a statistically significant surface. This
statistic should therefore not be regarded as of great
analytical value in the present circumstances, the >RSS
being of greater diagnostic value in deciding the good¬
ness of fit.
From previous work on erratics trains and from
tne SYMVU line drawings depicting the essexite erratics
train, the most likely surface to approximate to the
data would appear to be the quadratic "tongue-shaped"
pattern. Table 5«1, however, indicates that the ^BSS
attributable to the quadratic component of the second
order trend surface is in all cases lower than the $RSS
attributable to the linear component and only exceeds the
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cubic component in the case of the non-porphyritic (Ejj)
and porphyritic plus non-porphyritic (E$j) surfaces.
Table 5.1 #RSS and explanation level for tne trend


















F(EA) 3.97 0.01 2.35 6.32 0.01 0.96 7.28 0.01
p(en) 4-99 0.01 2.61 7.60 0.01 1.00 8.60 0.01
n(ea) 17.42 0.01 8.26 25.68 0.01 9.50 35.18 0.01
n(en) 17.21
j




(Ea) 16.27 0.01 4.72 20.99 0.01 4.91 25.90 0.01
1N + P
(%) 17.85 0.01 6.51 24.3 8 0.01 6.00 30.36 0.01
P = Porphyritic n = Non-r orphyritic
The tongue form nevertheless underlies the patt¬
ern snown in all the second order trend surfaces (Figs
5.28, 5.29 & 5*30). The low /RSS explanation can in part
be attributed to the inclusion of nil data point values
immediately west and north-west of the essexlte outcrops
contrasting with the high values immediately east of the
outcrops. The cubic surfaces in all cases possess a down¬









form to the east and north-east of Kilsyth.
respite the fact that the first order trend
surface records tr,e highest ,:R"S of all three trend sur¬
face components, it does not seem to be the most approp¬
riate model describing the porphyritlc and non-porpriy-
ritic data values on theoretical and observational grounds
Although the major trend of the values is a decline from
west-south-west to east-north-east, which all the trend
surfaces reflect, there is also a regional downward grad¬
ient to tne north and south of the major axis, which the
linear surfaces cannot portray. Only tne lineor trend
surfaces of the porpnyritic (EA & E^) data values show
the major west-south-west to east-north-east alignment,
the remaining linear trend surfaces recording a south¬
west to north-east alignment.
These differences do not reflect different direct
ions of transport for porphyritie and non-porpnyritic
es exlte stones but are a function of tne manner in wnich
trie trend surfaces have been derived. Ideally data points
for trend surface analysis should be evenly distributed
(Merriacn <& Harbaugh,19^A; Unwin & Hepple,1975)• Ih
practice, however, this is rarely possible in the sampling
of spatial phenomena (Krumbein & Graybill,1965)• The
result of uneven representation of data is to give undue
Influence to areas containing many points relative to
areas in which points are far apart. Some workers have
attempted to lessen the effect of clustered data points
by using geographic-mean samples (e.g. Robinson,1972;
Gray,1972).
The distribution of data points shown in Fig.5.1
was analysed as regards its degree of aggregation. A
nearest neighbour statistic developed by Clark and Evans
(l$5h) was used. This takes the form
Bn = Dobs/{0.5(A/N)~g}
where Dobs is the observed mean distance between points
and their nearest neighbour, A is the area and N is the
number of points. A value of 0 for En indicates all points
at the same location, a value of 1 represents a random
distribution of points and 2.15 denotes a nexagonal patt¬
ern of points which gives rise to the most even distrib¬
ution possible (Haggett,1965)• The degree of aggregation
was 0,51 for the area of the smallest rectangle enclos¬
ing the SYMAP border. The d^ta points are therefore
aggregated, both Bn values being on the clustered side of
a random distribution.
The aggregation of low value data points to the
north compared to the scarcity of such points to the
south of the major axis may well h^ve had a controlling
effect particularly on the linear trend surfaces of tne
non-porphyritic (EA & E^) and non<-porphyritic plus por-
phyritic (Ea & E^) data sets. As has already been noted
these surfaces trend south-west to north-east and this is
attributed to the uneven distribution of data points.
The porpnyritic (£A & ) linear trend surfaces on the
other hand show a west-south-west to east-north-east
trend which reflects the lack of a major axis beyond c.6km
east of the source, leaving therefore a contrast in values
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In this direction only.
The paucity of data points in the north-eastern
corner of tne area enclosed in the SYMAP border has given
rise to a spurious dome in the cubic trend surfaces in
this region. This dome can therefore be disregarded in
interpreting these diagrams as it clearly does not relate
to the original data.
Another effect of the distribution of t.e data
points lies in the shape of the boundary surrounding
them, in this case the SYMAF border. Elongated areas
tend to produce contours on higher order surfaces that
are aligned parallel to the longer side (Unwin,1575)•
The tongue-shaped contour pattern on the second order and
third order trend surfaces may therefore be a function in
part of the elongated shape of the analysed area.
In the case of a narrow erratics train the use¬
fulness of tread surface analysis seems questionable.
The shape of the analysed area and the inevitable aggreg¬
ation of the data points introduce a number of undesirable
effects. The contrast in values up-ice and down-ice of
the outcrops reduces the ,■ BSS due to the extreme values.
High value areas appear in the higher order surfaces
that do not reflect the original data. Agterberg(1964)
considered that beyond 500 data points matrix smoothing
methods are to be preferred to the power series trend
surface model. In the present analysis this number of
data points was almost attained. Since the interest lies
in the local components rather tnan tne overall trend,
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IZfi AND MQRPHO'-ETRIC PROPERTIES OF RSSKXITE STONES
"SFilEFilCAL AND ROUND- Also note that there
is a difference between 'spherical' and
'round', since anything spherical is round
arid not vice versa; for something may be
round like an egg, yet it is not spher¬
ical unless it is completely so."
(Robertus Anglicus,1271; quoted by
Krynine,19 56,p.1661)
In chapter k, values for roundness, sphericity
and Zingg shape were derived for erratics from the dist¬
inct outcrop of Dalmahoy Hill at different distances down-
ice from their source, hlongate particles were snown to
decrease proportionally in numters compared to less easily
crushed shapes, but sphericity and roundness showed no
specific trends. This was attributed to the short dist¬
ance over wnich the train of erratics was traced. Initial
fieldwork carried out in the area down-ice of the Lennox-
town essexite outcrops revealed that glacially and fluvio-
glaciall,, transported essexite stones were sufficiently
plentiful in dry stone walls and exposed sections to allow
an investigation of their size and morphometric properties
to be undertaken. Inspection of the o ern beaches along
the Firth of Forth indicated that essexite stones were
also aVundant on the foresnore.
From the literature, the most important factors
affecting particle morphometry are as follows. irstly,
the shape of the particle on leaving its source has a
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significant bearing on its snaje at the point of deposit¬
ion (Tester,1931; fettiJohn,1957; Elatt,1959; Drake,1970).
Secondly, the lithological characteristics of tne rock
are important in determining the susee*tibility of a part¬
icle t-' processes such as abrasion and crushing (Fettijohn,
1957)* Thirdly, the size of a [article at all stages
during its transport is important in that particles of
different sizes respond in different ways to processes
acting in the same environment. This nas been noted by
Sorby(l880), Zingg(1935)» Hussell and Taylor{1937)» Plutaley
(19E8) and IettiJohn(1957) a ongst others. Fourtnly, tne
nature of the transporting medium is important in determ¬
ining particle morphometry. Von nngeln(1930) and Went-
worth(1936) considered tnat glacially transported particles
had a characteristic shape. Vaskom(1958)» Sames(1966),
King and Buckley(1968), Eer esen(1973) and Gregory and
Cullingford(1974) consideied tnat particles in different
transporting mode;: >,ad definable morphometric character¬
istics. Fiftnly, the distance of transport and the effect¬
iveness and duration of processes acting in the transport¬
ing^ mode affe;t tne ultimate particle shape. Sixtnly and
finally, there are chance factors that can Influence tne
shape of particles such as cnipping against obstacles.
In order, as in the present analysis, to invest¬
igate the differences in size aud morphometry of paiticles
in relation to tne nature of tne transporting medium and
the distance of travel, the otner factors (except chance)
snould be controlled. In many studies wnere tnese relat-
ionsnips nave teen investigated however, little attention
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has teen paid particularly to the influence of initial
shape and llthology. For instance, Drake(1972) used
particles from 29 llthologies to draw general conclusions
about mechanisms of particle attrition in a subglacial
environment, althougn he conceded that ideally "studies
snould be carried out separately for each litnology"
(Drake,19?2,p.2164).
in the present analysis these factors nave been
controlled so that variation in particle morphometry and
size could be studied witnin and between the glaci 1,
fluvioglaclal and beach environments. Subdivision of
eesexlte stones into porpnyritic and non-porphyritic types
meant that the factors of initial shape and litnology
could be controlled. As regards the factor of size,
although no restrictions were placed on the size of essex-
ite stones to be measured In the field, the stones were
subsequently divided into size grades for comparison of
tnelr rrorphometric properties.
Field methodology
The majority of techniques for measuring morph-
ometric parameters on particles were developed with a
view to investigating fluvial of marine deposits. Cons¬
equently, tney were designed to deal with particles
ranging from sand to cobble sizes. A lar e number of
essexite stones in fluviog'lacial deposits and on the
modern beaches fall within this size range but many
glacially transported stones are more than 100cm in length
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(Plate L). Thus it was clear that eitner modifications
to existing methods would have to be made or new tech¬
niques d vised to cope with the large rangp of particle
Sxzes. The first alternative was considered preferable
since the use of pre-e -.isting techniques w uld mean t;.at
comparison could be ;ra-e with results from similar studies.
For the measurement of snape it was proposed
that tne method of KrUmbein(1941a), already outlined in
chapter h, saould be ued, in which the long(a), inter¬
mediate^) and short(c) axes are measured. Although
other methods of deriving particle shape have been pro¬
posed (e.g. Eittenhouse,1943» k Hilar s ,1965; Ehrlich &
. einberg,1970), they have never received the wide accept¬
ance that Krumbein's method has. The usual procedure
for measuring pe tides involves laying a transparent
rule over the particle and reading off the length by eye,
and this is claimed to be tolerably accurate despite the
problems associated witn parallax. However, errors re¬
sulting from tiiie cause would be too great when measur¬
ing boulder-sized particles of essexlte. In order to
measure accurately such large particles tne device snown
in Plate 5 constructed. It consists basically of a
piece of dowelling end two blade-snaped pieces of wood.
One of the blades was fixed at rignt-angles to one end
of the dowelling and the other was free to move along the
dowelling by means of a hole the same diameter as the
dowelllng. Another small piece of wood was fixel to this
movable blade so that it too moved along the dowelling
In order to ensure tnst the blade remained perpendicular
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to the dowellin <. The Instrument was found to have an
accuracy of + 2rom and, due to the free rotation of the
movable blade alout the dowelllng, it was possible to
measure letween joints out of line with the correct
direction of axial measurement yet still maintain this
direction with the dowelling. For particles with an
a-axis of c.25em or less the measuring box described in
cnapter 8 wa3 used.
whilst the method of Krumbein(1941a) for measur¬
ing particle shape is ge erally accepted, the measure¬
ment of roundness has for long been the subject of much
discussion. oundness is said by many to be geometrically
independent of shape (e.g. xadell,1932; Krumbeln,1541a;
Powers,1953i an Andel et al.,1954; Curray Griffiths,
1995; Lees,1964; Fleming ,1965; ''halley ,1972). However
Schwarz and fnane(1969) c nsidered that roundness depend¬
ed on sphericity, Russell and Taylor(193?) felt that
spnericlty and roundness were interdependent, and Ehrlich
and Ueinberg(1970) argued that the independence of these
two parameters was an a priori assumption and that it
would be better to think tnat "shape characteristics
operate over a continuum" (Ehrlich & Weinberg,1970,p.205)•
Lees(1964) arid Whalley 1972) felt tnat angularity snould
bo regarded as a separate concept from roundness, but
most workers consider tnem as degrees of the same measure.
For the purposes of this analysis, roundness "Is
defined as a dimensionless function of the ra !ius of
curvature of one or more corners" (Fleming,1965,p.385)•
Its independence of shape can be seen in that "chipping
of a iarticle may increase the sphericity, tit it decreases
tne roundness" (>Jedell, 1932 ,p.449 ) •
Three main approaches to measuring roundness nave
been made. Firstly, tnere are the visual comparison charts
which consist of a series of silhouettes or photographs
ret. resenting varying degrees of irrticle roundness (e.g.
Trowbridge & vortimer,1925; Russell <5 Taylor, 1937;
rumbein,1941®i rowers, 1953; Heicnelt,1961; Lees,1964).
A second technique that has not been so widely used is
that of Szadeczky-Kardoss (1533) 1® which the percentage
of convex parts of the particle are estimated. Tnirdly,
tnere are techniques involving direct measurement.
Wadell(1932) suggested expressing roundness as t; e ratio
of the mean radius of curvature of corners to the radius
of the inscribed circle. The other major technique in¬
volving direct measurement is that of Cailleux{1945), which
is essentially tt.e same as tee technique of s-entworth
(1922a), where the radius of curvature of the sharpest
corner of the particle in tne maximum projection plane
is determined. A target of concentric circles of known
diameter is used to measure the radius of curvature
(Dobkins & Folk,lf70; Folk,19?2), and roundness is ex¬
pressed as
R » 2r x 1000
a
where r is the minimum radius of curvature in the max¬
imum projection plane and a is the long axis. This
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technique has been used by many workers (e.g. >;entworth,
1922b; Trlcart <s Scnaeffer ,1950; Riviere & Vi lie ,196?;
King & Fuckley, 1968; KcCann & Owens, 1S69; I'obkins &
Folk,19?0; Hollertaan, 1971; 1ugdale,1972; Gregory &
Cullingford,1974). Dobkins and Polk(1970) measured the
minimum radius of curvature in three dimensions but found
no difference from results in two dimensions, and there¬
fore recommended measurement in two dimensions because of
Its greater speed.
x7or the present analysis tne method of Cailleux
(1945) was used to measure tne roundness of essexite
stones for two reasons. Firstly, it Is rapid and ixrvolves
direct measurement and it has been noted that "simple
techniques comprising direct measurements" (Griffiths,
1961,p.497) should be used wherever possible in research
work. Schwarz and Snane(1969), for instance, conceaed
that their Fourrier metnod was te ious, and the technique
of Wadell(1932) is likewise laborious. Secondly, a
great deal of subjectivity is involved in using visual
comparison charts (Trowbridge & Mortimer,1925; Bosenfeld
& Griffiths,1953; Griffiths,1967; Folk,1972; Whalley,1972)
not only in selectingthe class division (Russell & Taylor,
1937), tat also because tnere is a "psychological tend¬
ency to make tne data fit theoretical predictions"
(Sneed & Folk,1956,P«117)• c ome workers have attempted
to overcome this problem by arranging for associates to
renumber samples so that no preconceived ideas influence
the results (Berl & Snepard,1956; Sneed & Folk,1958).
In the present analysis this was not possible since
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measurement had to be completed in the field due to the
size of the stones.
Despite tnese advantages over otrier methods, that
of Cailleux(1945) has four main drawbacks. irstly, not
all workers select the same corner to measure (Folk,1972).
Secondly, difficulty can result from estimating the
radius of curvature using a template of concentric circles,
especially when dealing with boulder—sized particles.
Thirdly, corners may approach segments of parabolas or
hyperbolas rather than a true circle, end it is therefore
difficult to decide which of the target circles matches
best. Fourthly, with decreasing size and rounding the
accuracy of the technique diminlsnes (Van Andel et al.,
1954; Whalley,1972).
The first problem does not introduce error into
tne present analysis because all roundness measurements
were made by fcne same operator. Lrrors caused by the
second and third drawbacks were considerably reduced by
the use of a series of templates constructed from stiff
plastic sheeting with a notch cut away in the corner of
each template corresponding to a portion of the circum¬
ference of a circle of known radius. Twenty templates
with radii ranging from 0.5cm to 10.0cm were made. It
was possible with these templates to compare circumfer¬
ences of known radii directly with the selected sharpest
corner on an essexite stone. Wentworth(1919) used the
same basic concept to produce a gauge for measuring trie
sharpest corner of experimentally abraded particles, but
this is the only other known example in trie literature
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of trie use of templates, the majority of workers relying
on target circles. For re ii of curvature smaller than
0.5cm, as It was not possible to cut notaries in trie plastic
sneeting wltn sufficient accuracy, comparison was made
with a target of circles of radii ranging from 0.1mm to
0.5cm in 0.1cm intervals, lor circles of such small
radii the problem of parallax is not very great.
The locations wnere essexite stones were found,
and trie manner in which they were recorded, varied bet¬
ween trie three categories of glacial, fluvioglacial and
beacn stones. Glacial stones, so colled because they
nave undergone direct transport by the ice without subse¬
quent fluvioglacial transport, were usually found in
association witn till. A variety of types of locations
provided the glacial stones that were measured. The
majority of stones in tne Fain f tudy Area were derived
from the uppermost line of stones in Pre dry stone walls.
Fost of the rest were found in piles of stones that had
1een removed from the fields following plougning (llate
3) and in spoil heaps alongside orainage ditcne8. In
the Secondary Study Area glacial essexite stones were
found in the spoil heap from an oil-pijeline trench
excavated during summer 197h between almeny near rdin-
tur h and Grangemouth, and in till sections formed during
road improvements near Eo'ness. Only those essexite
stones that had not suffered breakage as a result of
r.uman Interference were measured. Although man^ glacial
essexite stones displayed surface weathering, the titan-
augite crystals remained mere or less unaltered so that
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roeasurement of tne three axes and the minimum radius of
curvature was still feasible. The location of each
glacial stone measured was plotted on 1:25,000 scale
mays and their generalised distribution is shown in Fig.
6.1.
Fluvloglaclal essexite stones, i.e. those essex-
ite stones associated with f1uvioglacial gravels, were
found chiefly in abandoned and operating commercial gravel
pits (Plate 6} though dry stone walls built on fluvlo-
glacial deposits also provided a few stones. The distri¬
bution of measured fluvioglacial stones is shown in Fig.
6.2. ;ne stone not sh.wn in Fig.6.2 was found in a
gravel pit at Straiton (GR 027 665) c.6km south of Idln-
burgh.
Marine-modified essexite stones measured in tne
present analysis were found on the foreshore of modern
beaches on both sides of the Firth of Forth. No attempt
was made to locate individual stones on large-scale maps,
the beaches being divided into five zones with the locat¬
ions of essexite stones being assigned to them (Fig.6.3)•
The extent of these zones on both sides of the Firth of
Forth indicates the traceable limits of beach essexite
stones. A comparison of Fig.6.3 with Fig.3.2 shows that
the limits of the distribution extend slightly farther
east on tne southern shore In the present analysis than
in Peach's map. It was decided that no attempt should be
made to derive measures of frequency of essexite stones
30 that the analysis of the distribution pattern of the







Locationfglacialndfluviogl clalporphyriticerrat csme sured.
Figure6.2
Locationfgl cialandfluvioglacialnon-porphyriticerrat csme su ed.
Figure 6.3
Division of beaches of the Firth of Forth into zones
the Secondary Study Area, since these would tend to
reflect beach, as well as glacial processes that have
distributed the essexlte erratics.
Sesults and discussion
Using the data derived from field measurement
of essexifce stones, various size and morphometric indices
were calculated for each stone by means of a modified
version of the PEBPRQE computer program (Thornes &
Howard,1967). Data input consisted of the a, b and c
measures and minimum radius of curvature of each stone in
centimetres, from which the program calculated the phi
values of a, b and c, where phi is -log2 of the length
(Kinr,1966). The program also determined the ratios b/a,
pT
c/a and c/b, sphericity (3 =3 /ab), axial ratio (AS »
a-b/a-c), flatness (P = a+b/2c), roundness (R =(2r/a) x
1000), maximum projection volume (MPV -l~^/6) x abc) and
maximum projection area (MPA = (Ta) x ab).
Mean values of all except the b/a, c/a and c/b
ratios for various groupings of glacial stones are shown
in Table 6.1. / comparison of the size indices for porphy-
ritic and non-porphyritic stones suggest that there are
distinct differences between these two types (Table 6.1a).
Pean values of PPV and "PA are considerably higher for
non-porphyritic stones than for porphyritlc ones. This
can be accounted for in terms of the contrast in bedrock
Jointing pattern of both essexlte types descriled in
chapter 3- The close spacing of the porphyritic variety
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has tended to give rise to srraller Joint-controlled
blocks than the more massively jointed non-porphyritic
rock.
Mean values of F also differ for both varieties
of e>sexite. The greater flatness of the porphyr-itic
stones is explained by tne closer spacing of the bedrock
joints giving rise to oblate-snaped, joint-controlled
stones compared to non-porphyritic stones which are less
asymmetrical. Since spnericity and flatness are Inversely
related, the lower sphericity values for porphyrltie
stones compared to non-porpnyrltic ones support this
evidence.
Although mean values of R for different size
grades of stones increase with decreasing size (Table 6.1b),
the mean value for the smaller porphyritic stones is low¬
er than for the comparitively larger non-porphyritlc
stone: (Table 6.1a;. This suggests that tne porphyritic
stones, as a result of the bedrock jointing character¬
istics, have been less able to withstand the crushing
forces operating during glacial transport than the non-
porpnyritic stones, and are consequently more angular.
It was pointed out at the beginning of tai3
chapter that snape and roundness are dependent on size.
Therefore morphometric indices should, strictly speaking,
only be compared for similarly-sized material before
making inferences concerning the nature of processes
operating in an environment. A comparison of the freq¬
uency (N) of stones in each size grade of both varieties
of essexlte illustrates the contrast in sizes; the mode
Table 6.1 bean values :f (nort.-ometrlc sua slz^
variables for -Taclal essexlte stones
(a )
Type N A (phi) p. (phi) S AR F R Oil
P + 1153 -7-73 -7.27 0.68 0.74 1-90 123.0 4631 413
NP
F 274 -7.33 -6.86 O.67 0.73 1-95 111.1 1899 236
NP 879 -7.66 -7.40 0.69 0.74 1.88 126.7 5483 468
(b) Different size grades of porphyritic stones
1.6-
3.2cm 4 0.81 0.67 1.41 159.1
3.2-
6.4cm 30 0.72 0.70 1.74 139.1
6.4-
12.8cm 121 0.67 0.71 1.96 113.2
12.8-
25.6cm 100 0.66 O.76 1.99 102.9
25.6001+ 19 0.62 0.77 2.17 86.6
(c) Different size grades of non-porphyrltic stones
1.6-
3.2cm 4 0.71 0.74 1.76 192.8
3.2-
6.4cm 36 0.73 0.72 1.68 141.5
6.4-
12.8cm 161 0.71 0.72 1.81 142.3
12.8-
25.6c® 525 0.69 0.73 1.88 127.O
25.6c®+ 153 0.65 0.79 2.05 103.9
142.
Type _N A(phi) E (phi) S AH F R KPV KPA
(3) Values for different distances from tue source :
porphyrltic stories
0 1 On sra 154 -7.27 -6.76 0.66 0.71 2.02 89.8 1731 222
5-lOkm 60 -7.55 -7.10 .6° 0.74 1.87 133.9 COa,or<\j 299
10-15km 36 -7.28 -6.83 -ct0-•00p-•0 1.83 155.6 1582 205
15-20km 13 -7.70 -7.35 0.68 0.79 1.88 106.8 3339 338
20km + 11 -6.68 -6.38 0.65 0.82 2.02 144.9 379 93
(e) Values for different distances from toe source :
non-porphyrltlc stones
0 1 on B 149 -7.73 -7.29 0O-•0 0.75 1.86 108.9 4970 443
5-10km 274 -7.89 -7.41 0.68 0.73 1.91 130.9 6942 515
10-15km 196 -7.85 -7.39 0.68 0.74 1.90 115.5 5020 4 57
15-20km 234 -8.01 -7.55 0.69 0.74 1.87 143-2 4592 4 56
20km + 26 -6.99 -6.59 0.71 0.78 1.75 120. 5 4 589 309
(f) Sphericity and roundness values for different size
grades at different dlstapces : porphyrltic stones
0 — 5l<nn£ item 23 0.72 131.1
6.4-
12.8cra 73 O.67 £9.4
12.8em+ 58 O.64 76.1
5-10km
<6. 4crc 5 0.73 163.9
6. 4-
12.8cm 19 0.72 181.9
12.8cm+ 36 0.67 123.6
10-15km
<6.Rem 3 0.75 155.1
143-
Type N A(phi) B(phi) S AB F E MFV VTA
6 .4-
12.8cm 19 0.70 170.8




12.8cm 4 0.62 89.1
I2.8cm+ 9 0.70 114-6
20km +
<6. 4cm 3 0.81 170.0
6.4-
12.8cm 6 0.59 133.6
12.8cm+ 2 0.60 140.9
(g) Sphericity arid roundness values for different size
grades at different distances:non-porphyrltlc stones
0- 5km
<6.4cm 12 0.73 I8O.6
6.4-
12.8cm 33 0.72 136.9
12.8cm+ 104 0.68 91.6
5-10km
<6.4 cm 14 0.73 154.1
6.4-
12.8cm 52 0.70 155.5
12.8ctn+ 208 0.68 123.1
10-15km
■<■(' .4cm 6 0.75 89.0
6.4-12
12.8cm 44 0.70 134.1
12.8cm+ I46 0.68 111.0
144.




12.8cm 25 0.73 148.6
12.8cm+ 146 0.68 142 .6
20km -f
<6,4cm 5 0.72 113.3
6.4-
12.8cm 7 O.67 97.6
12.8cm+ 14 0.73 134.6
for the porphyritic stones is In the 6.4 - 12.8cm class
(based on the b-axls length) compared to the 12.8 - 25.6cm
class for the non-porphyritic stones. The mean values of
R for each size grade of porphyritic stones are consist¬
ently lower than for the corresponding size grades of non-
porphyritic stones, which supports tne view mentioned
ahove that the porphyrltic variety has been subject to
more comminution than non-porphyritic stones as a result
of the closer jointing pattern of the bedrock. ?ean
values of B and S generally Increase with decreasing size
for both varieties of essexite whilst mean values of AR
and F tend to decrease with decreasing size.
Fean values of the morphometric and size indices
subdivided into distances of 5^m intervals from the source
do not indicate any specific trend for either variety of
essexite (Table 6.Id & e). Although the wall data snowed
that crushing of both essexite types had occurred during
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glacial transport, mean values of KPA and MPV do not
indicate any progressive reduction in size with distance
from tne source. Mean values for otner indices likewise
fail to show any systematic trends. The lack of a trend
in size indices may be explained in terms of the variety
of loc ti ns where the measured stones were found.
Whereas the evidence for the reduction in size of essex-
ite stones was based on data from only the dry stone walls,
the stones represented in Table 6.1 were found in a number
of different locations.
Mean values of E and S for three size grades of
essexite stones are shown in Table 6.If & g. The mean
sphericity of porphyritic stones up to 6.hem in size
Increases with distance from tne outcrop. For the remain¬
ing size grades of porphyritic, and for all size grades
of non-porphyritic stones, mean values of S show no gener¬
al trend with distance from tne source. Mean values of
R for all size grades of botn varieties, except non-por-
pnyritic (<6.U:-.m), tend to increase over tne first 10km
but thereafter show no general trend. Drake(197'2) found
that the mean roundness of pebbles from till tended to
maintain a steady value after an initial rise in a short
distance down-ice of the source. He attributed this to
s ccesslve crushing and abrasion during glacial transport
such that pebbles rapidly attained a dynamic equilibrium
state for rounding. Beaumont(196?) expressed an altern¬
ative view and considered that tne equilibrium state was
indicative of no further change in particle roundness.
Since independent evidence of crushing is available in
1b6.
terms of the wall stone data, It seems tnat the lack of
a general trend beyond 5km from the source can be attrib¬
uted to successive cycles of crushing and abrasion.
Mean values of different groupings of fluvioglac-
ial stones are shown in Table 6.2. All size indices (i.e
A(phi), B(phl), KPV and FPA) are considerably lower for
fluvioglacial stones than for glacial stones (Table 6.2a)
This can be explained by the fact that the size of stones
in the meltwater environment is limited by the stream
competence whereas the size of glacial stones can be
extremely large (see chapter 2). The mean value of R
is considerably higher for fiuvioglacia1 stones than for
glacial stones and this is attributed to the greater
effectiveness of abrasion in fluvioglacial compared to
glacial transport (King & Fuckley,1968). The mean value
of S is higher for fluvioglacial stones than for glacial
stones wnllst the mean value of F is lower for fluvio-
glaclal stones. This again indicates the importance of
abrasion in the fluvioglacial environment.
The mean FPV values for both essexite types
show that there is an approximate threefold difference
in the volumes, which can be attributed to the contrast
in bedrock Jointing.
Kean values of B for different size grades of the
porphyritic stones (Table 6.2b) show a different pattern
to that of glacially transported porphyritic stones.
Although no stones of size 1.6-3.2cm were found, B in¬
creases from 180.5 (3.2-6.i»cm) to 219.1 (6.4-12.8cm) and
still remains higner in the 12.8-25.6cm than the value
for the 1.6-3•2cm size grade. This contrasts with the
pattern for glacial porphyritic stones where R p>rogress-
ively declines with increasing size. Mean values of B
for d iffextent size grades of non-porphyritic stones
(Table 6.2c), on the other hand, do snow a similar trend
to glacial stones except that values are consistently
higher for each size grade of fluvioglacial stones than
for corresponding size grades of glacial stones.
In contrast to the glacial stones, too few
fluvioglacial stones were measured to enable a division
of the data to be made into five classes representing
different distances from the source. Therefore to in¬
vestigate the effect of distance of transport on the size
and morpnometric indices, botn varieties of fluvioglaclal
essexite stones were divided in two at a distance of
approximately 15km from the source. Mean MPV values for
porphyritic stones (Table 6.2d) indicate that trie size
of stones is considerably smaller at distances greater
than 15km than at less than this distance from tne source.
Mean MPV values for non-porphyritic stones are similarly
lower for stones farther than 15krr from tne source com¬
pared to ones at less tnan this distance. It is suggest¬
ed tnat the reduction In size is not the result of intense
comminution of stones during fluvioglacial transport but
rather a result of stream sorting. Large stones picked
up near the source by meltwater streams would not nave
tended to travel far whereas smaller stones would have
undergone more prolonged transport.
Division of the two types of fluvioglacial
me.
Table 6.2 Pean values of morphoxetrlc and size
variables for fluvlofclaclal essexlte stones
(a)
Type N A (phi) b(phl) S AR F B FFV VTA
P +
NP 258 -6.55 -6.54 0.?1 0.76 I.75 208.3 1327 165
P 65 -6.82 -6.41+ 0.73 0.78 1.68 208.1 582 103
NP 193 -7.00 -6.58 0.71 0.76 1.78 208.4 1578 186




6.4cm I/. 0.77 0.72 1.53 180.5
6.4-
12.8cm 40 0.72 0.77 1.71 219.1
12.8-
25.6cm 10 0.72 0.86 1.71 191.8
25.6cm+ 1
(c) Different size grades of non-porpnyritic stones
1.6-
3.2cm 9 0.77 0.70 1.54 252.2
3.2-
6.4cm 37 0.75 0.76 1.61 222.3
6.4-
12.8cm 84 0.70 0.76 1.87 221.6
12.8—
25.6cm 56 0.65 0.76 1.86 178.9
2 5.6cm+ 7 0.68 0.84 1.87 154.6
149.
Type B A (phi) B(ml) S AR F £ FTV £PA
(d) Values for different distances fro® tno source :
porpnyrltlc stones
<15kc 10 -6.73 -6.47 0.73 0.84 1.64 205-3 1150 149
>15ktc 55 -6.84 -6.43 0.73 0.76 1.68 208.6 479 95
(e) Valuea for different distances fro® the source :
non-pon nyrltic stones
<15ktn 38 -7.19 -6.81 0.68 0.78 1.86 196.6 2258 243
>15*® 155 -6.55 -6.52 0.71 0.75 1.76 211.2 1411 172
(f) Spnerlclty and roundness values for different size
grades at different distances frets source :
1orpnyrltlc stones
cl 5k®
<6.4cro 3 0.75 124.1
6.4-
12,8c® 5 0.75 224.4
12.8c®+ 2 0.64 279.1
>15kni
:674cm 11 0.77 195.9
6.4-
12.8c® 35 0.72 218.4
12.8o«+ 9 0.72 186.1
(g) Spcerlclty and roundness values for different size
prpdes at different distances from source :
non-porphyritic stories
<15k®
<6.4 cm 5 0.75 227.7
6.4-
12.8c® 18 0.66 218.0








essexlte stones (Table 6.2f & g) reveals no specific
trends for sphericity and roundness. Only for the group
of non-porpoyrltic stone3 farther than 15km from the source
is there a trend towards a progressive decrease in B and
S with Increasing size. For the remaining groupings, R
and S fluctuate witn no apparent systematic trend.
Mean values for size arid morphometric indices
of different categories of beach essexite stones are shown
in Table 6.3* The mean value of R for all 941 beach stones
is 212.2, wnlch is slightly higher than the corresponding
value for fluvioglacial stones. The mean MPV value is
less tnan 1/4 of the fluvioglacial MPV mean value and less
than 1/50 of the glacial MPV mean value.
Mean values of fi for porphyritic stones decrease
with increasing size (Table 6.3b). On the other hand,
values of R for non-porphyritic stones (Table 6.3c) rise
to a peak in the 6.4-12.8cm size grade and decline in the
12.8-25.6cm grade. n beeches in South ales and Scotland,
Bluck(1969) investigated the rounding of the teach stones
in the same size grades that have been used in the present
analysis. He found that "abrasion is more effective in , , ,








the 6h-128rom size range- where the highest roundness values
are recorded" (Bluck,lv69,p.8). The angular nature of
stones larger than 12.8cm, tie felt, was a result of
breakage during storrr conditions. This explanation
appears to account for trie relationship of roundness and
size of non-porphyrltic beach stones. Although the Firth
of Forth is comparatively sheltered, an eastward movement
of beach material is indicated by the accumulation of
beach material on the western side of obstructions on trie
beaches. This movement of beach stones would lead to
abrasion. Fragmentation of larger stones 12.8cm)
would be possible under tne right conditions, as Gelkie
(1865) noted. "It might have been supposed that the comp¬
aratively sheltered estuary of the Firth of Forth would
be free from any marked abrasion by tne sea, yet even as
far up as Grauton, near Edinburgh, during a fierce gale
from trie nortn-east, stones weighing a ton or more have-
been known to be torn out of a wall and rolled to a dist¬
ance of thirty feet" (Geikie,l865,p.^S).
The fact tnat tne porphyritic stones do not
show the same pattern of R values may be accounted for in
terms of the different bedrock structure. Since the por¬
phyritic stones were broken down into small sizes by glac¬
ial action prior to their arrival on the beaches, the
majority of stones of size 3*2-6.hem are undergoing sec¬
ondary abrasion having already been subjected to glacial
or fluvioglaclal abrasion. Non-porpnyrltic stones of this
size, on the other hand, are more likely to consist of a
mixture of previously atraded material and fr°grr,ents
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Table 6.3 Mean values of morphometrlc and size
variables for beach stones
(a)
Type N A(phi) B(phl) _5 AR F R MFV KPA
P +
MP 941 -6.37 -5.98 0.74 0.78 1.64 212.2 302 59
F 326 -6.28 -5.90 0.74 0.77 1.63 209.0 241 51
NP 615 -6.41 -6.03 0.74 0.78 1.65 213.8 334 63
(b) Values for different sizes of porphyritlc stones
1.6-
3.2om 15 0.76 tf.66 1.57 272.7
3 • 2-
6.4cm 177 0.75 0.76 1.62 2.06.6
6.4-
12.8cm 125 0.73 0.81 1.66 206.5
12.8-
25.6cm 8 0.73 0.84 1.66 188.6
2 5.6cm + 1
(c) Values for different sizes of non-porpnyritic stones
1.6-
3.2cra 12 0.76 0.73 1.55 214.1
3.2-
6.4cm 284 0.75 0.76 1.62 219.1
6.4-
12.8cm 286 0.73 0.79 1.66 219.?
12.8-
25!6cm 31 0.69 0.83 1.83 148.2
2 5.6cm + 2
(d) Values at different locations : porpnyrltic stones
a 50 -6.31 -5.88 0.74 0.75 1.65 151.2 599 74






(e) Values at different locations : non-porpnyrltic stones
a 66 -6.20 -5.84 0.75 0.79 1.60 195.3 185 45
b 109 -6.27 -5.89 0.73 0.78 1.67 183.6 241 52
c 378 -6.66 -6.06 0.74 0.77 1.64 223.3 278 62
a 60 -6.66 -6.09 0.72 0.80 1.74 265.2 396 68
e 22 -6.97 -6.67 0.74 0.82 1.64 156.5 2095 185
Mini) r (rhl) S AB F E FPV KPA
185 -6.33 -5-95 0.7U O.78 1.6/: 216.6 195 50
23 -6.16 -5.73 0.73 0.76 1.68 312.1 101 35
6 -6.26 -5.68 0.67 0.67 l.r-3 211.
derived from the fragmentation of beach stones larger
tnan 12.8cm, since the supply of large non-porphyritlc
stones on the beaches is greater than that of porphyrltic
stones (Plates 7 & 8).
The mean values of stones from different zones
of the coastline shown in Fig.6.3 indicate teat the size
of porphyritic stones tends to decrease from west to east
whilst that of non-porphyritic stones Increases (Table 6.3
d & e). An explanation of this relationship is problem¬
atical but it is more likely the result of beach sorting
than of any glacial processes.
Correlation of morphomebrlc and size Indices
Tables 6.6 and 6.5 show correlation matrices of
the 14 morphometrlc and size indices of all the porphy-
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ritic and non-porphyritic stones respectively. Both tables
indicate that the majority of the indices are interrelated
to some extent. For both essexite types there is a strong
negative correlation of -0.96 and -0.94 between S and F.
King and Buckley(19-68) also found that tnese indices were
highly correlated and suggested as a result tnat only one
of them is needed as an index of stone shape. On the
same basis it is clear that only one of **PA and MTV needs
to be calculated since correlation coefficients of 0.89
and 0.96 are recorded. The ratios b/a, c/a and c/b are
highly correlated witn AT, F and F respectively and can
therefore be discarded. A(phi) and B{phi) are highly corr¬
elated with a, b and c and therefore appear to be super¬
fluous. There is a relatively high correlation between R
and a for porphyrltlc stones (+0.85) but for non-porphy-
ritlc stones the correlation coefficient is negative and
low (-0.21). Therefore, including R, the critical indices
appear to be S or F and VPV or FPA.
Comiarlson of morphometrlc indices for glacial, fluvlo-
glaclal and beach stones
To illustrate the differences in morpnometric
indices between the three categories of essexite stones,
graphical plots of overall and individual mean values of
different size grades of porphyritic and non-porpnyritic
stones for some of the Indices are shown in Fig.6.4.
These plots Indicate firstly tnat the areas enclosing
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areas enclosing beach stone rrean values. On the other
hand, the areas enclosing mean values for fluvioglaelal
stones tend to overlap to a large extent with those
enclosing n-esn values for beach stones. This relation¬
ship is perhaps better illustrated in the overall mean
values of the tnree categories; in each plot the two
overall mean values for fluvioglacial stones (F,f) are
located closer to the beach mean values (B,b) than to the
glacial mean values (G,g). The juxtaposition of the
overall mean values for the three categories can be ex¬
plained in the following manner. The processes acting on
glacial and beach stones produce particles with relatively
distinctive morphemetrie properties. Glacial processes
include crushing and abrasion wnilst abrasion is the
dominant process actlrg on beach material. Abrasion is
also the dominant process in the fluvioglacial environ¬
ment but apparently has not brought about the same degree
of rounding as beach abrasion since the overall mean
values for fluvioglacial stones lie between those of
beach and glacial stones, which suggests that they retain
some of the characteristic morphometric properties assoc¬
iated with glacial stones.
The overall mean values also suggest that the
effect of lithology in determining the morphometry of
stones derived from that source remains high in the glacial
and fluvioglacial environments but is significantly
reduced when subject to beach processes. This is snown
by the relative distances between the overall mean values













































Graphical plots of sxlal ratio against sphericity end
flatness, and roundness a alnst flatness.
Glacial and fluvloglacisl values are consistently farther
apart in all the plots than the beach overall mean values.
This suggests tnat tne initial difference in snape caused
by the contrast in the Jointing characteristics of both
essexifce types has bee., minimised. Peach stones, how¬
ever, have been derived from till and fluvioglacial de¬
posits flanking the shores of the Firth of Forth. They
have therefore already undergone processes acting in one
or biath of these environments so that the effect of beach
processes nas bean superimposed on the morphemetrie prop¬
erties resulting from glacial and fluvloglaoial activity.
Considering the probable long exposure of the beach essex-
ite stones to beach processes (P.cCann <* Owens, l$;6r ; Crofts,
1974) and tne similarity of tne morphometrlc properties
of these stones to those of fluvioglacial stones, the
results from the present analysis support the view express¬
ed by King and Buckley(1$68) that despite the short-lived
nature of the meltwater environment it is very effective
in rounding stones.
Multiple discriminant analysis
Although the plots in Fig.6.4 indicate that the
glacial, fluvioglacial and beach environments can be diff¬
erentiated according to certain raorphometric properties,
the consideration of any single index does not satisfact¬
orily distinguish between them. A similar situation is
represented in Fig.6.5. If Mp and Kg are two morpho-
metric Indices, A and B are clusters of individual stones
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from two environments and a and b represent the two
overall means or centroids, there is clearly a large
degree of overlap along the Ip and Kg axes, however by
projecting a line through the intersecting points of the
two clusters, the degree of overlap on the line F is re¬
duced to a minimum. This search for the measurement
glvinfe the maximum separation between two populations is
the ba ic principle of multiple discriminant analysis.
This is a teonnique tnat has only recently been used in
geography (e.g. Fay,1972; Anderson,1974; attnews , 1976).
The technique is most beneficial when there are more than
two populations of objects, with several measurements
made on each object. Tne distinctiveness of each pop¬
ulation can be determined in terms of a weighted combin¬
ation of tne measurements.
In i-ig.6.5 line F is a discriminant axis since
it achieves the best separation between the two clusters
by minimising d/er, where d is the cistance between two
overall means and & is the common standard deviation.
For each additional cluster a new discriminant axis is
required. This d/or measure is known as the Mahalonobis
distance and two-dimensional representation of Kahalo-
nobls distances between clusters can be made by project¬
ing the centroids on to the first two discriminant axes,
wnioh account for as much as possible of the discriminat¬
ion between tne clusters (webster & Burrough ,1979).
Since Fahalonobis distance is approximately distributed as
chi-square, the decree to which an individual object is
characteristic of its class can be defined statistically.
Mi
figure 6,*;
eflaitlon of discriminant axis.
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Where individuals are widely scattered about the class
mean they may be closer to the means of otner classes than
to their own class mean. Confidence circles at given
levels of probability can be placed around the centroids
to indicate the degree of overlap between clusters. -ull-
er explanation of' the technique and examples of its use
are given in Casetti (196ir), ealy(1965) and Webster and
Iurrough(IS7k)• The biomedical computer program IW,07K
was used to carry out multiple discriminant analysis on
the glacial, f1uvloglacial and beach data (Dixon,1973^.
The calculation is carried out in a stepwise manner and
a variable i; selected or deleted according to its F-
ratio. The two-dimensional plots on the first two dis¬
criminant axes of different categories of essexite stones
ax-e shown in Figs 6.6 to 6.9.
Fig 6.6a and 6.6b show individual plots for the
porphyritic and non-porphyritic stones using all lk
morphometric and size indices. The centroids and 95;
confidence circles for the different size categories are
indicated. For both plots the size index A(phi) accounts
for more than 50^ of the total dispersion with F account¬
ing for the rest. Tables 6.6a and 6.6b are similar in
that a greater proportion of the beach and glacial stones
are closer to their centroids tnan the fluvioglacial
stones are to the fluvio lacial centroid. The large
degree of overlap of trie confidence circles indicates
that the differentiation between the three categories is
not large.
Fig.6.6c reveals a similar pattern of the centroids
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to that shown in Fig.6.4 in that the beach centrcids (B,b)
for both essexite types are closer together tnan the
glacial (G,g) and f1uvioglacial (F,f) centroids. What is
not evident in Fig.6.4, but Is illustrated in Fig.6.6c is
\
tne progressive decrease in distance between the centroids
for both essexite types from a comparatively large gap
between the glacial centroids to a progressively smaller
gap between f1uvioglacial and beach centrcids. Since a
size index (A(phi)) accounts for most of the dispersion
(Table 6.6), this progressive decrease indicates tnat the
dlfferentiation in size between stones of the two essex¬
ite types is most pronounced for glacial stones and becomes
progressively ress for fiuvioglacial and beach stones.
This supports the view that crushing is the dominant glac¬
ial process, which tends to accentuate the size contrast
between the two essexite types by breaking up stones into
joint-controlled blocks. The dominant process in tne
fluvioglaclal and beach environments, on the other hand,
Is abrasion which no longer brings about further diff¬
erentiation in terms of size between the two essexite
types. Furthermore, the sorting action in botn these
environments would tend to lead to ess«.xite stones of the
same size being found together In the same deposits. The
fact that the centroids for porphyritic stones are closer
together than the centroids for non-porphyritic stones
can be attributed to tne smaller range of sizes of por¬
phyritic stones over the three categories compared to
non-porphyritic ones.





Beach .glacial and fluvioglacial centroids and 95^ confidence
circles for A) porph.yritic B) non-porphyritic and C) porphy¬
rinic and non-porphyritic stones using size and raorphomet-ric1 O.v.110 c. S •
only (i.e. a, b, c, A(phi), B(phi), KPV & MPA). Individual
plots for the two essexite types (Figs 6.7a & 6.7b) indic¬
ate similar distributions of the three centroids. Once
more A(pni) accounts for most of the dispersion with a
accounting for tee rest (Table 6.7). The glacial ana
beach stones again record the highest numbers of stones
closest to these ceutroids, whereas fluvioglacial stones
are scattered between toe three categories.
Fig.6.7c shows a progressive decrease in the
distance between the centroids in the glacial, fluvio¬
glacial and beach categories. A (phi) accounts for trie
majority of tne dispersion (95-5/0 witn c accounting for
most of tne rest (J.8%). The numbers of stones closer to
their own centroids (Table 6.7) illustrates once more
that beach and glacial stones record the highest number,
suggesting that these two categories are the most dist¬
inctive, whereas fluvioglacial stones to a large extent
display the size characteristics of the otner two
categories.
Fig.6.8 shows plots using only the seven mor-
phometric indices (i.e. b/a, c/a, c/b, S, AH, F & B). In
Figs 6.8a and 6.8b the fluvioglacial and beach centroids
are close together while the glacial centroids are some
distance apart. Table 6.8 indicates that H accounts for
most of the dispersion with F accounting for tne rest.
Once more many glacial and beach stones are nearer tneir
own centroids than tne other two centroids whereas fluvio-




Peach, glacial and fluvioglaclal centroids and confidence
circles for A) porpuyritic E) non-porphyritic and C) porphy-
ritic and non-porpnyritic stones using size indices only.
Fig.6.Pc again indicates the progressive decrease
in tne distance between glacial, fluvioglacial and beach
cancroids, though it is not as marked as in Figs 6.6c and
6.7c. ince d accounts for most of the dispersion (Table
6.3c), the close proximity of the centroids of both essex-
ite types in eacn category suggests that roundness does
not distiuguisn lithologioal contrasts between tne two
essexite types as well as the size indices. Fig.6.8c also
snows that the centroid of one essexite type lies closer
to trie centroid of the other essexite type in the same
category than to centr ;ids of the other two categories.
Roundness therefore appears to be the best measure discrim¬
inating between tne glaoial, fluvioglacial and beacn en¬
vironments. Andrews and King(1968), KcCann and Owens(1969)»
Sanes(1966) and Gregory and Cullingford(197h) also found
that roundness was the most useful measure that distirig-
uisned between processes acting in different environments.
Andrews and King(1968) and KcCann and Owens(1969) consid¬
ered that measures of shape, such as sphericity and flat¬
ness, depend on rock type whereas roundness is a product
of process. This conclusion is confirmed by the present
analysis.
Fig.6.9 shows plots using the seven morphometric
indices with eacn category subdivided into size grades
for botn essexite types. Soundness again accounts for
the majority of the dispersion with c/b accounting for
most of the rest. The glacial centroids are a compara¬
tively distinctive group but the close proximity of the
fluvioglacial and teach centroids indicates that they
165.
Figure 6.6
Beach, glacial and fluvioglaclal centrolds and V5£ confidence
circles for A) porpnyrltic B) non-porphyritlc and C) porphy-
only non-porphyritic stones using morphornetric Indices
c
Figure 6.9
circles^S1^ *nd fluvioglscial centroids and 95/ confidence
ritie snfl Lf porphyritic B)non-porphyritic and C) porpfty-lndllS."n-fo?°?S«PfcetgiraIe,°ne8 usl0f Jnl> -orpftSieSfT*
have similar roundness characteristics.
As roundness appears to be tne best measure that
distinguisnes between stones subject to glacial, fluvio-
glacial and beach processes, differences should be appa¬
rent in frequency histograms of tne data. Percentage
frequency Histograms of various size grades of stones of
both essexite t^gss are shown in Figs 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12.
It is clear that histograms for glacial stones are dist¬
inct from those for the other two categories in that the
majority of values for glacial stones are grouped into
low roundness classes. The histograms for fluvioglacial
and beacn stones, on the other nand, have fewer stones
of low roundness and a greater range of roundness values
than for glacial stones. The histograms for fluvio-
glacial and beach stones are also difficult to distinguish
a
from one another and this supports tne view expressed
earlier that the dominance of abrasion in tnese two en¬
vironments combined with tne low efficiency but long
duration of beach processes on the one hand, compared
to the snort duration but nign efficiency of fluvioglacial
processes on the other nave led to a close correspondence
in tne roundness characteristics of stones in tnese two
environments.
Bulk density and uniaxial compressive strength of essexite
In cnapter 5, evidence for the crusning of non-
porpnyritic es :exite stones, chiefly along bedrock joints,

































































































Histogramsfr undne sf rA)porphyritica dBn n-porpnyritlcbe chst nes.
Table 6.6 Data from multiple discriminant analysis:
all variables
(a) Ceutrolds to which porphyritlc stones are nearest
g b f
g ieo m 53
b 16 22? 81
f 11 21 33
(t) Proportion of total dispersion accounted fcr:-
A(phi)=92.8^
R= 7.2%
(G) Centrolds to which non-porphyritlc stones are
nearest
G B F
G 67/4 75 130
B 36 431 148
F 52 65 ?6
(d) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
A(phi)=98.2%
B= 1.8%
(e) Centroids to which porphyritic and non-porphyritic
stones are nearest
0 B F g b f
G 524 11 45 192 41 66
B 13 S2 39 61 257 153
F 34 13 32 28 43 43
g 69 7 12 24 31 31
b 6 50 13 23 175 59
f 2 6 10 9 12 26
I67.
(f) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
A(phi)=92.1%
Table 6.7 Data from multiple'..discriminant analysis;
size variables
(a) Centrolds to which porphyrltlc stones are nearest
g b f
g 165 40 69
b 16 2224 86
f 13 19 33
(b) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
A(phi)«95.UJt-
fi= 24 • 6$
(c) Centroids to which non-porphyritic stones are nearest
G B F
G 653 66 160
E 2 5 U30 160
F 47 70 76
(d) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
A(phi)«99.4*
A= 0.6%
(e) Centx-oids to which non-porpnyritic and porphyritic
stones are nearest
G B F g b f
G 526 18 0 194 30 111
B 14 101 2 43 253 202
F 34 22 1 46 37 53
168.
G B F g b f
g 71 12 0 94 27 70
b 6 5? 4 15 168 76
f 2 10 2 11 9 31
(f) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
A(pni)=9 5•5$
c= 3.8*
Table 6.8 Data from multiple discriminant analysis:
morphometries variables
(a) Centroids to which porphyritic stones are nearest
g b f
g 188 41 45
b 83 149 94
f 9 27 2$
(b) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
K=95.0#
F= 5-0%
(c) Centroids to which non-porphyrltic stones are nearest
0 B F
G 617 120 142
B 199 230 186
F 77 54 62




(e) Centroids to which non-porphyritic and porphyritic
stones are nearest
G B F g t f
0 214 28 93 365 58 81
B 57 81 114 81 135 107
F 22 15 47 48 35 26
g 44 7 26 153 23 21
b 52 39 53 48 86 48
f 10 2 19 4 11 19
(f) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
R=94»2$
F= 3.9X
Table 6,9 Data from multiple discriminant analysis:
morphoiretric variables for different size
grades
(a) Centroids to which porphyritic stones are nearest
Si 62 63 bl b2 b3 fl f2 f3
«1 9 8 3 0 1 2 10 2 3
£2 17 29 31 2 4 7 14 4 13
g3 10 21 44 1 4 10 10 4 11
bl 27 13 15 16 17 23 44 16 21
b2 6 6 14 5 23 22 18 16 15
b3 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 1
fl 1 0 0 0 1 2 7 1 2
f 2 5 2 2 1 6 2 8 4 10
f3 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 6
170.
(b) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
R*71.9#
c/b=18.9#
(c) Centroids to which non-porphyritic stones are nearest
g1 °2 °3 e1 e2 b3 f1 f2 f3
g1 9 6 6 0 1 9 4 1 3
q2 27 14 40 10 2 28 17 11 13
°3 87 55 229 20 19 124 41 44 59
el 20 2 5 27 30 17 40 84 35 18
b2 13 21 28 27 30 44 55 41 27
b3 3 1 7 0 0 16 3 1 2
el 4 3 7 5 1 3 15 6 2
f2 5 3 13 3 6 9 23 16 6
f3 8 2 A 2 3 2 7 6 11 10
(d) Proportion of total dispersion accounted for:-
H«8l.6%
c/b= 8.9%
(e) Centroids to which non-porphyritic and porphyritic
stones are nearest
G1 G2 °3 B1 B2 E3 Fl F2 F3 gl §2 63 bl b2 b3 f2 f3
G1 7 0 0 0 0 8 1 1 2 5 2 2 0 1 4 5 0 1
°2 20 1 3 3 0 18 9 10 8 17 13 26 1 1 6 19 1 6
g3 59 1 15 3 1 75 9 30 28 51 100 142 0 19 28 77 2 38
B1 14 0 4 8 2 23 56 21 11 22 8 11 0 10 24 45 13 24
B2 10 0 2 13 2 25 31 29 13 25 6 21 0 19 11 37 c✓ 33
b3 1 0 0 0 0 10 1 1 0 2 2 10 0 0 0 2 0 4
F1 4 0 0 3 0 3 10 5 1 3 2 4 0 1 3 6 1 0
F2 4 0 1 2 2 4 18 12 2 4 4 13 0 7 1 5 1 4
f3 6 0 0 1 1 5 3 7 3 4 3 12 0 3 1 5 3 6
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G1 °2 °3 E1 E2 Bo F1 F2 f3 Si 62 S3 *>1 b2 b3 fl **2 f3
Si2 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 8 7 3 0 1 1 7 0 2
g2!5 0 0 1 0 9 3 4 4 12 18 28 0 1 4 16 1 5
&37 0 2 0 1 15 0 6 4 5 14 38 0 3 2 11 0 7
bxl6 0 3 6 3 17 32 O( 2 14 8 16 0 8 10 31 2 17
b24 0 4 2 3 18 6 13 2 3 4 12 0 15 9 16 3 11
b30 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
fll 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 0 2
f2l 0 0 G 0 2 £ CJ 2 4 1 2. 0 2 0 5 1 10
f3o 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 G 0 3




g2= " " 6.4-12. 8cm




G^glacial stones <6 .4cm
G2= " " 6.4-12.8cm
Gy « " >12,8cm
B]_=beach stones <6.40111
Bo— " " 6.4-12.8cm
83= " " >12.8cm
'j_=fluvloglacisl stones <6.4cm ?i=fluvloglncial stones
2= " " 6.4-12* 8cm <6.40111
'3= " " >12.8cm Fp=fluvioglacial stones
6.4-12.8cm
Fo=fluvioglacial stones
— J O Q nn
;]_=beach stones <6.4cm
2= " M 6.4-12.8cm
>3= " " >12.8cm
particles were present in the till immediately down-ice
of the essexite outcrops implies tnat this process has
not been vigorous. In chapter 4 it W8S suggested that
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one of the reasons for lack of essexlte fragments may
have been tne strength of the essexite stones which
enabled them to resist the crushing forces operating during
glacial transport. Since no data on the strength of
essexite was available, it was considered desirable to
carrj out a standard uniaxial compressive strength test.
In this test the force is gradually increased on tne un-
confined specimen in ne direction until failure occurs.
Four non-porphyritic and five porphyrltic essex¬
ite blocks were cut from bedrock masses. Care was taken
to ensure that bedrock Joints were avoided and, since
compressive strength alters according to the dimensions
of the specimen (Obert et al.,19h6), the blocks were
accurately measured prior to being tested using a Losen-
hausen compressive strength test apparatus (Flate 9). It
was possible with this equipment to read off the exact
load being applied at tne time of failure. The results
(Table 6.10) indicate that the mean compressive strengths
of the two essexite types are similar. However the
standard deviation for the strength of the porphyritic
blocks is considerably higher than for the non-porphyritic
blocks. This can be explained in terms of the different
structure of the two essexite types. In the non-porphy¬
ritic variety the titaneugite crystals are large and
therefore their tendency to fail depends on tne align¬
ment of the crystal faces (Farmer,1968); hence the large
dispersion of individual compressive strengths. The
titanaugite crystals In the non-porphyritic variety, on
the other Viand, are small and less well formed and
Table 6.10 Results ol uniaxial compressive strength
test on ; on hyrltic ana non-porpnyritic
es :extbe





mean = 1470 standard deviation = 140.0
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mean = 1457 standard deviation = 208.9
Table 6,11 Uniaxial compressive sureukti. oi' some
common rocks (after Farmer.1965,r.57)











Table 6.12 Bulk density of some common rocks (Farmer.
1968.p.15)












therefore a difference In their alignment is unlikely to
affect the compressive strength of the block to such an
extent.
A comparison of the results in Table 6*10 with examples
of the range of values derived for other rock types (Table
6.11) indicates that eesexite is a rock of moderately
high strength.
Bulk density has a positive curvilinear relation¬
ship with compressive strength (Farmer,1968) and is there¬
fore another indicator of the resistance of a rock to
crushing. By accurately weighing unweathered fragments
of non-porphyrltic and porphyritic essexite and then
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immersing them in 0 graduated flask, the bulk densities
of both essexite types were determined. A value of 3.05
gm/cc was obtained for porpnyritic essexite and 3.06g:r:/cc
for the non-porphyritic variety. Table 6.12 shows bulk
densities of other common rock types. Only the values
for two other rock types (dolerlte and gabtro) equal or
exceed the values obtained for essexite.
Experimental abrasion of essexite fragments
It has been shown that abrasion is a particularly
important process in the fluvloglacial and beach environ¬
ments. In order to study abrasion and its effect on the
roundness of essexite stones it was decided that a lab¬
oratory experiment should be carried out. In tne field,
a controlled situation is difficult to achieve especially
when dealing wltn fossil deposits as with fluvioglacisl
and glacial material. However, in the laboratory a con¬
trolled situation can be attained by subjecting rock
particles to artificial abrasion in a revolving drum or
similar apparatus.
A number of workers have abraded rock fragments
experimentally in the laboratory. Daubre'e( 1875) was tne
first to use a tumbling barrel to investigate the rate of
wear on rock particles. The most important of his dis¬
coveries were that the rate of wear is greater for angular
and large particles than for rounded and small particles,
that wear is a function of abrasion and breakage and that
the observed decrease in the size of particles along a
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stream is a result of selective transport as well as of
wear.
Wentwortti( 1919,1922b,1922c) studied abrasion
using a metal drum lined with soft wood. He emphasised
that many factors control the change in shape, size and
surface texture including size, angularity, rock type,
nature of motion, distance, size and number of associated
particles. He demonstrated that roundness increases
rapidly at first and then more gradually, and found that
it was a function of size as well as of hardness.
Marshall(1927) attempted to simulate the processes
operating in a beach environment. He considered that
"wear" consisted of tnree separate processes; abrasion,
impact and grinding.
Krumbein(1941b) used a tumbling barrel with a
water feed to study the effect of abrasion on the size,
sphericity and roundness of crushed limestone fragments.
His main findings, that size is continuously reduced
until ultimately the particle wears away, and that
"roundness and sphericity approach asymptotes" (Krumbeln,
1941b,p.493) are sncwn dia.grammatically in Fig.6.13.
Sarmiento(1945) carried out a similar study to
that of Krumbein(1941b) on the abrasion of limestone
fragments. Kuenen(1956), in a study of abrasion using a
concrete basin witn differently textured floors, sub¬
divided the process of wear into splitting, crushing,
chipping, cracking and grinding (i.e. abrasion). He found
that large material tends to lose a greater proportion of
its weight per unit distance of travel than small material.
Figure 6.13
Relationship between size, roundness and sphericity,
and distance travelled.
He also showed that the rate of rounding varies according
to the rock type.
Attempts have been made by Beaumont(1967) and
Erake(1568), for example, to simulate subglacial abrasion
but the correspondence of tnese experimental processes to
those occurring beneath great thicknesses of ice seems
doubtful due to their inability to simulate processes
that are little understood. Indeed the simulation of
any natural processes by tumbling experiments is bound to
be a poor imitation as Bonney (1888), Krurr.beIn(1541b) and
Kuenen(1556) realised. Nevertheless, it does allow the
effects of abrasion to be studied in Isolation.
For the experimental abrasion of essexite mater¬
ial it was decided that the revolving drum that had been
used for breaking up the clay aggregates of the till
samples described in chapter 4 should be used. Since an
important factor in determining the shape, sphericity and
roundness of rock particles is size, different sizes of
essexite fragments were used. Originally two size grades
of essexite particles, produced by hammer blows on bed¬
rock blocks, were abraded in the drum. However, after
only a snort period of revolution many particles were
found to have teen broken into pieces.
To avoid this rapid breakage of fragments which
did not allow a controlled study to be carried out, var¬
iously shaped essexite fragments of two sizes were cut
from a block of the non-porphyritic bedrock using a
"Cutrockf machine. Three basic shapes in two different
sizes were cut, making a total of four large and four
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small "blocks", "blades" and "triangular blocks".
The total weights of each of the six categories
of shape were derived and the particles placed inside the
drum together with a weighed amount of particles from a
till sample collected for the determination of its content
of Dalmahoy material (see chapter 4). The till particles
used were those retained on the 32mm, 16mm and 6mm sieves
in order that the essexite particles would be subjected
to wear from a range of sizes of material. The steel
drum had a diameter of 17.5cm and rotated at 40 r.p.m.
After an hour in motion trie drum was stopped and
the essexite particlesremoved. They were accurately
measured using calipers with a vernier scale which allowed
an accuracy of +_ 0.1mm in the measurements. The distance
between the sides, edges and corners of all of the cubes
was measured and the long(a), Intermediate(b) and short(c)
axes of the blades and triangular blocks were also re¬
corded. The minimum radius of curvature of the particles
was measured by comparison with a target of concentric
circles of radii 0.1cm to 0.5cm. The total weights of
each group of four essexite particles and the total weight
of the till particles were recorded. The steel drum was
reloaded and rotated for further periods of 1, 2, 4, 8,
16 and 32 hours, each period of rotation being preceded
by weighings of till and essexite particles and measure¬
ment of various axes of the essexite particles.
The results are shown in Table 6.13* Size (i.e.
weight) and roundness values for the two size categories
are shown, but sphericity was not calculated because
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trie artificial shapes changed little during the experi¬
ment. The roundness of the blocks (Fig.6.14; Plates 13 &
14) rises rapidly from an assumed value of 0 up to 2 to
4 hours of rotation, thereafter increasing more slowly up
to 64 hours. For the small blocks, and to a lesser extent
the small blades, roundness appears to reach an asymptote
after 64 hours of rotation. Soundness values of the
remaining categories of particle shapes do not appear to
be approaching a maximum value after 64 hours of rotation.
The roundness values for all three shapes of essexlte
particles are consistently higher for the large particles
than for the small particles. This corroborates the
results of experimental abrasion given by Krumbein(1941b)
and Sarmlento(1345) who likewise found that tne rate of
rounding was proportional to size. Krumbein(1941b) how¬
ever noted that under natural conditions the competence
of a stream may not permit transportation of large part¬
icles which will consequently not be as rounded as smaller
fragments. The deviations of tne points representing
roundness of particles from a smooth curve as in Fig.6.13
can be explained by the chipping of small fragments
which resulted in a reduction in roundness and size values.
The large blocks and blades of both sizes were the only
categories not to undergo cnipplng. The small triangular
blocks suffered the most chipping as a result of their
angular corners.
The size of each of the six categories of part¬
icles expressed as percentage weight are shown in Figs
6.14 and 6.15. Size decreases rapidly witnin the first
few hours of rotation but thereafter maintains a slow,
steady decline. This supports the evidence of Wentworth
(1919), Krumbein(1941b), Sarmiento(1945) and Kuenen(195^l
by indicating that "size will be continuously reduced
until ultimately tne particles will be worn away"
(Krumbein,1941b,p.493)•
fir.6.14 indicates that the corners of both
small and large blocks are worn down more rapidly than tne
edges and sides. Values for all three measures decline
at a faster rate for the small blocks than for the large
blocks. It might be expected that the edt.es and corners
of the large blocks should conversely be reduced more
rapKJly as they tend to have a greater roundness than the
small blocks. This apparent anomaly can be explained in
terms of the difference in the nature of wear on the
large blocks, where it was mainly abrasion, compared to
the small blocks, where chipping also occurred which led
to increased angularity.
Kuenen(1956) observed tnat the percentage loss
in weight of a coarse grained igneous rock was far less
than for limestone and lavas. The till particles used
in the present analysis consisted mainly of a mixture of
sedimentary and fine grained igneous rock. The percent¬
age loss in weight of this material was 41.6^ compared
to only 10.5 for* the essexite particles. This Indicates
that, despite tne cnipplng and abrasion that the essexite
fragments underwent, they were far better able to with¬
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Plots of roundness and size against time for a) blades
and b) triangular blocks.
Table 6.13 Results of experimental abrasion of essexlte
particles
Hours of rotation
0 1 2 4.. 8 16 32 6.4
(a ) Blocks(large)
sIdes(x) 3.022 3-022 3.022 3.022 3.022 3.015 3-013 3-010
edges(x) 4.221 4.181 4.148 4-130 4.094 4.067 4-007 3-917
cornerjs
(x) 5.085 4.920 4.866 4.815 4.741 4.700 4.611 4-507
wt. (£:n) 160.1 159.3 159.1 158.6 158.1 157-0 155-2 152.4
R 0 66.4 66.4 66.4 66.4 132.7 166.3 199.3
(b) Blocks(small)
sides(x) 1.381 1.378 1.370 1.370 1.370 1.370 1.358 1.355
edges(x) 1.984 1.867 1-857 1.830 1.800 1.765 1-714 1.680
cornery
(x) 2.281 2.159 2.123 2.077 2.03? 1-954 1.861 1.792
wt. (gm) 30.1 29.4 29.0 28.6 28.1 26.1 25.2 24-0
R 0 54.8 73-0 73.0 73.0 90.3 147.6 147.3
(c) Blades(large)
a-axis(x) 3. 532 3. 532 3.532 3.52 5 3. 525 3.522 3.517 3-506
b-oxis(x) 1.887 1.877 1.872 1.872 I.872 I.872 1.862 1.860
c-axis(x) 1.345 1-345 1.345 1-345 1-342 1 .342 1 .335 1-320
wt. (gm) 103-4 103.0 102.4 101.7 101.0 99-1 95-7 91.0
B 0 35.3 56.6 56.8 56.8 113.6 142.2 171.I
(d) Blades(small)
a-axis (3c) 2. 557 2.557 2.555 2.542 2. 542 2.542 2.527 2. 522.
b-euds (x) 1.245 1.225 1.225 1.225 1.222 1.222 1.212 1.212
c-exis(x) 0.947 0.947 0.947 0.945 0.945 0.942 0.942 0.935
wt. (gm) 33-3 33-2 33-0 32.8 32.5 32.3 32.0 31.3
E 0 29-3 39.1 39-3 39-3 49.5 79.1 79.3
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(e) Triangular blocks(large)
a-euds (x) 4.115 4.037 3.977 3-930 3-865 3-810 3.705 3.612
b-axls (x) 2.790 2.787 2.787 2.787 2.787 2.782 2.782 2.780
c-axis (x) 2.072 2.062 2.047 2.045 2.020 2.005 1.982 1.957
w t. (gra) 142.6 141.4 141.0 140.1 139.0 134.1 134.1 130.5
R 0 49.5 50.3 88.9 76.9 94.4 150.2 208.1
(f) Triangular blocks(small)
a -axis (x) 2.665 2.582 2.532 2.512 2.435 2.162 1.970 1.887
b-axls (x) 1.440 1.440 1.437 1.437 1.375 1.359 1.357 1.350
c-axis (I) 1.407 1-395 1.387 1.372 1.295 1.287 1.157 1.130
wt. (gm) 31.6 31.0 30.5 28.7 26.0 22. 5 20.3 19.5
R 0 33-7 58.8 60.9 50.7 92.5 114-0 136.6
x = mean length measured in cm.
Pefore applying the results of the experimental
abrasion of essexite particles to the data derived for
essexite stones in the field, a number of limitations
should be noted. Firstly, as has been mentioned earlier,
the process of abrasion in natural conditions involves a
whole range of complexities with which the results from a
tumbling experiment are not always reconcilable (Ponney,
1888; Gregory & Cullingford,1974). Secondly, some aspects
of the present study differ significantly from other
studies of experimental abrasion. In the majority of
other studies the sides of the drum are lined with soft
wood in order that attrition between particles can be in¬
vestigated, or else the particles are made to move across
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for instance, a simulated scream bed (Kuenen,1956). In
the present study, however, wear has occurred on the
essexite particles from contact with the steel drum and
other particles. There is also the point that most ex¬
periments have been carried out with a water feed (e.g.
-entworth,1S19; Marshall,1$27; Krumbein,1941b; Sarmiento,
1S45; Kuenen,1956)> but in the present study water was
absent. Thirdly, only certain snapes of particles were
use , and the extent to which the results are applicable
to the essexite stones measured in the field is not ent¬
irely clear. Fourthly, the relation of the size of min¬
eral grains to the sice of prticlesin tne experiment is
different to that in the real world situation wnere the
mineral grains are proportionally smaller. The relatively
large size of minerals compared to the size of tne part¬
icles in the experiment has been partly responsible for
the cnipping along cleavage planes.
The most significant result to emerge from tne
experimental abrasion of essexite particles is that
roundness values are generally higher for lar.e particles
than for small particles, when the roundness values for
different size grades of glacial, fluvioglacial and beach
stones are viewed in the light of this statement, many
of tne apparent anomalies can be resolved and a number
of the tentative views supported. Firstly, the fact
that roundness for different size grades of glacial stones
(Table 6.1b & c) decreases steadily with size, thereby
contradicting the evidence from the experimental abrasion,
supports the idea that crushing is the dominant process
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in the glacial environment. For porphyritio fluvioglacial
stones (Table 6.2b) roundness tends to increase witn size
which agrees with the experimental abrasion results.
This suggests not only that abrasion is the dominant
process in the fluvioglacial environment but also that
material up to 25.6cm in size was included in the stream
bedload. For beach non-porphyritic stones, roundness
increases slightly up to the 6.h-12.8crr size grade, and
although this is not repeated for porphyritic atones it
implies tnat abrasion is the Important process for mater¬
ial of this size on the modern beaches (Table 6.3b & c).
However in the 12.8-25.6cm size grade for both essexite
varieties, roundness falls below the values for the same
size grades of fluvioglacial stones. This supports the
view that fragmentation has occurred on beach stones
larger than 12.8cm as a result of storm conditions whereas
for fluvioglacial stones of this size abrasion remains
the dominant process.
The results from the experimental abrasion,
from the compressive strength test and from the bulk
density analysis have shown that essexite is a rock of
relatively high strength that is able to withstand wear
to a greater extent than many other rock types. This
ability to withstand wear helps to explain why essexite
stones in the fluvioglacial and beach environments,
although more rounded than glacial stones, nevertheless
record comparatively low values for the respective environ¬
ments (cf. King & Buckley,1968; Crofts,1974)• The
relative high strength of both essexite types is consistent
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with the view expressed in chapter 5 that glacial crush¬






The results of the dispersion of erratic fragments
in till (chapter 4) indicated that essexite material was
present in the till down-ice of the essexite rock outcrops.
In chapter 5 it was shown that essexite stones in the
walls had undergone crushing during glacial transport and
in chapter 6, measurements of roundness on essexite
stones showed that abrasion had taken place during fluvio-
glacial transport. Dreimanis and Vagners(1965,1969,1971)
argued that crushing of rock fragments or clasts during
glacial transport leads to the formation of a terminal
grade represented by one or a number of matrix modes.
With a greater distance of travel the matrix mode (or
modes) increases proportionally to the clast mode.
Similar results were obtained by Gaudin(1926) experiment¬
ally.
As a result of crushing of essexite stones dur¬
ing glacial transport it might be expected therefore that
a multimodal terminal grade would be produced, each mode
representing an individual mineral comprising the essexite
rock (see chapter 3)• In order to determine the nature
of the dispersion of fine essexite material down-ice of
the outcrops, analysis of the heavy mineral sand grains
within till and fluvioglaclal sand was undertaken. For
the purposes of the present analysis heavy minerals have
a specific gravity of more than 2.89.
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The advantage of separating heavy mineral grains
from a sample of sand lies in the removal of large quant¬
ities of ubiquitous minerals such as quartz and feldspar
from sedimentary sources. The small residue of heavy
minerals includes detrital material of igneous and meta-
morphlc origin. There is therefore an obvious applic¬
ation of this tecnnique to tracing the dispersion of fine
particles derived from the igneous essexite outcrops in
an area covered extensively by sedimentary strata.
The first intensive study of heavy minerals in
unconsolidated materials was made by Boswell(1916) in a
petrologlcal study of North Sea drift deposits. In till
studies, heavy mineral analysis has been mainly used
either to differentiate between till sheets (e.g. Kruger,
1937; Dreimanis et al..1957; Dreimanis,i960; Moss &
Bitter,1962; V illman et al.. 1963; Connally, 19614.) or to
investigate provenance (e.g. Gravenor,1951; Smitnson,
1953; Crampton,1959; Kaiser,1962; McDonald,1966; Fetter-
sson,196£; Mickelson,1971; Shllts,19736)•
Since provenance was the main interest in the
present study, one or a number of distinctive minerals
within essexite rock was required as an indicator. As
has already been pointed out in chapter 3, the Main
Study Area is located within a region that includes a
large number of small igneous intrusive outcrops as well
as extensive areas of volcanic rock that also act as
sources of heavy mineral grains and contain many of tne
same minerals as essexite.
Two minerals, however, occurring in both porphy-
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ritic and non-porphyritic essexite were sufficiently
distinctive within the area to be regarded as indicators
of these outcrops. They are nepheline and tltanauglte.
Nepheline is a rare detrital mineral, lighter than
broraoform (S.G.=2.89) with a specific gravity of about
2.55-2.66 (Mllner,1962). It is not an abundant mineral
in essexite (Hsrker,i960), Is difficult to distinguish
from alkali feldspars under the microscope (Cox et al.,
1967) and occurs in the Fintry phonolite, which is a
small intrusive igneous outcrop situated c.6km north of
the essexite outcrops. It is prone to alteration to
zeolites and cancrinites, and is thus somewhat unstable
and unlikely to fee preserved.
Tltanaugite forms the dark crystals in essexite
that are lar; e and euhedral in the porphyritic variety
but small and less well formed in the non-porphyrltic
type. The mineral has a relatively high specific gravity
of about 3.2-3*6. Although almost indistinguishable
from other varieties of augite in most optical properties
its colour in plane polarised light is characteristic.
The pyroxene group, to which all augltes belong, occurs
about halfway in a table of minerals calibrated In order
of resistance to weathering. TItanaugtte, however, is
"probably the most resistant pyroxene to weathering"
(Oilier,1969,p.56). The mineral also occurs in large
quantities in the Carr.psie lavas (FacDonaId ,196.5) • bow-
ever the grain size of the lavas is so small as to
obviate the possibility of detrital titanauglte grains
from that source being of sand size (FacConald ,pers.comm.)
The auglte minerals occurring in the remaining igneous
intrusions in the vicinity of the essexite outcrops are
non-titaniferous and generally pale-brown, green or
.yellow in colour (Tyrrell, 1509; Francis et al., I9?0) •
Titanaugite rather than nepheline was cnosen as
the indicator for analysing the dispersion of fine essex-
ite material for the following reasons. Titanaugite is
a heavy mineral whereas nepheline is not; analysis of
nepheline would have posed the problem of a flood of
other light minerals. Titanaugite is also far easier to
distinguish under the microscope than nepheline, more
resistant to weathering, occupies a far greater proportion
of the essexite outcrops and is therefore likely to be
in greater abundance down-ice.
During summer 1974 and spring and summer 1975
samples of till and fluvioglaclal sand weigning between
1 and 2kg each were collected for subsequent heavy mineral
analysis. The majority of these were from locations in
the Fain Study Area. Of the 117 samples analysed four
were from fluvioglacial sand and the remaining 113 from
till. In the Secondary Study Area five samples were
analysed of which one was from fluvioglacial sand and the
remaining four from till. The till samples in the Fain
Study Area were mainly collected from sections in till
provided, for example, by streams, drainage ditches and
quarrying activities. In the Secondary Study Area the
till samples were either from roadworks (samples 30 &
66) or the spoil heap alongside trie oil-pipeline trericn
from Dalureny to Grangemouth (samples 118 & 119) •
The locations from which till samples were taken
in the Main Study Area were as evenly distributed as
possible within and outside the train of essexite mater¬
ial as indicated by the previously analysed wall data.
This procedure was carried out in order to define the
limits of the train of titanaugite mineral rains and to
produce sufficient data point values for contour map inter¬
polation . Apart from the closely spaced string of sample
points 13 to 21 and 1| to 6 already mentioned in chapter
b in connection with tracing fragments of essexite, there
is a far more regular pattern of heavy mineral sample
points than of wall stone data points. This is a result
of the greater flexibility in the choice of sample sites
for heavy mineral analysis compared to the walls. Suit-
afcle sample sites for heavy mineral analysis are common
over most of the Main Study Area whereas suitable walls,
as was discussed in chapter 5, are absent from some loc¬
alities. Particular attention was paid to sampling from
the thin mantle of till on the Campsie Fells In order
that the limits of the erratics train could be defined in
this area, since no data were available here for essexite
wall stones. Two samples were collected from locations
a considerable distance west of the outcrops (samples 7b
& 75) in addition to two immediately west of them
(samples lb & 33) in order to determine whetner essexite
material had been transported westwards from the outcrops
and to check that there was no other source of titan¬
augite up-ice of the essexite outcrops. Samples 50 & 51
were collected for the same reasons.
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Since no titanaugite grains were identified in
the four till samples from the Secondary Study Area, no
other samples outside the Main Study Area were analysed.
The samples of fluvioglacial sand in tne Main
end Secondary Study Areas were analysed in order to
determine tne nature of the dispersion of titanaugite
grains within these deposits, tnfortunately it was only
possible to obtain samples from peripheral areas of the
erratics train to which these deposits are largely rest¬
ricted .
At sample site 12, five samples were taken down
an exposed vertical section of till some 230cm deep. At
site 13, two samples were collected. Samples h0 and 1*1,
1*2 and 1*3 end 1*6 and 1*7 were also taken from different
depths at three sites (Fig.7.1). The depth of sampling
in till for heavy mineral analysis is important for two
major reasons. Firstly, the glacial processes involved
in depositing the till may lead to sequential deposition
(i.e. vertical separation of material in a section of
till according to distance travelledXBoulton,1970a;
Hyvarinen et al..1973). Secondly, mineral grains weather
at various rates. The rate of weathering depends on the
crystal size, shape, perfection and accessibility to the
weathering agent (Oilier,1969; Birkeland,197k)• A
number of workers have placed the commonly occurring
minerals in an inferred order of resistance to weatnering
(e.g. Goldich,1938; Tyler et el..19^0; Brophy,1959; Van
Andel,1959; Smith,1962; Bhattacharya,1963). The effect
of increased weathering on a suite of mineral grains is
Figure7.1
Locationfsampleitesf rhe vymineraanalysis.
to eliminate selectively the non-resistant minerals thus
concentrating the resistant minerals (Dryden & Dryden,
196; Dreimanis ,1958; Van Andel,1959; Stankowska & Stan-
kowski,1969) so that the heavy minerals are "in a sense,
the survivors of selective weathering" (Slndowski,1949,
p.9).
The collection of the till samples from different
depths in the same location was undertaken therefore in
order to determine the effect of depth on tne amount of
titanaugite in the heavy mineral suite. The results of
this analysis will be discussed later in this chapter.
The size of sand grains used in heavy mineral
analysis varies considerably from worker to worker.
Slndowskl(1SU9) used the fine sand fraction between 0.1mm
and 0.05mm. JSrnefors(1952) investigated the heavy min¬
eral fraction of the materiel passing through the 0.125mm
aperture sieve and retained on the 0.062mm sieve.
Preimanls and Beavely(1953)» Drelrnenis et al. (1957) and
rrelmanis(I960) used the fraction 0.8ram to 0.15mm.
Crampton(1959) investigated heavy minerals ranging from
0.2mm to 0.02mm in size. K1lner(1962) recommended the
use of material less than 0.i|2mm in size. Pettersson
(1968) used trie fraction 0.105mm to 0.053mm whilst vick-
elson(1971) concentrated on material passing through the
0.25mm aperture sieve and retained on the 0.0625mm sieve.
Some workers have attempted to overcome the prob¬
lem of choice of a suitable size by investigating a number
of size grades. Anderson(1957) included two size grades
of 0.5mm to 0.121+ram and 0.991mm to 0.5mm. Willman et al.
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(1966) used three grades of material; larger than 0.25mm,
0.2 5 to 0.12 5mm and 0.125.m to 0.062mm. Ehattacnarya
Investigated neavy minerals in two size grades, 0.2^mm
to 0.12mm and 0.12mm to 0.06mm on the basis that it "has
been recognised that certain minerals tend to occur in
larger or smaller sizes than others" (19&3,P•785).
In the present analysis time did not permit
investigation of more than one size grade of neavy min¬
erals. A size grade of 0.25mm to 0.125mm was used
througnout the present study. This size grade has also
been used by other workers Involved in the analysis of
heavy minerals in till (e.g. r- cDonald , 1966; Shilts,1973a)•
The selection of this size grade was made for
four reasons. Firstly, it was preferable that the size
cnosen should conform to the geometric scale of size
grades (wentworth, 1922a) that was used in the analysis
of fra ments of essexite material described in chapter L.
Secondly, this size grade meant that single mineral
grains ratner tnan mineral aggregates would be studied.
Jirnefors(1952) and Young(1966) both used tnis factor in
cnoosing a size grade for heavy mineral analysis. Thirdly,
this size of material was convenient for the laboratory
procedure of neavy mineral separation. Larger mineral
grains tended to become jammed in the base of the sep¬
arating flask. Fourthly, under the microscope, trie size
of the minerals was adequately large to enable identifi¬
cation to be made for the most part under low power mag¬
nification.
Laboratory procedure a ad microscopic analysis
The colour of each moist till sample was recorded
in the laboratory using the notation of the Kunsell Color
Chart (Table 7.1). Each sample was then washed through a
nest of sieves of sizes 2mm, Q.25rm end C.125be, and the
fine sand fraction retained on tr.e latter sieve oven-dried.
This dried fine sand fraction was coned end quart¬
ered using a method described by Krumbeln and Fettijohn
(1938,p.357) until a sample of 15-20gm remained. This
was added to about 50cc of IN hydrochloric acid in an
accurately preweighed 200cc beaker and the mixture allowed
to boil. This pre treatmerit procedure was carried out
since examination of sand grains beneath the microscope
indicated that many of the mineral grains were coated
with authigealc material, such as iron oxides. Since
this coating interferes with the optical identification
of toe mineral grains it was considered necessary to
remove it prior to neavy mineral separation by means of
acid digestion.
When tne contents of the beaker had cooled, the
excess liquid was carefully poured off, distilled water
added, the sand grains allowed to settle and the liquid
carefully decanted. This process was repeated as often
as required to remove the acid, after which tne sand
grains were allowed to oven-dry in the beaker. Accurate
weighing of the beaker plus sand was then carried out.
The same procedure was performed on another- four
samples. Then a set of five retort stands and separating
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flasks was set up. Beneath each separating flask a filter
funnel containing filter paper was attached to a retort
stand by means of a cJamp and a conical flask was placed
beneath each funnel (Plate 10). With the stop-cocks at
tne base of the separating flasks closed, about lOOcc of
fresh bromoform (S.G. =2.89) were added to each flask.
Using a dry filter funnel the sand fraction In a beaker-
was poured on to the surface of the bromoform in one of
the separating flasks. The liquid and sand grains were
thoroughly stirred with a glass rod and allowed to stand.
At frequent intervals tne bromoform was restlrred in each
flask so tnat all the grains with a specific gravity
greater than 2.89 had a chance to sink to the bottom.
After about fifteen minutes, when separation of tne light
and heavy sand fractions had taken place, the heavy
fraction that had accumulated in the neck of the flask
was run off, by means of the stop-cock, on to the paper
in the filter funnel beneath.
When filtration was complete, tne filter paper
was removed and using an acetone wash bottle the heavy
fraction was washed back into tue same beaker that held
the original weighed sand fraction. The excess liquid was
decanted from tne heavy mineral grains, the beaker re-
*
filled with acetone and the process repeated as often as
required to remove the bromoform, after which the heavy
mineral grains were oven-dried. The beaker and dried
heavy minerals were then accurately welgned and the per¬
centage of heavy minerals in each sample calculated. A
fresh piece of filter paper was placed in each filter
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funnel and the light minerals run into It by opening
the stop-cock. The bromoform passing through the filter
paper into the conical flask was poured into darkened
glass bottles for re-use.
Microscopic analysis of heavy mineral grains from
initial samples indicated tnat of the many opaque grains
present, a large proportion were magnetite and ilmenlte.
Since opaque grains were not the major interest in tne
present analysis, removal of these two minerals was con¬
sidered desirable in order tnat a greater number of non¬
opaque mineral grains could be analysed on a slide. Both
minerals are strongly magnetic and an ordinary horseshoe
magnet or bar magnet is sufficiently strong to attract
them (Krumbeln & Petti John, 1933; Dreimanis & F?eavely , 19 53 ;
Milner,1962; Shilts,1973)• An electro-magnetic separation
or a more powerful horsesnoe magnet (e.g. Crook,1908;
Jarnefors,1952) was not used since weakly magnetic min¬
erals Including tit.-naugite could also have been attracted.
The heavy minerals from one sample were spread
on a piece of paper and the magnetic minerals separated
by means of a bar magnet placed inside a small plastic
bag. As a result of using the bag the magnetic minerals
could be subsequently removed from the magnet with ease.
The magnetic fraction was then accurately weighed and its
proportion of tne total heavy mineral fraction calculated.
The grains remaining on the paper were prepared
for permanent mounting on a glass slide, .here there
were too many grains to fit on one slide the sample was
coned an' quartered until a sufficiently small number of
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grains were left. Canada balsa® (Refractive Index - 1.5^)
was heated on a cover-slip over a Bunsen flame. After
the balsam had boiled for a few seconds and cooled suff¬
iciently to harden, the cover-slip was turned over and
placed on a glass slide that had already been sprinkled
with the heavy mineral grains. The glass slide and cover-
slip were then reheated over the flame which softened
the balsam once more to allow the trapped air bubbles
to be eliminated. Once cool the excess balsam adhering
to the glass surfaces was removed with Zylene. The
slide was labelled nr. stored for microscopic analysis.
For analysis of the mounted heavy mineral
grains a polarising microscope witn standard features
was used (see Kerr,19^9; Kilner,1962; Cox et al, 196?).
Each silie was scrutinised with a low power objective
in a strictly observed manner. Starting in one corner
of a slide a traverse was made along the length of the
slide. Where the horizontal cross-nair in the eyepiece
of the microscope intercepted a mineral grain it was
identified and allotted to one of three categories.
These were titanaugite, other non-opaque minerals and
opaque minerals. Where identification was difficult a
high power objective was used and the mineral grain
rotated under crossed nicols in order to investigate
further diagnostic features. On encountering no more
mineral grains on the traverse the thumb-screw controlling
vertical movement of the object slide was adjusted two
graduations on the scale and the field of view made to
travel in the opposite direction towards Its point of
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origin along a line parallel to the first traverse.
With repeated traverses to and fro the whole area of
the slide was sampled. Owing to the extremely weatnered
nature of the mineral grains in some of the samples it
was decided that 100 would be the minimum requirement
for the total number of non-opaque grains counted on
each slide although other workers have recommended a
larger number (e.g. Jfirnefors,1952; Dreimanis & Beavely,
19^3; Bayrock,1962; Willman et al..1963.1966; Fettersson,
1968). If less tnan 100 non-opaque grains, including
tltanaugite, had been identified on completing exam¬
ination of the slide the vertical thumb-screw of the
mechanical sta.e was adjusted such that previously un¬
examined mineral grains intercepted the horizontal cross¬
hair. Investigation of the slide was continued until
at least 100 non-opaque grains had been identified,
except in samples 55, 70 and 85, when fewer than 100
grains were identified owing to the extremely weathered
nature of the grains. The results of these analyses
are nowever included in Table 7.1 since relatively un-
weathered augite grains were present on all three
microscope slides. In samples 23 and 97 on the otner
hand, the mineral grains were weathered to such an
extent that virtually no non-opaque mineral grains
could be identified. These two samples were discarded:
hence tneir absence from Table 7•1• Since non-titan-
lferous augite is common in the till of trie area and
weatiiers more readily than titanaugite, its presence
on a slide was used as an indication that the sample
199.
Table 7«1 Results of heavy mineral analysis
Sara- .rid Munsell depth ht.slope % % f No. non-
pie ref. colour (era) (m) (o) heavy opaque tfgite opaque
(raolst) mins rains grains
1 2 3 e 5 6 7 8 10
1 632 792 10yr/e/e 60 1e5 13 5.02 61.3 72.2 133
2 680 788 10yr/ 8/e 90 236 8 6.07 92. e 3.8 101
3 68e 787 10yr/e/e 90 190 8 2.92 7e • e 8.1 136
4 661 793 10yi/e/2 60 eoo 8 0.10 30.5 11.5 253
5 661 795 10yr/e/e 70 e19 8 1.0e 52.e 7-7 155
6 660 796 10yr/3/2 80 108 6 9-13 58.2 1.1 185
7 678 788 lOYR/8/ij 90 236 8 q.eo 63.5 e. 5 ee7
8 660 781 5yp./3/1 80 168 12 0. 8lt 69.e 8.9 12 e
9 660 782 10yr/e/3 70 175 7 0.1e 23.2 6.9 202
10 660 783 10yr/3/e 110 190 7 0.17 12 .0 2.1 57e
11 660 786 10yr/e/e 80 2 59 16 e • 02 20.3 1.1 e63
12a 660 780 10yr/e/3 30 152 5 0.50 16. 5 3-1 228
12b 660 780 10yb/ 5/0 90 152 5 0.86 23.I 3.8 2 86
12c 660 780 10yh/5/0 130 151 5 1.53 IE. 1 e.e 365
12d 660 780 OOf—1 190 151 5 0.38 18. 5 2.0 2e7
12e 660 780 7.5yr/e/0 220 150 5 0.59 13.5 1.6 315
13a 661 777 10yr/3/2 120 130 5 0.65 15-e 1-7 eoo
13b 661 777 7.5yr/3/0 180 130 5 1.53 32.0 0.9 e21
ie 618 797 10yr/e/e 60 130 18 1.09 38.7 - 17e
15 636 768 10yb/e/e 60 122 11 1.67 58.7 19-3 150
16 633 791 10yr/3/e 60 1e6 ie 2.19 7e-8 ie .0 136
17 629 791 10yr/3/3 80 131 8 5.el 50.1 31.5 200
ip 637 783 10yr/3/e 60 95 3 1.88 e9.8 29.6 287
19 6e3 78e 10yr/e/3 80 ie 5 7 1.3e 56.7 21. e 220



























































657 768 5YB/3/4 80
658 774 10YR/3/4 60
659 773 10YR/4/1 60
690 805 5YR/3/3 50
697 809 5YE/4/2 80
697 808 5YR/4/2 170
696 806 1QYR/3/4 50
721 790 7. 5YE/4/0 150
027 799 5YR/4/1
824 811 10YR/4/3 90
82 5 833 10YH/4/3 80
610 800 10YE/3/4 70
634 774 10YR/3/4 80
6 50 763 10YR/3/4 120
721 761 10YR/4/3 60
707 760 10YR/4/3 70
839 826 10YR/4/2 80
818 857 10YB/4/1 70
724 798 10YR/4/2 150
724 798 10YR/3/2 6oo
768 813 10YR/3/3 100
768 813 1QYB/3/1 200
722 807 7.5YR/4/2 70
711 805 7. 5YE/4/2 80
710 798 10YK/5/0 600
710 798 10YR/3/2 700
728 806 10YR/3/3 80
24 4.13 62.2 10.4
8 0.10 55.2 4.9
1 0.38 48.7 6.1
7 2.82 23.6 1.8
9 1.71 36.5 1.0
7 2.68 34.5 2.1
12 0.58 27.6 2.6
2 0.1? 17.9 J. 8
- 0.28 15.6 -
3 0.62 15.6 0.7
5 0.01 14.3 -
30 1.04 24.5 -
3 0.54 27.7 2.4
0 0.00 31.69 -
10 1.71 13.3 -
8 0.04 21.4 -
1 0.54 50.2 -
1 0.18 32.5 -
7 0.87 71-9 1.6
7 1.94 56.8 1.1
2 0.79 56.9 3-6
2 0.85 30.3 0.9
7 0.65 77-5 2.2
16 1.16 54.7 -
7 0.03 23.6 0.8
7 0.90 27.4 0.9





























1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
49 712 796 10YR/3/2 100
50 634 823 10YB/4/2 150
51 609 84 5 5YB/3/3 180
52 723 823 10YR/3/2 50
53 718 823 5YH/3/4 50
54 711 818 7.5YR/3/2 70
55 706 813 7. 5YE/5/2 50
56 710 810 7.5YR/4/2 50
57 718 814 7.5YE/4/2 50
58 726 813 7.5YE/4/2 50
59 733 814 10YE/4/2 50
60 745 818 10YB/3/2 50
61 750 825 7. 5YE/4/2 70
62 740 823 7.5YB/4/2 70
63 834 825 10YE/4/2 150
64(3)836 834 - -
65 816 848 10YB/2/1 150
S66 153 72 4 10YR/3/2 +
67 678 821 10YR/4/2 90
68 6 56 820 10YB/3/4 3 50
69 6 51 815 10YR/3/3 80
70 656 810 7.5YR/4/2 150
71 671 814 10YR/3/2 60
72 695 826 lOYti/3/3 90
73 716 833 10YR/3/3 100
74 572 801 10YR/4/2 150
75 578 785 5YR/4/4 60
76 718 844 10YB/3/4 80
8 1.20 44-8 0.6 155
6 5.09 61.7 - 180
18 0.45 60.9 - 136
10 3.85 78.9 - 112
9 1.25 78.6 - 124
9 0.85 59-0 - 184
9 3.93 88.2 - 57
4 "1.03 56.3 0.6 176
3 0.70 92.6 0.6 171
9 1.96 74.4 2.2 186
3 0.78 69.6 - 262
5 1.01 15.4 2.2 269
7 2.92 76.4 0.6 178
2 1.41 60.6 - 193
7 0.97 82 .0 1.0 104
- 1.81 75.0 - 192
4 0.11 62.7 - 101
- 1.63 32.4 - 176
4 2.14 82. 5 - 12.0
6 2.43 72.9 - 112
9 0.82 39.1 - 110
9 0.39 75-1 - 66
14 1.22 60.3 - 151
13 3.45 34-5 - 216
9 1.82 88.4 - 143
25 0.85 85.8 - 101
2 0.13 64.3 - 106






























1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
77 727 0CO 10YR/4/3 80
78 737 842 7. 5YR/4/2 50
79 757 846 7.5*5/4/2 70
80(S)748 838 - -
81 754 841 7. 5*5/4/2 100
82 767 840 7. 5YR/3/2 100
83 (s )778 827 - -
84 762 834 10YR/4/4 50
85 763 826 7. 5YR/3/2 70
S 86 (s) 9 5 5 784 - -
87 656 799 10YR/4/1 60
88 656 803 7. 5YH/3/2 80
89 674 811 10YR/3/4 50
90 689 809 10YR/3/2 50
91 700 813 10YR/3/4 50
92 627 772 10YB/3/4 80
93 651 768 10YR/3/4 70
94(s)743 781 - -
95 686 792 10YR/3/3 70
96 680 794 7.5YR/3/2 100
98 703 791 7.5*1/4/2 80
99 666 769 7.5YR/4/2 60
100 685 773 10YR/4/3 70
101 748 811 5YR/3/4 60
102 752 803 5YR/4/1 150
103 776 799 10YR/4/2 200
104 778 801 10YR/4/3 80
105 782 812 10YR/3/3 90
203-
8 1.06 89.5 - 100
11 0.51 11-3 - 322
9 0.97 16.1 - 187
- 1.69 VA • CD - 216
7 0.91 21.4 - 242
3 3.86 62.1 - 118
- 2.55 84.9 - 117
13 4.70 92.6 - 102
5 2.02 86.4 - 47
- 3.16 68.6 - 122
16 0.42 75-6 - 108
5 1.27 65.5 - 134
3 2.33 80.9 - 153
4 0.31 41.8 0.6 160
3 0.69 56.6 - 204
3 0.65 58.7 - 165
3 0.41 50.6 3.2 158
- 0.16 48.4 - 101
13 0.14 2.94 - 165
18 I.60 97.8 1.8 225
7 0.52 52 .2 1.9 214
1 0.20 53-2 1.8 I64
8 0.10 32.4 - 143
8 1.97 70.4 0.9 111
7 0.88 38.8 0.4 2 57
0 0.25 33-0 0.6 158
6 0.16 41.5 - 160





























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
106 797 798 10YR/3/4 90 84 5 0.44 30.8 - 249
107 811 810 7.5*8/3/2 150 76 2 0.35 56.6 174
108 785 847 10YR/3/4 60 175 5 20.2 28.6 345
105 796 834 10YH/3/3 70 51 13 1.25 52.9 215
110 778 82 7 5YB/3/2 2 50 146 2 1.28 78.5 100
111 659 785 10YH/4/3 80 145 7 0.10 61. 5 1.0 102
112 720 784 10YK/4/4 60 76 4 8.3 64.5 - 311
113 735 788 10YE/4/4 70 99 8 0.07 39.3 110
114 754 ?68 10YR/4/2 80 91 11 1.27 25.1 213
115 752 771 10YE/4/3 100 99 6 0.05 45-3 - 171
116 795 760 10YR/4/2 80 114 9 0.02 30.1 100
117 811 774 10YR/3/2 60 107 2 0.29 27-4 118
sua 998 786 10YR/3/3 + 107 0.19 31.9 - 331
S119 972 796 10YR/3/4 -f 78 0.25 61.2 175
S = sample In Secondary Study Area
(s) = sample in fluvioglaclal sand
+ = depth of sample unknown
was not so oxidised that tltanaugite would be too weath¬
ered for identification.
As has already been pointed out, titanaugite gr¬
ains are more or less Indistinguishable from non-tltan-
iferous augite grains in most optical properties apart
from colour in plane polarised light. Under crossed
nicols, that is with both polarising prisms so posit¬
ioned that their planes of vibration are at right angles
to each other, the extinction angle and interference
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colours are similar. The crystal form, cleavage structure
and relief of both minerals are also similar.
The colour of tltanaugite however contrasts
with the yellows, greens and browns of other varieties
of augite. The general Impression of the colour of the
grains from essexite is purple (Grifflths,1939; Barker,
I960; Bead,1962), although titanauglte has also been
described as purplish brown (Hess ,192+9) , mauve (Wells,
1956), violet and red (Mllner,1962) and lavender (Krum-
bein & Petti John,1936). The mineral is slightly pleoch-
rolc (i.e. the colour changes as the mineral is rotated
in plane polarised light) whereas in otner varieties of
augite pleochroism is weak or absent (Kerr,1959). This
characteristic however was not used as a distinguishing
feature owing to the possibility of incorrect identif¬
ication. Zonal inclusions of small plagioclases in the
essexite variety of titanaugite on the other hand did
help to confirm identification in cases where they were
present in the mineral grains (Hatch et al.,1961; Fig.7.2).
In order to help positive identification of the
mineral a type slide of fresh titanauglte grains was pre¬
pared. A portion of a euhedral crystal of titanaugite
was crushed and passed through 0.2 5mm and 0.12 5mm sieves.
The grains remaining on the 0.125mm sieve were mounted
on glass slides in Canada balsam as previously described.
Where positive identification of a grain on a sample
slide was difficult the type slide was placed over the
sample slide and the objective focused on to the type
slide.
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The results of the 122 samples analysed are shown
In Table 7.1. In addition to the National Grid Reference
of the sample site, colour of the moist sample according
to the tfunsell Color Chart, number of non-opaque grains
counted for each sample and percentage weight of heavy
minerals, the other data given were calculated in the foll¬
owing manner. The percentage titanaugite is expressed as
the percentage ratio of titanaugite grains to all non¬
opaque grains. (Opaque and non-opaque grains are conven¬
tionally counted separately.) The percentage opaque min¬
eral grains was derived from a combination of the results
of weighings during laboratory procedure and counts made
on microscope slides. The weight of opaque minerals that
had teen magnetically removed from the heavy mineral
sample prior to microscopic analysis was also calculated.
To this was added the "estimated" weight of opaques within
the non-magnetic fraction tnat was mounted on the slide.
This estimated weight was calculated from the multipli¬
cation of the percentage ratio of opaque to non-opaque
minerals counted on the slide by the weight of the non¬
magnetic neavy minerals. The percentage opaque mineral
grains was then determined by calculating the percentage
ratio of both weights of opaque grains to the total weight
of the heavy minerals.
The slope of the ground surface in the vicinity
of the sample is a simple measure based on the perpendi¬
cular distance between the two adjacent 25ft (7^6m)
contours. The angle of slope was calculated by simple
trigonometry and rounded to the nearest degree. The
height (Q.P.) in feet of each sample site was determined
from interpolation between contours on 1:25,000 scale
maps and converted to the nearest whole metre.
The results of the analyses of heavy minerals
from different depths within till at the same site (samples
12A-12E, 13A & 13B, 40 & ill, 42 Sr. 43 and 46 47) indicate
that there is a tendency for titanauglte percentages to
decrease with depth. At site 12 titanaugite percentages
rise slightly from sample 12A to 12B but fall substantially
towards the deepest sample (12E). At site 13 the titan¬
augite percentage is halved over a depth of 60cm. For
samples 40 and 41 and 42 and 43 titanaugite percentages
also decline according to the depth of the sample. At
the site where samples 46 and 47 were taken, on the other
hand, the titanaugite percentages are approximately equal.
The overall tendency for titanaugite percentages to in¬
crease with decreasing depth is more probably a result of
selective weathering of minerals rather than sequential
glacial deposition. This point will be discussed later.
For the five fluvioglacial sand samples no
titanaugite grains were identified within the heavy min¬
eral fraction. This was probably mainly a result of the
peripheral location of the sample sites with respect to
the major axis of the essexite erratics train although
it may also be a function of sorting during fluvioglacial
transport.
In order to determine whether the factors of
percentage titanauglte grains, percentage heavy mineral
grains, percentage opaques, slope, height and depth were
interrelated, a multiple regression analysis was carried
out. The results of this analysis for all the till samples
in the Main Study Area are shown in Table 7.2. Altnough
sometimes the significance is high, the correlation coeff¬
icient indicates that the relationship is weak. The sig¬
nificant relationship between slope and height is reaoily
accounted for since the highest sample sites also tend to
be on the steepest slopes. The significant correlation
between percentage opaques and percentage heavy minerals
can be explained in that the opaque minerals comprise a
large proportion of the heavy fraction in the majority of
the samples. The significant correlations between the
factors of percentage opaques and slope, and percentage
opaques and height are a function of the greater degree
of till weathering, and therefore the greater quantity
of opaque minerals, with increasing heigrt and steepness
of the ground surface in the vicinity of a sample site.
The negative correlation between percentage
titanaugite and height is not surprising in view of the
juxtaposition of the erratics train and the topography
of the area. However nhe significant correlation bet¬
ween percentage titanaugite and percentage heavy minerals
is problematical. It may be that since intrusive igneous
rocks provide the major quantities of opaque as well as
non-opaque heavy mineral sand grains in tne till, the
large number of samples immediately down-ice of the
essexlte outcrops combine high titanaugite with high
208.
opaque percentages. The remaining samples with low tltan-
augite values, on the other hand, record a mixture of
high and low opaque percentages.
Table 7.2 Multiple correlation of results from 113
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= significant at 90^ level
= significant at 95/ level
= significant at 99% level
In the same manner in which the wall stone data
were treated in chapter 5, the percentage titanaugite
data for till samples in tne Main Study Area were
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subjected to two-dimensional interpolation by means of
tine SYMAF contour mapping computer program. Samples from
fluvloglacial sands and tnose samples collected from tne
Secondary Study Area were excluded as were samples 50, 51,
7h and 75 from the Main Study Area. These last four
samples have been omitted as no tltanaugite grains were
identified in their heavy mineral fractions and they are
located at some distance from the main group of sample
sites that already define the traceable limits of the dis¬
persion of titanaugite grains.
In total, 101 data points were used in the prod¬
uction of the contour map shown in Fig.7.3. Sample 12C
was used to represent the titanaugite percentage at site
12. For the remaining sites where more than one sample
was collected, the uppermost sample was used in order
that the depths of the samples at these sites should
correspond as nearly as possible to the depths of the
remaining sites.
A different border to that used in cnapter 5
placed around the data points to form a closely fitting
polygon. The long axis of the area within the border was
aligned in the same direction as the corresponding ares
used for the wall stone data.
The range of titanaugite percentages was divided
in a geometric progression in a similar way to the wall
stone data so that there was greater differentiation of
shading at the lower end of the range of titanaugite per¬
centages than at the higher end. Six levels of shading
have teen used to represent areas wnere titanaugite grains
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are Interpolated as beine present, and no shading rep¬
resents areas that have been Interpolated as devoid of
titanaugite grains. A barrier to interpolation was imposed
along a line immediately north-west of the essexite cut-
crops and runs in the same direction as the long axis of
the area enclosed in the SYF!AF border.
Fig.7.3 shows that titanaugite percentages
decline rapidly in the first few kilometres down-ice of
the outcrops; thereafter the decline is more gradual with
titanaugite percentages not exceeding 2.5 except for on
area represented by the second "level of shading some li*km
from the source. The width of the train of titanaugite
grains appears to be greater immediately down-Ice of the
outcrops tapering in the direction of ice transport. The
true lateral extent close to the outcrops is not as large
as it is portrayed however, and this has resulted from
the interpolation procedure of the SYMAP program. The
wide spacing of nil data point values delimiting the
southern border of the train of titanaugite grains
(samples 52, 35 & 100) immediately down-ice of the essex¬
ite outcrops has merely resulted in enclaves of no snad-
ing surrounded by areas of the lowest shading level.
.Apart from a small area immediately north-east
of the non-porphyritic outcrop the analysis of the heavy
minerals enabled the extent of the erratics train to be
determined on the high parts of the Campsie Fells where
analysis of essexite stones in the walls was not possible.
Owing to the wide spacing of data points however, the
location of the periphery of the shaded area representing
ft'lreure7.3
SYMAPoftltenaugltepercentages.
the extent of tltanauglte grains Is not reliable.
The SYKVIJ three-dimensional grapnic displays of
tne data are snown In Figs 7.h and ?.5« In Fig.7.^ the
major axl3 of the train Is evident, running sllgntly far¬
ther to the south than the alignment of the long axis of
the SXMAP border. Since the absolute values are shown,
the line of generally higher titanaugite percentages along
the major axis is apparent as a series of humps, a detail
that is not shown in the contour map. Fig.7.5 shows a
trend of titanaugite percentage peaks that lies close to
a curve described by a negative exponential function (see
cnapter 5). In the light of the poor results obtained
for the wall stone data however, an equation was not
calculated expressing the decline of percentage titan¬
augite grains with distance from the source.
The contour map of percentage titanaugite values
resembles tne contour maps of the wall stone data in
terms of three common features. Firstly, the direction
of transport is similar for both titanaugite grains and
essexite stones. Neither of these two size grades of
essexlte material was found westwards of the outcrops.
Secondly, the lateral extent of both size grades are
broadly similar considering the limitations of the SYNAP
interpolation procedure. Thirdly, the rates of decline
of percentage titanaugite grains and the porphyritic
essexlte -wall stones are similar in that both contour
maps show a rapid decline in values close to the outcrop
and a less steep decline east of a point c.bkm down-ice
of the outcrops.
Figure 7.U 9
SYFVU of titanauglte percentages viewed from the
east—north—east•
Figure ?.5
SYFVTJ of tltan^ugite percentages viewed from
the south-south-east.
The clarity of the pattern shown in Fig.?.3 and
its strong resemblance to the contour maps of the wall
stone data indicates that any variation in the percentage
of titanaugite grains in the samples as a result of diff¬
erent depths, and tnerefore different degrees of weather¬
ing, must be sllgnt.
The similarity in the distribution patterns of
the two size grades of essexite material is in contrast
to the majority of literature concerning tne distance of
glacial transport of different size grades of material in
till. Dreimanis and Vagners(1965,1969#1971), Krumbein
(1S33), Kruger(1937), Gravenor(1951»195?)» Anderson(1957),
Kauranne( 1958), Bik(19'66), Pettersson( 1968) and Gillberg
(1968a) amongst others supported the view that fine mat¬
erial in till undergoes a greater distance of travel than
coarse material, "his paradox may be explained in terms
of tne following reasons.
Firstly, it might be argued that the size grade
analysed for its titanaugite content does not correspond
to the terminal grade of that mineral; hence its scarcity
at distances greater tnan 6km down-ice of the outcrops.
Dreimanis and Vagners (1971), however, showed that the
terminal grades of heavy minerals range from 0.25mm to
0.032mm, with major modes in the 0.25mm to 0.125mm and
0.062mm to 0.032mm grades. The size grade used in the
present analysis therefore falls within the extreme limits,
and in fact corresponds to one of the major modes. If
the major mode of titanaugite were in the smaller size
grade (0.062.: r, to 0.032mm), then a peak in the 0.25mm
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to 0.1.25mm size grade would still be expected as the
mineral grains were gradually comminuted to finer ter¬
minal grade size fragments.
Secondly, there is a possibility that the influx
of heavy minerals from other igneous sources might have
led to a dilution of the titanaugite grains within the
heavy mineral fraction. Smitheon(1953) considered tnat
the introduction of a small amount of heavy minerals
could cause a disproportionately large change in the
heavy mineral assemblage. For the dispersion of titan¬
augite grains however, a major influx of heavy minerals
of sand size would not be introduced into the till
until the Kilsyth area (c. 6km from trie source) where
a series of quartz dolerite outcrops is located (see
chapter 3)* The percentage of titausugite grains is
however already less than 2.5 at this point.
Thirdly, it is possible tuat although crushing
of essexite stones has tak. n place during glacial trans¬
port, as results discus ed in chapter 5 indicate, tne
Inherent strengtn of the rock might give rise simply to
the breaking up of single stones into a few pieces with
little fine material produced (Holmes,i960). However
Eeaumont(196?) argued that crushing of coarse grained
Igneous rock fragments of less than 10cm in diameter
gave rise to a breakdown into individual minerals. Since
porphyritic essexite tends to become comminuted to
fragments of this size or less as a result of the closely-
spaced joints (see chapters 3 & 5), 3 large supply of
mineral frains could be expected. Furthermore analysis
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of essexite material in the till samples described in
chapter k indicated that m-ny pebbles were of the non-
porphyritic as well as porphyritic variety. Therefore
the strength of the rock cannot be the reason for the
low amounts of titansugite in the till samples down-ice
of the essexite outcrops.
Fourthly, it might be suggested that, since
titansugite is only one mineral within essexite and the
essexite outcrops themselves are of limited areal extent,
the low percentages of titansugite could be expected.
However the high percentages of titanaugite recorded for
samples located within a snort distance down-ice of the
outcroi.3 (samples 1, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20) appear
to contradict this argument. Furthermore titanaugite in
fact constitutes a large proportion of both varieties of
essexite.
Fifthly, the views of Donovan and Jarres(1967)
and Shilts(1973t-) might be chosen in preference to those
of Dreimsnis and Vagners(1971) et al. to explain the
rapid decline in titanaugite percentages with distance
from tne source. These workers considered that the
majority of the fine as well as tne coarse till material
undergoes short glacial transport. Donovan an James
(1967) found that the larger erratics undergo the greatest
distance of travel and Shilts(1973b) showed that the
distribution patterns in till for the boulder and fine
material from various sources in southeastern Quebec
were similar.
On the other hand, if the views of Dreimenis
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and Vagners et al> are accepted, the rapid decline in
/
titanaugite percentages may be explained in terms of
different modes of transport by the glacier ice. This
point has already been made in connection with the
analysis of the content of essexlte fragments in till in
chapter k. Subglrcial transport of this material con¬
trasting with an englaclsl transport for the large num¬
ber of essexite stones now in the dry stone walls was
one of the possible explanations given for the unexpect¬
edly low amounts of essexite in the till down-ice of the
source. The low amounts of titanaugite in the till
appear to lend support to this view. Discussion of this
matter will be continued in chapter 9.
Trend surface analysis
Using the same computer program that produced
the trend surfaces of the wall stone data, first, second
and third order trend surfaces of the titanaugite per¬
centages were derived (Fig.7.6). The $KSS for each
surface and the corresponding level of significance are
given in Table 7.3* All three surfaces are significant
at above the 99% level as revealed by tables based on
F-ratios in Norcliffe(1969)•
Table 7.3 Percent reduction in sum of squares and
significance levels of trend surfaces of
neavy mineral data
First order quadratic Second order cubic Third order
J?BSS slgnif. J&BSS IlSS signif. fBSS ^RSS signlf.
Ik,7 0.01 9.0 23.7 0.01 5.C 29.5 0.01
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The first order tread surface shows a similar
west-south-west to east-north-east alignment to the
corresponding surface for porphyritlc (fcA ft £^) stone
data. As for the wall stone data the large contrast
between high values immediately east of the outcrops
and low values farther east has controlled the direction
of the trend. The first order trend surface gives
the highest $BSS of the three surfaces as for wall :-tone
data.
The second order surface assumes a broad tongue
form. The low £BSS attributable to the quadratic com¬
ponent compared to the linear component results in part
from the large contrast in values for data points close
to the essexite outcrops.
The third order surface is in a narrower tongue
form not dissimilar to the trend surfaces of the wall
stone data. The fact that the second and third order
surfaces correspond more closely to the original titan-
augite percentages than the same surfaces did to the wall
stone data probably results from the more even distrib¬
ution of the data points. The value for the nearest
neighbour statistic of Clark and Evans(195E) for the
101 heavy mineral sample sites used in the trend surface
analysis was 0.?7 for the smallest rectangle enclosing
the area within the SYKAP border, and 0.9U for the area
within the border. These two results indicate that the
distribution is not far from being random, which is
represented by a value of 1. Thus the heavy mineral
sample sites are very close to being randomly distrib-
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Third order trend surface
i.o . - .
^ C^3 \




-i u re ?«
Trend surfaces of titanaugite percentages.
uted within the SYKAP border. Since a random or pref¬
erably, even distribution of data points is required for
trend surface analysis to produce reliable results, the
trend surfaces of the neavy mineral data can be regarded
as of greater value than the trend surfaces of the wall
stone data.
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C H A P T EE 8
EVIDENCE OF GLACIdH ICE FQVbFENT IN THE FAIN STUDY AREA
AND ITS C^.LATIONSHIF TO THc ESSLKITb ERISTICS TFAIN
"The narrowed ends of the boulders...
pointed one way, like index fingers"
(Filler,1884,p.178)
The literature discussed in chapter 2 shows
that an erratics train indicates the overall direction
of former glacier ice movement in an area. Other ice
direction indicators, such as striae, the long axes of
ice-moulded features and the preferred orientations of
till fabric studies on the other hand, reflect local
variations in ice direction. The parallelism of striae,
ice-moulded features and till-particle orientations
has been demonstrated in a number of studies (e.g. Alden,
1905; Wright,1912; Wright,1957; Gravenor & Feneley,1958;
Earanowskl,1970; Harris,1972; Walker,1973)•
An analysis of these three indicators of small-
scale variations in ice direction was undertaken in the
Fain Study Area with the purpose of comparing the dir¬
ection of ice movement shown by them with that of the
essexite erratics train. It was hoped that such a
comparison might help in the interpretation of the




Miller Snr.(l850) was probably the first to
note that stones in till tend to lie with their long
axes paralleling the direction of neighbouring striae.
Miller Jnr. noted that the "longer axis of the stones is
often directed in the line of glaciation" (Miller,1884,
p.167). In North America Hind described the orientation
of till stones in I856 (bison,1966). Bell(l888) observed
a tendency for boulders on Swiss glaciers to as .ume a
longtltudinal position with respect to ice flow. Upham
(1891) described elongated stones in lodgement till with
their long axes parallel to contiguous striae. The first
systematic investigation of till fabrics was made by
Bichter(193?-,1933,1936). He established quantitatively
the relationship between preferred orientation and ice
movement and also noted a secondary tendency for align¬
ment of long axes transverse to flow.
The single most significant contribution to
the study of till-particle orientation was made by
Holmes(1541). He confirmed that stones align themselves
either parallel or transverse to ice flow direction. He
suggested that the former attitude resulted from pebbles
being dragged along shear planes in basal ice layers
and at the ice-till contact whilst orientation trans¬
verse to flow was a result of rolling into position by
rotation about the longest axis during total immersion
in ice. He also studied the effect of size, shape and
roundness of the constituent stones on the orientation
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with respect to Ice flow direction, concluding that
small changes In these parameters had a profound effect
on the orientation of the stone3.
Harrison(1957b) noted angle of plunge or dip
as well as azimuth direction of particle long axes. He
found that there was a tendency for long axes to dip up-
glacier and concluded that this had been a direct result
of processes acting in the transporting medium. Wright
(1957) agreed with this view, finding not only that pre¬
ferred orientation of long axes paralleled the alignment
of neighbouring drumlins, but also that the stones had
an up-lce dip averaging 23°.
In Britain the first important study of till
fabrics was carried out by West and Donner(1956) on
tills in East Anglla. Eaden-Powell(194£) had post¬
ulated two separate directions of ice movement corr¬
esponding to Lowestoft and Glpplng Advances on the basis
of the lithology of the till matrix. West and Conner
(1956) inferred the same directions of ice flow from the
results of till fabrics.
Glen, Dormer and West(1957) applied the work
of Jeffery(1922) and Taylor(1923) on the theoretical
behaviour of particles suspended in a viscous fluid to
explain the alignment of particles in till. Taylor(1923)
had shown tnat ellipses in a shearing watergless medium
quickly assume a position with the long axis parallel to
flow but, after a long period, develop a transverse long
axis orientation. Using this evidence Glen et al.(1957)
suggested that particle orientation in till occurs by
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viscous flow in glacier ice.
Later work, however, revealed that orientation
could also occur within lodgement till. MacClintock and
Erelmanis (19614) showed that an ice sheet could cause re¬
orientation of particles in unfrozen, overridden deposits
to a depth of 10.7®. Gravenor and Reneley(1958) con¬
sidered that fabrics developed as a result of transport
of subglaclal till. Detailed studies of modern glacial
sedimentation, such as the work by Boulton(1968,1970a,
19?0b,1971), has led to other workers (e.g. Niewiarowski,
1969; Lindsay,1970; RcKensle,1970; Drake,1971; Mark,1974)
attempting to distinguish between fabrics produced by
subglaclal, englacial and supraglacial processes.
Since the early 1960's much attention has be^n
turned to the problems of sampling. Kauranne(I960),
ndrews and 5mith(1966), Andrews and King(19b8), Johan-
sson(1968), and Young(1969) showed that considerable
variation of preferred orientations occurs In till
fabrics over short distances. The size of sample re¬
quired to obtain a representative pattern of particle
orientations has been studied by a number of workers
(e.g. Harrison,1957b; Kauranne,I960; Andrews & Smith,
1966; Young,1969; Andrews & Smith,1970). The effect
of size and shape of till particles on till fabric
orientation has received greater attention in recent
years following the early work by Holmes(1991), (e.g.
Andrews & King,1968; Krtiger, 1970; Bamsden,1970; Drake,
1974)•
The problem of operator variance in sampling
till fabrics has been investigated during the last decade.
Hill(1968) studied the results of a number of operators
measuring the same artificial till fabric. He found that,
although measurement errors on individual particles
amounted to 30° or 40°, the fabric patterns obtained were
similar. KrCiger(19?3) in a similar study observed that
most errors resulted from inaccurate measurement of the
orientation of particles with dips of 50° or more.
Statistical treatment of till fabrics has been
the subject of considerable work. Two-dimensional methods
for deriving preferred orientations have teen in use since
the early quantitative studies on till fabrics (e.g.
eiche,lc38; Krumbein,1935; Curray,1956; Harrison,1957a;
Kauranne,i960). With increasing interest in the analysis
of particle dip following, the work of Harrlson( 1957b) tne
development of methods for deriving a three-dimensional
solution has taken place (e.g. Steinmetz,1962; Andrews &
Shimizu,1966; Ramsden,1970; Mark,1971,1973,1974).
vethodology
In the Main Study Area twenty-five till fabric
analyses were carried out. The locations of the sample
sites of these till fabrics are shown in Pig.8.1. These
sites were distributed as evenly as possible throughout
the Main Study Area but Fig.8.1 indicates that the maj¬
ority are clustered along the south- and south-east-
facing scarp slope of the Camrsie Fells and this reflects
the availability of suitable till sections in the area.
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Till Is comparatively thick along the lower parts of trie
scarp slope of the Campsies and is accessible at a number
of stream sections, on the higher and steeper parts of
the Catnpsies, however, till is for the most part absent,
thin or covered by peat deposits. In only a few localities
do patches of thicker till exist, and, these provided sites
for samples !+, 21 and 2!+.
No till fabric analyses were possible along the
Kelvin-Bonny Water valley or the Carron Valley owing to
the occurrence of thick alluvial and fluvloglacial dep¬
osits. On the undulating ground east and north-east of
Cumbernauld no suitable sites for till fabric analysis
were found, and only the excavation of an oil-pipeline
trench running north-south across the area east of Denny
gave rise to the availability of suitable till sections
in the north-eastern part of the Main Study Area.
At three sites, two till fabric analyses were
made to determine if there were significant differences in
the fabrics. Samples 18 and 22 are located a few
kilometres west and north-west of the essexite outcrops
and they were carried out to determine the direction of
ice movement west of the outcrops.
Ideally the minimum depith for till fabric anal¬
ysis should be 100-150cm. lelow this depth postglacial
disturbance of till particles as a result of, for example,
frost action, soil creep and the action of tree roots is
unlikely (Eeaumont,1971). Some workers, however, nave
carried out till fabric analyses at shallower depths.
Harris(1967) investigated till fabrics at depths of less
22!+.
Figure6.1
Locationftillfabrics mpleiteswithmirrorim grosdiag amsfparti leorien ations. Circlesdenoteafr quencyof5st n s.
than ?Ocm, Jfirnefors(1952) at 50cm and Cowan(1968) at
depths of 25 to 30cm. In the present analysis all till
fabrics were taken at depths of greater than 100cm,
excep>t samples 5 and 10 which were sampled at depths of
90cm and 80cm respectively (Table 8.1).
Having selected a suitable site, a horizontal
suelf c.30cm2 was carefully excavated within fresh till
by means of a mattock. A horizontal surface was used in
preference to a vertical face since with the latter
"there is a great temptation to select pebbles that are
projecting out of the face" (Andrews ,1971a,p.11). Other
workers have also used a horizontal surface for this
reason (e.g. Kauranne,i960; Andrews & King,lS68; Kirby,
1969; Young,1969; Llneback,1971).
From tnis shelf, till matrix was carefully scraped
away with a penknife to reveal the macro-particles. All
particles were excavated and inspected to ascertain their
suitability for inclusion in the till fabric sample. If
two particles were touching they were rejected, as were
all particles known to be in the vicinity of large boulders.
Other workers have further selected or rejected particles
for till fabric analysis on the basis of the a:b ratio
of the particle axes. An a:b ratio of 3-2 is the most
commonly-quoted minimum figure (e.g, bright,1957; Burke,
1969b; Kirby,1969; loung,1969; Krftger,1970; Evenson,1971;
11111,1571; Fickelson, 1971), although ratios of 2:1
(Andrews,1963; Beaumont,1971), 1.7:1 (-ickelson,1973;
Drake,1971) and 1.3:1 (Ramsden,1970) have also been used.
In the present analysis, however, the effect of shape on
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the orientation of particles was to be investigated and
therefore particles were accepted if the direction of
tnelr long axis could be readily determined.
The size range of particles accepted for till
fabric analysis varies considerably from worker to worker.
KrtJger(1570) and Mickelson(1971,1973) used particles with
a long axis length of between 1 and 10cm, JSrnefors(1952)
and Young(1969) stipulated particle less tnan 10cm and
Andrews(1963) used a range of particle sizes between 0.8
and 10cm. Andrews and Smlth(1966) only investigated the
long axes of particles larger than lom while Furke(1969)
and Niewiarowski(1969) measured the orientations of part¬
icles larger tnan 1cm and less tnan 15cm. Rarasden(1970)
studied particles down to 0.6cm in a few instances but
usually concentrated on particles larger than 2.^cm.
Kirby(1969) used a size range of 0.5 to 25cm with most
particles between 2 and 3cm. Although in the present
analysis no strictly defined size limits were adhered to,
the size range of 1 to 15.7cm and an average of 3.1cm do
not differ greatly from the corresponding values quoted
by otner workers.
A sample size of <0 particles was used for each
of the twenty-five till fabric samples. This number of
particles has been used by many other workers (e.g.
JSrnefors , 1952 ; Hoppe,1952; est & Conner, 1$ 56; V.right,
1957; Norris,1962; Andrews,IV63; Day,1971; Kickelson,1971;
Cowan,1968), although 100 particles nave been generally
accepted as standard (e.g.Holmes,1941; Ieaumont,1967; Scott
& St.-Onge,1968; lermy & Catt,1967; Hlewiarowski,1969;
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"Drake,1971»1974) • The smaller sample size was chosen
since tee emphasis was on investigating the direction of
ice movement rather than glacial processes and it was
therefore "desirable to take a large number of samples
with less observations per sample, rather than to increase
the number of till-stones per sample" (Andrews,1971b,
P-325) •
The orientation and dip of each selected particle
were both measured to the nearest 5° using a Suunto comp¬
ass/clinometer. Particles were rejected if the long; axis
was found to dip at an angle greater than 60°. Some
workers have also used this limit for measuring dip (e.g.
Klrby,1969; Young,1969), others preferring different
limits of, for example, 70° (Hill,1971). 40° (Kr&ger,1970)
and 30° (Johansson,1968). In the majority of studies the
orientation of all particles has been analysed regardless
of the angle of dip. Krdger(1973) in a laboratory experi¬
ment, however, found that accurate measurement of the
orientation of particles with a dip of more than 50° was
difficult. In fact till particles are rarely so posit¬
ioned that the dip of the long axis Is much above 30° and
during the present analysis few particles had to be re¬
jected as a result of an angle of dip that was too steep.
The long(a), intermediate(b) and short(c) axes
were also measured for each particle to the nearest milli¬
metre. This was carried out using a lidless wooden box
c.25cm long, from which one end board and one side board
had been removed. The bottom and remaining side board
were covered in millimetre graph paper with centirretre
numbering and protected by a clear plastic sheet (F.atisto,
1961). Each particle was placed on the bottom board with
one end of its long axis touching the end board. The
lengths of the three axes were then read off the graph
paper with the aid of a second, small, rigid plastic box
which was moved along the board until it touched the
required point on the particle, hot only was this method
of obtaining the values for the three axes of a particle
more accurate than simply reading off the lengths by eye
from the graph paper but it was also more rapid.
Although a pair of calipers with a vernier scale
allowing accuracy to 0.1mm was tried, it was found to
have three major disadvantages compared to the measuring
box. Firstly, in a laboratory experiment comparing the
time taken to measure the three axes of 50 particles of
pebble size, measurement with the calipers took almost
twice as long as with the measuring box. Secondly, with
calipers it is not possible to ensure that all three axes
are mutually orthogonal. On the other hand, this can be
achieved using the measuring box without moving the part¬
icle. Thirdly, with larger particles particularly, the
two extreme points of a particle axis may be some dist¬
ance apart in a direction perpendicular to the axis
being measured. Using calipers difficulty arises in
spanning this distance whilst still maintaining the corr¬
ect line of measurement. With the measuring box, how¬
ever, the plastic box can be placed at the required point
on the particle without changing the alignment of the
axis being measured.
i
The values of orientation, dip and the three
axes were regarded for each particle on a prepared plott¬
ing form and subsequently plotted on to a conventional
polar equidistant projection. This procedure ensures
greater objectivity of particle selection and is prefer¬
able to eitner direct plotting on a p.olar net (Harrison,
1957a) or the use of a till fabric rack (fiacClintock,
1959).
The till at each till fabric site was designated
either weathered or unweathered and noted accordingly.
Weathered till was recognised by its brown colour as a
result of oxidation and generally loose texture compared
to utjweathered till which was usually tenacious, grey
(with the exception of the Campsie Fells where it was
reddish) and fissile. Occasionally this distinction was
not so clear and although the till was evidently oxidised
it was tough and retained a fissile structure. Such
till was nonetheless recorded as weathered. On the other
hand, the till from which sample 10 was taken was oxid¬
ised, and therefore re arded as weathered, but it was so
stony th^t it nad little in common texturally with the
more clayey tills encountered elsewaere.
Tesults and discussion
The till fabric data for each site were plotted
on equidistant projections (Figs 8.2-8.8) with 10° allowed
for each orientation measurement as a correction for
magnetic variation west of true north. Orientation is
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represented by the circumferential scale and dip by the
radial scale. i^ach particle is represexxted by a dot and
where more than one particle occurs in the same position
a proportionally larger dot is used according to the scale
in Pig.8.2. The perpendicular lines intersecting at the
centre of each polar net represent the north-south and
east-west ordinates. The dots representing particles with
horizontal dip were distributed as symmetrically as poss¬
ible on either side of the projection.
The stippled, mirror-image rose shape superimp¬
osed on each of the polar nets gives a rapid visual
impression of the azimuth directions of the particle long
axes. The observations 'nave been grouped in 18x10° units
in the sequence 2s°-lls°, 12^0-21;° etc. The addition
of 2f° to units in the sequence 0-9°, 10-19° etc. was
carried out since orientations were recorded to tne near¬
est 5° and the introduction of a systematic error was
thus avoided (Kirby, 19'69) • Observations up to 180° were
allotted to the appropriate 10° grouping whilst for tnose
between 180° and 380°, 180° was subtracted and the resid¬
ual value allotted to the appropriate 10° grouping. The
frequency for each grouping was then plotted on the polar
nets such that the outer circle represents a frequency of
9 observations. A mirror-image of this 180° distribution
was then drawn in the other hemisphere. Smaller versions
of these diagrams are shown in Fig.8.1.
Around the periphery of each polar net the orient
ation of the section from which the till fabric was sam¬
pled is shown. This is Included to show that by using a
horizontal shelf the preferred orientation of the till
fabric bears no relationship to the section orientation.
The direction and angle of slope obtained from
1:10,560 scale maps for the ground surface in the vic¬
inity of each of the till fabric sites are shown in
Table 8.1. A correspondence between preferred orientation
of particles and direction of slope may indicate a
secondary downslope movement as a result of sollfluction
or slumping of till and is therefore of no value in
interpreting former directions of ice movement. Some¬
times a downslope alignment of till particles may
simply indicate a coincidence of glacial movement and
slope direction. The directions of tne preferred orien¬
tations of samples 22, 18, 1? and 10 correspond broadly
to the direction of slope in the immediate vicinity. Of
these, however, only the preferred orientation of sample
10 shows a large divergence from known ice movements in
the Main Study Area (see chapter 3) •
Statistical analysis
Although the preferred orientation of some
samples can be estimated from the mirror-image diagrams,
in most samples there is clearly a need for an objective
statistical method of obtaining this direction. Many
methods, both two-dimensional and three-dimensional,
I-
exist for atialyslng data with a circular or spherical
distribution (see Steinmetz,1962), but since the maj¬
ority of workers use only one method for analysing their
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Figure P.2
Till fabric samples 1-3 and key.
Figure P.3
Till fabric samples l*-7.
F1 ure 8. U
Till fabric samples 8-11.
ri^ure £.5
Till fabric samples 16-19.
Figure 8.6
Till fabric samples 16-19
Figure 6.7
Till fabric samples 20-23.
rlgure 8.8
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data there is little opportunity for comparing the
results of different methods. In the present study,
however, the 2 5 till fabrics have been subjected to
analysis by four methods: the commonly-used two-dim¬
ensional methods of Curray(1956) and Harrison(1957H)
and the three-dimensional methods of Andrews and Shlmizu
(1966) and Fark(1973)«
Two major problems arise from the statistical
analysis of till fabrics. Firstly the circular or
spherical (if a three-dimensional solution is required)
distribution means that the data have no natural point
of origin. Secondly tne bi- or multi-modal nature of
many till fabrics creates problems when deriving 0 mean
direction.
Some early two-dimensional methods were dei-
endent on the chosen origin (e.g. Reiche,1938; Krumbeln,
1939). However the vector summation method of Curray
(1956) is Independent of origin and treats the data in
their original circular form (KrCiger, 1970) • The method
described by Harrison(1957a) is based on work by Tukey
(195h) who used a combination of vector summation and
chi-square, and is superior to the simple chi-square of
Kauranne(i960). Both the vector summation and Tukey
chi-square methods give a mean direction and a measure
of statistical significance. The data are tested ag¬
ainst a model of e random distribution In the former,
and a uniform distribution in the latter method. In
both methods the data have been reduced to a distrib¬
ution in one hemisphere prior to analysis. (Although
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the method described by Harrison(1957a) has provision
for treating the data in a circular form, a sample size
of 100 Is required to carry this out for data grouped in
10° unite.)
Andrews and Shimizu(1966) employed an adaptation
of Watson and Irving's(l$57) vector procedure for calcu¬
lating descriptive techniques to analyse tnree-dimensional
orientations with the aid of a computer. They argued
that the conventional horizontal reference plane was not
necessarily the most appropriate for treating till fabrics.
With successive trials they found that a rotation of the
reference plane through 90° on an east-west axis produced
the highest vector ma nitude (i.e. highest degree of
clustering). Andrews and Klng(1968) used a modified
version of this method allowing the axis of rotation to
pass through the area of minimum observations which they
considered was the "best" compromise. Kark(197l) modified
the method further so that the computer program calculated
the maximum vector magnitude for a series of rotations.
The data are analysed on one hemisphere and, since vectors
have a 'tense" (i.e. a directed orientation) as well as an
orientation and magnitude, particles dipping below the
horizontal in tne other hemisphere must be regarded as
pointing above tne horizontal in the hemisphere being
considered (Park,1971). The computer program also gives
values for a jararreter "CHI-SQ." which allows determin¬
ation of whether a sample is significantly non-random at
a given probability level, and a parameter "k" which
indicates whether the sample approximates a spherical
normal distribution.
Eamsden(1970) criticised this procedure and Mark
(1973»197k) pointed out an error in the significance test
associated with the rotational vector technique and
suggested an alternative approach to analysing till fabrics,
using eigenvalues. The computer output for this tech¬
nique gives the calculated azimuth and dip of the largest,
intermediate and smallest eigenvector, the largest of
these being regarded as the preferred orientation of the
data. The level of significance based on randomness of
direction can also be determined from the computer output
using tables in Anderson and Stephens(1971)•
""he preferred orientations of all four methods
and dips of the three-dimensional methods are shown in
Figs 8.2-8.8 and in Table 8.1. Where the mirror-image
diagram indicates a strong unimodal distribution (e.g.
sample 1; Fig.8.2) the preferred orientation of the four
methods corresponds closely. On the other hand, where
the distribution is multi-modal (e.g. samples 6, 16, 20
& 23; Figs 8.3» 8.6 & 8.7) or bi-modal (e.g. sample 9;
Fig.S.h) the preferred orientations diverge to a greater
extent.
The levels of significance attached to the
preferred orientations of tne till fabrics do not cor¬
respond closely for the four methods. The two-dimensional
methods snow the highest agreement but frequently indic¬
ate different levels of significance. As regards the
three-dimensional methods, all the samples with the ex¬
ception of sample 9 are significantly non-random accord-
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ing to the rotational vector procedure and significantly
non-uniform according to the eigenvalue method. There
is clearly more discrepancy in this parameter between the
four methods than there is In the determination of pref¬
erred orientation. This lack of agreement may be a result
of the nature of the tests employed. Steinmetz(1962)
argued that a comparison of the orientation data with a
random or uniform distribution is a wean and non-sensitive
test because orientation measurements are maoe for the
very reason that an investigator expects his observations
to be clustered. As a result he advocates testing dist¬
ributions against a perfectly-oriented model.
Comparing the relative merits of the four methods,
the three-dimensional techniques seem to offer nothing
more than can be deduced from the polar nets or from the
results of the two-dimensional tecnniques, and can give
rise to misleading results. The following points out¬
line the drawbacks associated with the three-dimensional
methods.
(i) loth three-dimensional techniques assume a
spherical normal distribution. As has already been men¬
tioned however, a till fabric frequently possesses a bi-
modal distribution with a primary mode representing part¬
icle long axes aligned in the direction of ice movement
and a secondary mode corresponding to particles aligned
transverse to this direction. For bl-modal and multi¬
modal distributions a "mean" vector will be produced
between the two modes, as has occurred with samples 6 and
9 (Figs 8.3 & 8.i+). Andrews and Shimizu(1966) attempted
to overcome this problem by cutting out the transverse
mode from the analysis, but tuls Is clearly a highly
subjective and therefore unsatisfactory procedure.
Although a similar problem arises from using the two-
dimensional methods, the less complex situation means
that erroneous results can be easily detected.
(11) The fact that the particle axes are all placed
in one hemisphere prior to analysis by the rotational
vector procedure means that a clustering of the points
is bound to occur. The test for randomness of directions
based on the length of the resultant vector is therefore
invalid (Bamsden,1970).
(ill) Both three-dimensional methods have been used
In a situation for which they are not designed. This is
also true for the two-dimensional methods, but not so det¬
rimental, since tne relatively straightforward calculat¬
ions involved mean that any inherent faults can be
quickly diagnosed and taken into account during interpret¬
ation. For three-dimensional methods, with a more comp¬
lex situation this is difficult.
(iv) In the present analysis, particles with a dip
exceeding 60° have been omitted from the analysis and
thus a small proportion of the sample population has not
been represented.
(v) The orientation data are measured to the near¬
est 5° for both azimuth direction and dip. Errors are
Involved In extracting and replacing particles prior to
measurement, estimating the position of the long axis,
aligning the compass with this estimated position,
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reading the scale and errors can result from mental and
physical tiredness (Hill,1968; Kr(iger,1970; Eamsden,1970).
The application of sophisticated three-dimensional tech¬
niques to data that are approximate is unwarranted.
Furthermore the apparent precision it imparts to the
result Is likely to lead to over-interpretation of trie
data (Kirby,1969).
For illustrating the preferred orientations of
till fabrics in trie present analysis the Tukey chi-square
method has been used (Fig.8.9). There is little to choose
between this method and that of Curray(1956), except that
the former has the advantage that it can also be used for
determining the preferred orientation on 360° as well as
180° distributions. There is in general a closer corres¬
pondence between the alignment of otner ice direction
indicators and the preferred orientations of till fabrics
from unweathered till than from weathered till. Samples
1, 2, 5, 6 and 10 (from weathered till) appear to diverge
significantly from the general alignment of striae in tne
vicinity. Two striking departures in the direction of
preferred orientation of unweathered till fabrics (samples
16 & 20) can be explained in terms of the multi-modal
character of the distribution pattern (Figs 8.6 & 8.7).
However, many other unweathered till fabrics have given
rise to preferred orientations that match the directions
of striae in the immediate neighbourhood fairly closely
(e.g. samples 18, 21, 23, 24 & 2$).
The fact that tnere is a difference in the
correspondence between direction of ice movement and
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weathered and unweathered till fabrics suggests that there
has been some degree of postglacial action affecting the
alignment of particles due to the shallow depth of the
weathered samples. Straw(1568) criticised Harris(1967)
for sampling till-particle orientations at depths of less
than 9Gcrr and regarded tne results as suspect since the
particles could have been subjected to reorientation by
every day processes such as pedogenesis, mass movement,
frost penetration and biotic agencies. On the other hand,
the divergence and weak orientation strength may reflect
for some samples an ablation origin (Nlewiarowskl,196$;
Drake,1971).
Tne size of sample considered necessary for a
reliable picture of the alignment of particles in till
varies from worker to worker. A few researchers, rather
than rely on precedent, nave Investigated the problem of
a suitable sample size. Kauranne(I960) found little diff¬
erence in the mean direction given by sample sizes of 25,
50, 100, 200 and 500 particles but noted a large differ¬
ence in the significance attached to each sample size
and recommended that 300 to 400 measurements should be
carried out. Harrison(1957b) measured 410 particles and
concluded that any randomly chosen three increments of
25 consecutive measurements were sufficient to give tne
direction of the preferred orientation. Andrews and
Smith(1966) showed that there was little difference in
the confidence cone around the preferred orientation
with increasing sample size. Andrews and Smith(1970)
considered that 10 to 25 particles might be enough to
show the mean direction. Beaumont(196?) measured 100
particles but felt that 25 particles gave an approximate
indication of where the preferred orientation lies.
'ioung( 1969) found that for till fabrics with a clear
orientation pattern the measurement of 25, 50 or 100
particles gave virtually no difference in the direction
of the preferred orientation although strength values
varied. Sometimes the first 5 or 10 particles gave a
good approximation of the alignment found where 100
particles were used.
In order to investigate the effect of size of
sample on the direction and strength of the preferred
orientation of till fabrics in the present analysis two
samples of high strength, two of moderate and two of low
strength were selected from the till fabrics. Using tne
vector summation method of Curray(1956) the samples were
recalculated from the first 5» 10 and 25 particles meas¬
ured. The results indicate that with 25 particles a
good approximation of the preferred orientation found
for 50 particles can be obtained for the moderate and
high strength samples, but for one of the low strength
samples (sample 20) there is a large divergence (Table 8.2).
Values of strength increase with the halving of sample
size to 25 for low strength fabrics whilst for moderate
and high strength fabrics values either f-^ll or, for
sample 3, Increase only slightly. With decreasing sample
size however a greater strength value Is required before
the orientation can be regarded as significant, and
therefore an apparently high strength value combined
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with a small sample size does not necessarily Imply a
significant!y orientated fabric.
Table 6.2 The variation in preferred orientation and
orientation strength with different sample
sizes
sample 50 2 5 10 5
Strength no. particles particles particles particles
or. str. or. str. or. str. or. str.
2 5 77° 19-0? 86° 34-8? 78° 35-7? 71° 38.6?
Low
115° 12.6;.20 163° 20.7? 170° 24.8? 163° 16.1/
16 87° 26.ii? 90° 24. 3a 65° 17-9, 60° 26.6;
Moderate
4 122° 34-0? 142° 32 .0? 122° 28.4? 157° 20.0;
11 96° 44-7? 97° 2 5.8? 115° 49.4, 107° 26.9/
H igh
115° 30.7? 12 5°3 117° 31.4/ 12i)° 42 .9/ 26.6
When 5 end 10 particles are used tne difference
between the three types of fabrics is accentuated. The
maximum divergence of preferred orientation with 5 or 10
particles in high strength samples from the value obtain¬
ed for 50 particles is 21°, in moderate strength samples
35°, and in low strength samples 480.
These results corroborate those obtained by
Young( 18*69) in a similar study of the effect of sample
size on tre strength and direction of preferred orient¬
ations of till fabrics. He found that a good approxim¬
ation of the alignment with 100 particles could be ob¬
tained for 4 out of 6 weak, moderate and high strength
samples using the first 5 or 10 particles. In the
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present analysis 3 out of 6 samples give sirrllar pref¬
erred orientations for 5 or 10 as for 50 particles
(samples 3» 11 & 25). It is significant that 2 of these
3 samples are in the high strength category.
From this analysis it may be argued that if
only an approximation of till fabric orientation is
required, the measurement of 10 particles will suffice,
provided that there is a strong preferred orientation.
Using a series of such analyses over a till section the
degree of variation of alignment of till particles, and
therefore the reliability of a single main analysis, can
by determined.
Dip analysis
The dip values for all the till fabric samples
are shown in histogram form in Fig.8.10. There is a
concentration of dip measurements in the low value classes
with the mode occurlng four times in the 0-5° class, nine
times in tne 5-10° class and eight times in the 10-15°
class, which accounts for 21 out of trie 2 5 samp-les. Mean
values of alp range from 12.5° to 20.7° and the mean
value of dip for all the samples is 16.3°. This compares
w^tri mean values of 7° obtained by Krfiger( 1970), 11° by
Holmes(1941) and Young(1969), 14° by west and Donner(1956)»
15"' by Burke(1965b) and 23° by Wright (1957) •
To determine whether particles transverse to the
preferred orientation are more steeply dipping than those
parallel to it, each till fabric was divided into major
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and minor quadrants based on the 'Tukey chl-square pref¬
erred orientation values. Trie four barts on trie outer-
circle of each till fabric sample in Figs 8.2 to 8.8
denote tne limits of these quadrants.
A total of 357 out of 1250 particles measured
lie in the minor quadrant. The overall mean value for
dip is 17.1° compared with l6.u° for the 853 particles
in the major quadrant. When the particles are sub¬
divided into weathered and unweathered categories, the
mean dip of the 123 minor quadrant particles is 15>3°
compared with 15-6° for the 2h2 major quadrant particles
from weathered till, and tne mean dip of the 23A minor
quadrant particles from unweathered till is 18.0° com¬
pared witn 16.1° for the 651 major quadrant particles.
There appears to be a "lower mean value of dip for the
unweatnered major quadrant particles compared with tne
minor quadrant particles, which suggests that the pro¬
cesses r sponsible for orienting particles transverse
to tne direction of ice movement may also cause them to
le more steeply dipping. However, for only one sample
(s°mple 9) is there a marked transverse mode and there¬
fore the majority of the minor quadrant particles meas¬
ured are somewhere between the two positions (i.e.
parallel to ice movement and perpendicular to it).
A number of workers including" Harrison( 19571 ) ,
. right(1957), Krttger(1970) and McKensie(1970) have
found a preferred up-ice dip of till particles. Krtiger
(1970), however, pointed out that reference to the
horizontal plane 'when considering preferred dip can be
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misleading and that reference to the subglaclal slope
should be made. Analysis of up-ice dip was not carried
out for tne till fabrics from the Fain Study Area due to
the difficulty of determining the appropriate reference
plane.
The relationship of snape and size of till particles to
preferred orientation
Holmes(1938,1941) maintained that size, shape
and roundness of particles affected the long axis orient¬
ation in relation to ice flow direction. Streamlined
particles tended to show parallel orientation wailst
asymmetrical particles tended to deviate from this direct¬
ion. Increased size of the long axis also tended to give
rise to parallel orientation and greater elongation led
to a transverse orientation of tne particles.
Andrews and King(19t8) analysed tne effect of
size and suaje on particle orientation in till. They
found that "the elongated and rather smaller stones tend
to snow stronger preferred orientation tnan tne larger
and more rounded stones" (Andrews & King,1968,p.452).
Kr&ger(19?0), like Holmes(1941), found that
streamlined particles show a strong preference for parallel
orientation witn ice flow direction. In contrast to
Holmes(19^1) however, he found that greater elongation of
particles gives rise to parallel rather than transverse
orientation. He also su gested that long axis orient¬
ation parallel to ice flow tends to decrease with
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increasing roundness.
Ramsden(lc70) investigated a:b ratios of part¬
icles giving the most reliable estimate of ice flow dir¬
ection and concluded that a:b ratios of 1.3:1 or more give
the most reliable indication of former ioe direction, he
also considered that "larger pebbles do display a far
smaller amount of scatter than do smaller ones" (Ramsden,
1970,p.109)•
Drak@(l$74) investigated the shape of particles
according to Zingg1 s(1935) definitions (Fi:.i*.7) in relat¬
ion to direction of ice movement. He found that ro s and
blades showed strong parallelism to ice flow direction and
that the fabrics of spheres and discs were weak. In con¬
trast to tne work of Holmes(1941), he found that the
transverse alignment w s a product neither of extreme rods
nor blades, but of particles close to the common inter¬
section of the four Zingg snape classes.
To investigate the relationship between sha;e and
preferred orientation in tne resent analysis, the Zingg
stares for the 1,250 till particles measured and the
deviation of each long axis orientation from tne preferred
orientation of the sample according to the Tukey chl-square
metnod were calculated. As ice flow direction varies o- r
the bain Study Area it was not possible to determine the
divergence of long axis orientation from this parameter.
Table 8.3a shows the deviations or all particles measured
end the deviations of particles from unweathered till only.
Table £.3b shows tne mean deviations of the particles clas
si fled as spheres from unweathered till In Table 8.3a, and
of the 81 randomly-cnosen discs , blades and
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rods from unweathered till. The results do riot indicate,
as might be expected, tnat spheres and discs are more
weakly oriented with respect to ice direction than blades
and rods, "able 8.3b suggests tne opposite relationship,
i.e. that spheres and discs are more reliable indicators
of preferred orientation.

















(a) unweath. 81 33.2° 106 30.6° 219 31.1° 444 32.5°
till
unweath. + 181 34.4° 195 31-5 2^7 31.8° ^07 34.0
weatn. till
(b) unweath. 81 33-2° 81 29.4° 81 30.6° 81 35.8°
till
As a further investigation of the dependence of
orientation on particle shape, re ression analyses were
carried out of preferred orientation against size (a-axis
length of the particle), b/a ratio, c/b ratio and Krumbein
sphericity for the 850 particles from unweatnered till.
In the light of previous work, a significant correlation
between preferred orientation and the b/a ratio might be
expected. However, all the results were statistically
insignificant except for the regression of preferred
orientation on c/b ratio, which gave a weak correlation
coefficient of 40.075 that was nevertheless significant at
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the 95?' level. This suggests that the less oblate trie
particle, the more likely it is to snow orientation
parallel to the preferred orientation of the till fabric.
The very weak relationship indicated by the correlation
coefficient, however, means that little or no reliability-
should be placed on this result.
If it Is accepted that the more elongated till
particles tend to lie witn their long axes parallel to ice
movement, the contradictory results obtained in the present
analysis can be explained by one, or a combination of tre
following reasons. Firstly, tre choice of particles for
measurement was mace on the basis of whether tue Ion axis
could be easily determined. Fig.8.11 indicates that sel¬
ected particles are clustered close to tne intersection
of the four Zingg shape classes. Analysis of the relation-
snip of particle snape to deviation from the preferred
orientation might not be expected tuerefore to yield sig¬
nificant results, since tne particles nave a narrow range
of shapes. Secondly, the preferred orientation of tne
sample is not necessarily equivalent to ice direction.
'Thirdly, the factors of shape that particularly affect
alignment of till particles may not nave been measured.
Holmes(1941) maintained that small changes in, for instance,
roundness and surface form could significantly alter the
orientation of till particles.
ftrlae and ice-moulded features
The majority of the striae shown in Fig.0.9 have
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been derived from 1:10, 560 scale Geological Survey traps,
wnilst the remaining ones were found during fieidwork
(Hate 11). Although the processes responsible for the
formation of striae are understood, tnose forming the
flutes, drumlins and crag-and-tails comprising Ice-moulded
features are points of conjecture (See husseli, I895; Alden,
1505,1511; Dyson,1952; Gravenor,1953; Hoppe & Scnytt,15 53;
I upsch,1955; Gravenor & Seneley,1958; Lemke,1956; Schytt,
1959; Smalley & Unwin,1568; 1 aranowski,1970; GlOckert,1973;
Shaw & Preschauf', 1973) • The accepted view Is that the
depositions! forms were produced during the latex stages
of occupation by active ice since any alteration in ice
flow direction would quickly remould the features (V right,
1912; Hughes , 196/|).
In the Pain Study Area, dissection of'some ice-
moulded forms by meltwater and postglacial streams has
meant that the true ali gnment of Individual features is
difficult to determine even though the overall direction
of a group of features is clear. Therefore to avoid
erroneous results only the long axes of tne clearer examples
of ice-moulded features were determined and located on
1:25,000 scale maps.
Vector trend analysis of tne ice direction indicators
Altnough a general impre sion of glacier ice flow
direction can be gained from Fig.8.9, no direct compar¬
ison with the essexite erratics train is possible. it
was considered desirable therefore to derive a regional
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trend of the directional data. The application of a straight¬
forward trend surface technique is not feasible when deal¬
ing with azimuth directions due to tne circular form of
the distribution. However, Fox(1967) and Roberts and Mark
(1970) neve developed computer programs based on orthogonal
polynomial trend surface techniques specifically for use
with directional data, a method known as vector trend ana¬
lysis .
The computer program used in the present analysis
is a slightly modified version of the one given by Fox
(1967). It is limited to grinded data so that non-gridded
data must be grouped into cells prior to analysis, with a
maximum of 8 rows and 6 columns of cells. For each cell
a direction cosine is determined according to methods
discussed in Steinroetz(1962). Polynomial coefficients
are used to compute trend values for each grid cell and
trend surfaces up to the qulntic can be produced. The
program gives tne vector mean azimuth for each cell, the
percent reduction in the sum of squares (>fRSS) of each
trend surface and the Z-squared array.
The Main Study Area was divided into grid cells
to prepare the data for computer analysis. Following
experimentation, the grid cell pattern shown in Fig.8.9
was selected using 3 x 3^® squares based on the Ordnance
Survey National Grid. This was found to be the best con¬
figuration of grid cells that included at least one ice
direction Indicator in each cell while not exceeding fi¬
celle in an east-west direction.
All the alignment data for striae and ice-moulded
2 50.
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Particles selected for sample 13
Particles rejected from sample 13
Figure 8.11
Particles chosen and rejected from the analysis of
till fabric sample 13.
features were Included but only the preferred orientations
of till fabrics from unweathered till witn a significant
orientation at above tne 50a level (Tukey chi-square
method) were used. This crr_ant tuat out of tne 17 unweatn-
ered till fabrics, 3 (samples 7,20 & 25) were excluded
from tne vector tread analysis. Trend surfaces that
included all the unweatnered till fabrics differed only
slightly from those shown In Piss 8.12 and 8.13*
Pig.8.12 shows vector mean azimuth directions for
each cell and first, second and third order trend surfaces.
The line of tne major axis of tne essexite erratics train
drawn from the contour map of porphyrltic plus non-porphy-
rltic (Ea) values (rig.5-5) is also snown for comparison.
The
. RSS for the trend surfa.es are shown in Table 8.1,.
Table 8.8 } ercent;-- e reduction in sum of squares for
ve .tor trend analysis (6x3 prld cells;
1st. Qrd er Quadratic 2nd /Order C ublc 3rd . ..r-der
15.1 22.2 37.2 29.1 66.1
Tne map of vector mean azimuths (Pig.8.12a) indi¬
cates a general west-east trend of ice movement in the
area. >,it; in this overall flow taere are a number of dev¬
iations. The arrows in the two top row, north-west grid
cells are directed towards tne south-east compared with a
west-east direction in the two rows of grid cells between
Lennoxtown and Kilsyth. In the rows of grid, cells running
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east from Kilsyth to Denny the vector mean azimuths indic¬
ate a divergence of ice flow to the north-east and south¬
west around the higher parts of the Campsie Fells. In
the top two row cells between Denny and Larbert, however,
there is a marked clockwise rotation of vector mean azimuths
towards the south-east and south-south-east.
The first order trend surface (Fig.8.12b) reflects
toe underlying west-east alignment of the data over the
Fain Study Area with a sligr.t anti-clockwise shift of the
trends in each cell from west to east. The low >1RSS (15.1)
snows that tnere is a large amount of variation not acc¬
ounted for by this trend surface. The map of residuals
from this surface (Fig.8.13a) shows that the greater part
of the variation is accounted for by the north-west and
nortn-east corners of the grid indicated by a strong pos¬
itive (i.e. clockwise) deviation.
The second order trend surface (Fig.8.12c) shows
a more complex pattern than Fig.8.12b. Tne trend follows
a sinuous course from west to east. Arrows in the cells
farthest west point south-east. Near Kilsyth they are
directed north of east, in the two top row cells between
Denny and Larbert they are directed south-east and east-
south-east and in the two cells in the lowest row they
point east-north-east. If a comparison of the course of
these arrows is made with that of the major axis of the
erratics train there is a striking corres ondence. The
higher $BSS (37*2) of the second order surface indicates
that the quadratic component adds considerably to the
explanation given by the linear component. The residuals
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(Fig.8.13b) indicate large positive deviations in the north¬
east corner and in trie central two cells of the grid cor¬
responding to the divergence of ice around the higher
parts of the Campsie Fells.
The third order trend surface (Fig.8.12d) reveals
a slightly more intricate sinuous pattern than the second
order surface. The addition of 29.1 by the cubic compo¬
nent to the >BSS of the third order surface means that it
accounts for 66.1/ of the variation in the original data.
The arrows in the north-west and north-east corners of the
grid are turned farther clockwise than in the second order
surface, thus reflecting more closely tne alignment of the
vector mean azimuths (Fig.8.12a) for these areas. In the
central four columns of cells the arrows rotate gradually
in an anti-clockwise direction from west to east, reflect¬
ing the influence of the Campsie Fells In controlling the
direction of ice flow. The residuals of this surface
(Fig.8.13c) indicate that the only major deviations of the
vector mean azimuths from the third order surface corres¬
pond to the directions in the central two cells.
Since there is such a close correspondence bet¬
ween the second and third order surfaces and the alignment
ofthe major axis of the erratics train it seems reasonable
to infer tnat the essexite erratics have been transported
.by the same glacier ice that produced the striae, ice-
moulded features and preferred orientation of till part¬
icles. Furthermore the striae, ice-moulded features and
till fairies have almost certainly resulted from the move¬
ment of the last ice to be active within the area (i.e.
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tne latter stages of the Devensian glaciation). Therefore
the formation of the erratics train can also be assigned
to this time.
From the second and third order vector trend sur¬
faces and from what is otherwise known of ice movements
in tne Main Study Area (see chapter j), it se.-ms that the
interaction of two major ice streams occurred in the Denny
area. One stream moved south-east and east from toe High¬
land edge across the area gradually turning towards the
north-east along the Kelvin-Eonny Water valley, the other
moving south-east from Stirling towards Denny and Falkirk.
In order to analyse tne direction of movement of the ice
that transported tne erratics train, the last two columns
of cells were excluded from the trend surface analysis,
since these cells reflect the movement of ice flowing
south-east from the Stirling area.
The vector mean azimuth directions for each cell
(Fi.. .8.14a) show a strong anti-clockwise rotation for the
columns in a west-east direction. The high ;?BSS (7h.2)
for tne first ord^r surface Indicates this strong trend
(Table 6.5; Flg.B.lhb).
Table 6.5 lercent reduction in sum of squares for
vector trend analysis (6 x ^ grid cells)
1st Order Quadratic 2nd. Order Cublc 3rd. Order
7A.2 16.5 90.7 6.6 97-3
2 51.
The quadratic component explains a furtner 16.5$
of the variation in the data making a total of 90.? >BSS
for the third order surface. The cubic component explains
6.6$ of the variation so that the third order surface leaves
onlj 2.?$ of the variation of the original data unex¬
plained .
The higher $BSS of the 6x3 grid compared with
the 8x3 grid is a result of the omission of data refect¬
ing the movement of ice from the Stirling area leading to
a tetter approximation by the trend vsurfaces. The arrows
at the eastern end of the 6x3 grid however, deviate
more from the line of the major axis of the erratics train
than tae arrows at the corresponding points in the trend
surfaces based on the 8 x 3 grid. This supports the view
that the alignment of the erratics train represents the
overall direction of ice movement since the ice 3tream
moving south-east from trie Stirling area is clearly an
important factor.
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C H A P T E h 9
FORMATION OF THE LRBATICS TRAIN
"though the passage from cause to effect
involves no special logical problem,
the reverse process does" (Skellam,1953)
This chapter deals with the possible glacial pro¬
cesses responsible for forming the Lennoxtown essexlte
erratics train in the lignt of the evidence from the
present Investigation. The following eight points summa¬
rise the most important pieces of evidence.
(i) bssexlte erratics have been carried obliquely up
the steep south-facing scarp of the Campsie Fells from the
outcrops (c. 12Q-29Qm O.D.) to an altitude of 417m at a
point north of Brown Hill some 3.5km down-ice of the out¬
crops. There appears to be little or no variation in the
maximum altitude to which porphyrltic and non-porphyritic
stones were carried, despite a difference in the altitude
of the two outcrops.
(ii) Both porphyrltic and non-porphyritic stones have
undergone crushing and,to a lesser extent, abrasion during
glacial transport. Crushing is indicated by the rapid dis¬
appearance of porphyritic stones and by the reduction in
the size of non-porphyritic stones in the dry stone walls
down-ice of the outcrops (see chapter 5). The initial
increase in the roundness of essexlte erratics from both
outcrops and lack of a trend in tnls index beyond 5-10km
in the down-ice direction suggests that abrasion has
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taken place, but that it is of secondary importance to
crushing (see chapter 6).
(iii) Bedrock fragments of both varieties of essexite
and titanaugite mineral grains rapidly become scarce in
the till down-ice of the source. On the other hand, non-
porphyritic essexite stones are still common in the dry
stone walls along the major axis of the erratics train for
up to 20km from the outcrop.
(iv) Although the majority of the lower till-covered,
south-facing slopes of the Gampsie Fells in the Wain Study
Area have been subject to ploughing so that the topmost
layers of deposits have been disturbed, in a few locations
the original sequence remains undisturbed. This sequence
is well displayed at the site of till fabric samples 11
and 12 (GR ?2h- 798; Plate 12) , where a layer, no more
than 50cm thick consisting mainly of boulders and cobbles
with intervening pebbles and gravel, overlies thick dep¬
osits of clayey till. A similar sequence of deposits was
found at the site where till fabric sample 16 was taken.
Here a thin mantle of stones rests upon oxidised clayey
till that merges into unweatnered till at depth.
(v) The individual fans of erratics from both out¬
crops are distributed in a similar fashion, except that
the limits of the fan of non-porphyritlc stones (Fig.5.6)
extend slightly beyond those of the fan of porphyritlc
stones.
(vi) The width of the erratics train, as for many
erratics trains described in the literature, tends to
Increase with distance from the outcrops. Immediately
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down-ice of the source the train is narrow (though the
exact limit of the northern boundary was indefinable due
to the lack of suitable walls); near Cumbernauld it is
more than §km wide and near Edinburgh it is about 20km
broad, in the Fain Study Area the essexite erratics nave
been spread from the outcrops in an arc extending through
A comparison of the essexite erratics train as
revealed by the present investigation with the map given
by Feach(1909; Fig.3.2) is shown in Fig.9.1. bsing the
evidence of Peach(1909), many have cited the L&nnoxtown
essexite erratics train as an example of a narrow, linear
erratics train reflecting a consistent direction of glacier
ice movement. The present investigation indicates, how¬
ever, tnat Feach(1909) only mapped the extent of the major
axis of the train in the Main Study Area, it is clear
therefore that an explanation of the formation of the
erratics train must account for a considerable degree of
lateral spreading of the essexite erratics.
(vii) The major axis of the erratics train is closer
to the northern than to tee southern periphery. This is
particularly well illustrated at a distance of some 12krc
from the outer ps. At this point the northern limit of
the train is c.3km from the major axis, wnereas the south¬
ern limit is more than 6km from the major axis. The
abundance of analysed walls north of the major axis of the
train at this distance from the source makes it likely
that a tolerably accurate definition of the norts.ern limit
has been achieved, on the other nand, the lack of suitable
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Figuref,1
Comparisonbetweethext toftL rmoxtowne sexiterrat cst aiaccordingPeach(d nseshading)ndt pres ntnalysis(ligsha ing).
walls to define the southern limit means that the difference
in the distances between the two limits and the major axis
may be even more marked than is indicated by the present
investigation.
(viii) The alignment of the major axis of the erratics
train corresponds closely with the overall directions
shown by small-scale indicators of ice movement (I.e.
striae, ice-moulded features and the preferred orientat¬
ions of till particles). Since these indicators denote
glacier ice movement during the last stages of active ice
in the area it seems reasonable to infer that the erratics
train was also formed at this time. The curvilinear course
of the major axis immediately down-ice of the outcrops
(Fig.5.5) and the increasing northerly component in the
alignment of the ice direction indicators suggest that
the direction of glacier ice movement was greatly influen¬
ced by the steep scarp face of the Campsie Pells.
Using the evidence outlined in these eight points
it is proposed to show that the essexite stones found in
the walls were mainly carried within the lower layers of
ice, distributed in a fan as a result of deflection around
subglacial obstacles and subsequently deposited as an
ablation mantle. Tne essexite material In the till, on
the other nand, is regarded as having been transported at
the base of the ice.
At this point it is useful to clarify the con¬
trasting characteristics of material deposited by lodge¬
ment and by ablation. Lodgement till is transported and
deposited from the undersurface of tne glacier ice.
Crushing and abrasion of the particles are intense.
Ablation till, on the other hand, is deposited from mat¬
erial "in transport within or upon the terminal area of a
sririnking glacier" (Flint, 1957,p. 122), has a character¬
istically loose texture and usually lacks a preferred
orientation of particles (Ogilvle, 190i|; Drake, 1571) • It
is derived chiefly from debris transported in the lower
layers of ice, usually no more than a few metres thick,
and from material on the upper surface of the ice. Since
ablation till consists of the load at the time of ice sheet
decay, it is usually thin.
The present investigation indicates an ablation
origin for the majority of the essexite stones in the dry
stoue walls. The "ablation theory" readily accounts for
the transport of essexite stones obliquely uj^ the steep
scarp slope of the Campsle Fells. The steepness of the
slope seems to exclude the possibility of the transport of
essexite stones at the bedrock-ice interface. Neither
does it appear feasible tnat upward transport could have
occurred as a result of shear plane movement within the
glacier ice. It has been argued that such movement takes
place mainly as a result of active ice overriding stagnant
ice (Worcester,1939; Rich,1943; Clayton & Freers,1967;
Parlzek,1969) or as a result of ice being forced to rise
over a topographic obstruction. Parizek(1969) maintained
that dead ice could survive beneath thick ablation dep¬
osits in upland areas and that active ice on lower ground
would override this stagnant ice dragging basal debris up
along shear planes. This seems an unlikely explanation of
the upward transport of essexite stones; although there is
evidence for some ablation material on the Carcpsie Fells,
it is relatively thin (Thompson,1968) and therefore un¬
likely to have reduced ablation to any great extent. As
regards shear plane formation having taken place as a
result of ice rising over a major relief feature, it is
not difficult to envisage this having occurred where an
obstruction lay perpendicular to the path of ice flow.
However where, as for the Campsie Fells down-ice of the
outcrops, the angle between the alignment of the feature
and that of ice movement was small, it seems more reason¬
able to assume that ice would simply have been deflected.
Further evidence, to be discussed later in this chapter,
contradicts the idea of essexite stones having been carried
up into the glacier ice beyond the bottom) layers and there¬
fore movement of the esseclte stones along shear planes
does not seem feasible.
Opinions differ as to whether crushing and
abrasion are important processes in an englacial environ¬
ment. Upham(l896) noted that englacial material was gener¬
ally less abraded than subglacial material. Gry(197h)
considers that the long: transport undergone by some
erratics has resulted from their being rapidly crushed at
the base of the glacier ice to a size determined by the
Jointing characteristics of the rock, and thereafter being
carried higher up into the ice where crushing was less
intense. Henderson regarded ablation material as having
"been transported gently with little grinding and crushing"
(1972,p.57). On the other hand, Preimanis and Vagners
(1969,1971) maintained tnat particles in an englacial
position still undergo comminution, though to a lesser
extent than in a subglacial position. Llster(1958) con¬
sidered tnat the gradually decreasing size of material
upwards through the Admiralty Gletseher in Greenland was
indicative of englacial crushing of material. The evidence
of both crushing and abrasion on essexlte stones in the
walls does not therefore rule out tne idea of their being
transported in an englacial position.
The contrast between the small amounts of essex-
ite material in the clayey till and the relative abundance
of non-porphyritic essexite stones in the walls down-ice
of the outcrops is compatible with the ablation tneory.
Creimanis(1958) found that surface ore erratics from Steep
Rock appeared to be equally abundant 13-15km as C.6-2.5k®
down-ice of the source, but pebbles in tne till decreased
rapidly in numbers. Dreimanis and Vagners(1969) noted
that ablation debris often contains a greater proportion
of material tnat nas undergone long transport than lodge¬
ment material. It is suggested therefore that the differ¬
ence in the abundance of essexite material in the walls
and in tne till can be attributed to an englacial trans¬
port for the majority of tne wall stones compared to a
transport at the base of the glacier ice and subsequent
deposition by lodgement for the essexite erratics found
in the clayey till.
Further evidence of an englacial transport for
the wall stones is given by the narrow layer of stones
overlying till in a few undisturbed localities. Flint
(195?) regarded similar layers of coarse material as lag
concentrates, formed by sheetwash or deflation of a till
surface. Frost-heaving of till stones has also been
suggested as a possible cause of such layers. In the
Main Study Area, however, frost-heaving does not account
for the layer of stones since the underlying till, though
often showing signs of weathering in the form of oxidation,
nevertheless retains its fissile structure. Furthermore,
the stone mantle cannot simply represent a residual layer
of material derived from widespread removal of till because
it consists of many large stones of a size that are appar¬
ently uncommon in the underlying till. Shilts(1973^)
used similar evidence to support the idea of an ablation
origin for a "boulder mantle" deposited as a result of the
Lennoxville glaclation in southeastern Quebec.
To invoke an ablation origin for the e.3cexlte
stones now in the walls, it is clear that the ablation
mantle must have formerly been more widespread than it Is
today. Unfortunately the disturbance of the superficial
deposits by man has meant that no confirmation of this is
possible from field evidence. Nevertheless the observat¬
ions of others suggests that the idea of a widespread
cover of loose surface stones is not without some support.
On a Journey through this part of Scotland in 178k, Faujas
St. Fond remarked on the great abundance of surface boul¬
ders (ref. in Geikie(ed.),1907)• Nimmo(l880) and Kilne-
Home(1913) made similar observations at various locations
in the Main Study Area. In recent literature concerned
with aspects of the glacial geomorphology of the area
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the Idea of an ablation origin for deposits is recurrent.
Thompson(1968) considered that the lack of dry stone walls
together with the presence of loose, angular stones on
the Campsies, contrasting with the many dry stone walls
and paucity of surface stones on the lower slopes was
evidence for ablation moraine. Eurke(1969b) frequently
encountered an upper layer of sandy clay with stones in
exposures in till in the Secondary Study Area, and dis¬
cussed the possibllty of an ablation origin. Sissons
(1968,1969) was also in favour of an ablation origin for
till in an area to the north-west of Glasgow and in the
vicinity of Grangemouth.
Attention is now turned to the problem of an
explanation accounting for the lateral spreading of erratics
with distance from the outcrops. This will be dealt with
by considering separately each of tne major theories out¬
lined in cnapter 2 and determining to what extent the evi¬
dence derived from the present investigation is explained.
Since the essexite erratics appear to have been
distributed during tne last phase of active ice in the
area, tne erratics train could not have been formed by
ice flowing in different directions during separate
glaciatlons (cf. Euell,1878; Fetersen,1899; Ramsay, 1912;
Hausen,1914; Hyvarinen et al..1973) or during the same
glaclation (cf. Kilthers ,1913; Hucke,1937; Edeltr.an,1951;
Glllberg,1965)• A furtner argument against the idea of
two glaciations being responsible for the spreading of
the essexite stones is that the speed of weathering of
the basic igneous essexite fragments would be too rapid
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(Hyyppft,19^6)• Furthermore no evidence exists for ice
flow In a direction otner than that shown in Fig.3.7-
The idea, put forward by Sauremo(1924), that fans
of erratics can be formed by fluctuations in the direction
of ice movement towards a retreating ice margin does not
account for the gradually broadening fan of the easexite
erratics train, since the small changes in the direction
of ice flow would redlstritute erratics close to the out¬
crops to the same extent as erratics some distance down-
ice of them. Had this been the chief way in which the
essexite erratics had been spread, one may imagine that
the erratics train would have consisted of a narrow, constant-
width belt comprising a strong concentration of stones,
flanked on both sides by narrow strips where the number
of stones rapidly decreased in a direction away from trie
central belt.
The hypothesis invoking meltwater as the main
agent responsible for spreading erratics into a fan shape
is unable to account for the lateral spread of essexite
stone3 for three major reasons. Firstly, the meltwater
channels that have been mapped in the Main Study Area
are parallel or sub-parallel to the direction of ice move¬
ment (Slsscns,1963; Thompson,1968) and for this reason it
seems unlikely that they could have been responsible for
the considerable lateral dispersion of essexite erratics
indicated by the present investigation. Secondly, as for
the previous hypothesis, meltwater action would be equally
effective in spreading erratics near their source as at
some distance from it, thus tending to lead to a narrow
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belt rather than a broadening fan. Tnirdly, the fact that
erratics nave been carried northwards away from the major
axis of the train in an uphill direction also tends to
argue against the idea of meltwater redistribution.
The hypothesis put forward by Teumer(1927; Fig.
2.7) of a wandering centre of ice motion causing the fan
shape of erratics trains does not seem to be applicable
as an explanation accounting for the essexlte erratics
train for two reasons. Firstly, the main centre of ice
sheet flow in Scotland appears to have been the Eannoch
Fasin. No evidence exists to indicate that the centre
shifted to any great extent and even if there had been a
change in its position, it seems unlikely that such a
movement could bring about a change of i|h° in the direct¬
ion of ice movement to form the Lennoxtown essexite erratics
train at a distance of several tens of kilometres.
Secondly, all of the erratics trains that have been care¬
fully mapped show broadly the same pattern, with a major
axis representing a high concentration of erratics flanked
by areas of gradually decreasing erratic concentration in
a direction away from the major axis. As is shown by the
SYMAP contour maps, the Lennoxtown essexlte erratics train
is no exception in this respect. For this pattern to be
formed, Teumer(1927) envisaged the centre of motion follow¬
ing a complex, specific course. Such a change in the
centre of ice motion, however, would clearly not lead to
all erratics trains having the same pattern with a major
axis flanked by peripheral areas of low concentrations of
erratics. This hypothesis can therefore be rejected since
it can only account for the formation of one erratics
train distributed as a result of ice flowing from a centre
of motion, whereas in fact several typical erratics trains
have often been mapped radiating from the the same centre
(e.g. Hausen,19l4).
The hypothesis that an erratics train forms as a
result of ice movement controlled by major topographic
features (e.g. erry,1870; Saksela,1945) does account for
one of the observed features of the Lennoxtown essex.lte
erratics train. The curving course of the major axis
immediately east of the outcrops is shown in all the SYMAP
contour maps of the wall data given in chapter 5 and by
the contour map of titanaugite percentages in chapter 7*
It corresponds.to the alignment of the scarp slope of the
Campsie Fells in this area and, since the striae and ice-
moulded features (Fig.8.9) also show this curving course,
it seems reasonable to Infer that the scarp slope of the
Campsies caused the Ice stream flowing through Strathblane
to diverge around it. However, whilst a major relief
feature might divert the direction of ice flow, which is
shown in the distribution pattern of erratics, it cannot
account for the rapid widening of an erratics train from
its source.
On the other hand, the theory put forward by
Lundqvist(1935; Fig.2.4) appears to be attractive since
it accounts for many features of the Lennoxtown essexite
erratics train. There is one drawback to his theory, how¬
ever, and this Is the proposal that during glacier thinning,
ice would be forced to flow around hill masses thus
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spreading the erratics. For the essexite erratics train
the greatest amount of lateral spreading has taken place
to the south of the major axis where the hill masses are
small. It seems improbable that ice would continue to be
active whilst sufficiently thin to flow around such hill
masses, and would more likely have stagnated.
If, however, Lundqvist's concept of thin ice
flowing around hill masses is replaced by one where the
basal layers of relatively thick, active ice are diverted
in a similar manner around subglacial obstructions, then
the lateral spreading of the essexite erratics can be
explained. Large-scale divergence of ice, like that indi¬
cated by the radial alignment of drumlins in the Wadena
drumlin field (Wright,1557)» cannot be accepted as explain¬
ing the essexite erratics train because the striae and ice-
moulded features indicate a parallel direction of ice
movement down-ice of the essexite outcrops. On the other
hand, divergence of ice flow around small-scale subglacial
obstructions, as has been Indicated by, for example, the
alignment of striae on roches moutonnees, can account for
the lateral spreading of erratics. The concept is well
known (e.g. Demorest,1938; Edelman,1949; Kupsch,lS55i
Weertman,1957; Fig.2.3) in terms of bedrock obstructions
but only recently has firm evidence come to light to
establish that the same process of divergence takes place
around drumlins (e.g. Savage,1968; Walker,1973)•
Down-ice of the essexite outcrops the lower slopes
of the south-facing scarp of the Campsle Fells are
mantled in thick deposits of glacial drift (Fig.3.8) and
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much of this material has been moulded by the ice into
drumlins or drumlinoid features. South of the Kelvin-
Eonny Water val'jey there are a number of upstanding out¬
crops of quartz dolerite as well as ice-moulded forms in
drift. There is therefore a sufficiently large number
of subglacial obstructions to produce a high degree of lat¬
eral spreading of essexite erratics south of the major
axis of the erratics train. However on ascending the steep,
south-facing scarp slope of the Campsies the thickness of
the drift decreases rapidly and for the first 3km or so
down-Ice of the essexite outcrops the scarp presents an
almost uninterrupted smooth face rising some iiOOtn above the
Kelvin Elver.
With respect to this description of the down-ice
area of the essexite outcrops, the major axis of the erra¬
tics train more or less follows tne dividing line between
the thick deposits of glacial drift to tne soutn and
glacial deposits that are either thin or absent to the
north. The lateral spreading to the south of the major
axis appears to have taken place for essexite material
within the till as well as for the essexite stones now
found in the walls. Since the essexite material in the
till is regarded as having been transported at tne base
of the ice, there is no difficulty in invoking tne diver¬
gence process to explain its distribution in a direction
away from the major axis of the erratics train. However
for the essexite stones in the walls, a difficulty arises
since other evidence indicates that the majority of these
erratics have teen transported englacially. If these
stones were carried to high levels in the ice then the
divergence of the basal layers of ice would have had little
or no effect in distributing then in a direction at var¬
iance to the alignment of the major axis of the train.
It is proposed therefore that these stones underwent en-
glacial transport in the lower layers of ice so that tney
were diverted around subglacial obstacles as a result of
plastic deformation of the ice in which they were embedded.
The more limited nature of tne lateral spreading
of essexlte erratics to the north of the major axis can
be explained in terms of the paucity of suitable subglac¬
ial obstacles. From the contour map showing the distrib¬
ution of wall stones of both types of essexite (Fig.5.5)»
it is clear that the areas of shading representing a
marked northward extension of the traceable limits of the
erratics train correspond to the locations where interrupt¬
ions in the smooth face of the Campsles occur. For example
where the alignment of the scarp slope of the Campsies
changes direction from east-south-east to east-north-east,
the ice-moulded rock knoll, known as Brown Hill, stands
out from the main mass of the Campsie lavas. Here, to
Judge from the contour map (Fig.5-5), part of the ice
stream flowing along the scarp slope became diverted north¬
wards on to Flea ?<'ulr. From the evidence of both titan-
augite percentages and wall stone data, this body of ice
did not succeed in flowing into the Carron Valley but
instead followed the course of Eirken Burn rejoining the
main ice stream that flowed along the southern scarp of
the Campsies between Laird's Hill and Garrel Hill (Fig.3*6)
Between Garrel Hill and Tom tain, where the Catapsies once
more present an uninterrupted high barrier, the eseexite-
beax'ing ice stream appears to have been confined to the
southern slopes since neither essexite stones nor titan-
augite grains were found to the north of these hills.
Between Tomtain and Denny Fuir, however, the expanse of
high ground of the Campsies narrows and falls in height
by almost 150m before rising again by 50m on Denny Fuir.
This decline in the height of the ridge separating the
Carron and Bonny Water valleys appears to have been suff¬
icient to allow an incursion of the ice stream flowing
along the southern slopes of the Campsies into the Carron
Volley. This is indicated by the existence of essexite
stones in the dry stone walls on Denny Fuir and as far
north as the outwash terraces of the Carron Valley.
It appears therefore tnat the major element San
the topography (i.e. tne Campsie Fells , and in particular
the southern scarp slope) has been important In con¬
trolling the extent to which tt.e essexite erratics were
spread laterally from the direction of ice movement. The
mtnor elements, such as drumlins and rock knolls, on the
other hand, seem to have teen instrumental in actually
causing the lateral sprea ing by divergence of tne lower
layers of ice around them. The effects of divergence of
the ice in spreading essexite erratics a further c.lkm
and c.2km away from the major axis at Brown Hill and Denny
Fuir respectively gives credence to the idea that the far
more extensive lateral spreading of essexite erratics
south of the major axis could have taken place as a result
of plastic deformation of the ice around a series of sub-
glacial obstacles.
Furthermore the fact that the ice stream flowing
along the Kelvin-Bonny Water valley was apparently able
to move on to the Campsie Pells and into the Carron Valley
supports the view expressed earlier in this chapter and
elsewhere that the formation of the erratics train in the
Wain Study Area took place during the last stages of
active ice. At this time the ice on the higher parts of
the Campsles would have begun to stagnate whilst ice in
the intervening valleys would still have been active and
tnerefore capable of flowing on to the higher ground
where the nature of the relief permitted. It is suggested
that Brown Hill and the low col between Tomtaln and Denny
Fuir offered the necessary interruptions in the smooth
steep face of the Campsies to allow ice carrying essexite
erratics to diverge northwards on to the higher ground.
The amount of removal of essexite represented by the
essexite stones measured
Many workers, on observing a large number of
sizable erratics down-ice of an outcrop, have often
remarked on the considerable depth of removal of bedrock
that these rock fragments must represent. For example
Peach, noting the number of essexite boulders down-ice of
the Lennoxtown outcrops, maintained that "considering the
number of boulders observed, and the fact that tnese must
of necessity be merely a small proportion of the total
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number derived from the Intrusion, the result Is somewhat
surprising. If this may be taken as an indication of the
transport of material throughout the whole Strathblane
Valley, the amount of modification which the valley has
undergone at the hands of ice must nave been very consider¬
able" (Peach,1909,Pol) •
In the present analysis, with many large erratics
in the sample of 2,352 stones measured (Plate 4), one
might also be of the opinion that these stones must repre¬
sent a considerable amount of removal of essexite bedrock.
However, the total removal of the porphyrltlc and non-
porphyritlc outcrops represented by these stones amounts to
only 0.02mm and 0.29miri respectively. This was calculated
by summing the MFV values for all the porphyritic (665)
and non-porphyritic (1687) stones measured. Thus despite
the impression given by large numbers of visible erratics
that this material alone indicates considerable bedrock
removal, it has been shown here that when subjected to
accurate measurement the results illustrate that the mat¬
erial in fact represents only a very small amount of bed¬
rock erosion.
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c H A p T E B 10
CONCLUSIONS
Five questions were posed at the beginning of
this investigation. These concerned (i) the distribution
patterns of essexite fragments from both essexite outcrops,
(ii) the changes in the size and morphometric properties
of essexite stones as a result of glacial and fluvloglac-
ial transport and beach processes, (Hi) the distribution
pattern of titanaugite sand grains, (iv) trie pattern of
ice movement shown by striae, ice-moulded features and
till-particle preferred orientations and (v) the formation
of the erratics train.
(i) Two methods of determining the distribution
pattern of essexite fragments in the vicinity of the out¬
crops were used. One, undertaken following a pilot study,
involved calculating the percentage weignt of essexite
fragments (2-l6mm) in samples of till both up- and down-
ice of the essexite outcrops. The analysis revealed that
essexite fragments were absent in the till samples up-ice
of the outcrops and scarce in the till down-ice of them
even where sampling sites were located close to trie out¬
crops.
Using the dry stone walls in the vicinity of the
essexite outcrops as random samples of the larger glacially
transported essexite fragments, the distribution of essex¬
ite erratics was traced for c.2Qkm from the outcrops. The
SYKAP contour maps of the distribution patterns of porphy-
ritic and non-porphyritic erratics (Figs 5-9 & 5.10)
indicate the familiar erratics train pattern with the con¬
centration of stones gradually decreasing in the direction
of ice movement and decreasing more rapidly in a direction
perpendicular to this. The major axes (i.e. the areas
representing high concentrations of essexite stones) of
the distributions for porphyritic and non-porphyritic
stones follow a curvilinear course immediately down-ice
of the outcrops which corresponds to the alignment of the
steep scarp face of the Campsie Fells at this point.
This is interpreted as indicating that the glacier ice
distributing the erratics was deflected by the scarp face
of the Campsies. The distribution of non-porphyrltic
stones indicated that there is a marked asymmetry in the
erratics train with the major axis closer to the northern
than to the southern periphery. The data obtained for
the dispersion of porphyritic stones are inadequate to
confirm the asymmetry for this variety of essexite.
Apart from these similarities there is one major
contrast between the two distribution patterns, namely
that the porphyritic essexite stones become scarce in the
walls far more rapidly in a direction down-ice of the out¬
crops than do the non-porphyritlc stones. The rapid
decline in the numbers of porphyritic stones is attrib¬
uted to the close spacing of the bedrock joints (Flate 1),
which meant that these stones were quickly crushed
down during glacial transport to a size that was too
small to be useful in wall-building. The joints in the
non-porpnyritlc variety of essexite, on the other hand,
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are more widely spaced (Flate 2) so that glacially crushed,
Joint-controlled blocks of essexite were sufficiently
large to be included in the walls.
(11) The changes in the size and morphoroetric prop¬
erties of essexite stones during transport in various en¬
vironments has shown that different processes act in the
glacial, fluvioglacial and beach environments and are
reflected in the results obtained from the measurement of
these properties. Crushing in the glacial environment is
Indicated by a steady decline in the trend of the mean
values of EA for non-porphyritic stones in the walls with
distance from the outcrop. The decline in the proportion
of non-porphyritic wall stones recording short lengths
between parallel Joints with distance from the source
suggested that crushing is concentrated on smaller frag¬
ments during glacial transport.
Abrasion during glacial transport has teen shown
to be a subsidiary, but active process affecting essexite
stones by the Increase in their roundness over tne first
5-10km of travel from the outcrops. Beyond this, however,
roundness fails to show a clear tendency either to rise
or fall and this has been interpreted as being further
evidence that crushing occurs during glacial transport,
since the latter will tend to produce angular fragments.
Abrasion has been shown to be the most important
process acting in the fluvioglacial environment by the
higher value for mean roundness compared with that for
glacial stones. The mean size of fluvioglacia1 stones
was also found to be considerably smaller than of glacial
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stones and this has been attributed to the restriction in
the size of particles imposed by the competence of the
meltwater streams, a constraint that does not apply to
glacially transported stones.
From the results of roundness obtained for essex-
lte stones found on modern beaches of the Forth it has
been concluded that abrasion is also the major process
taking place in the beach environment. The size of beach
stones is smaller than fluvioglacially and glacially
transported stones. This has mainly been attributed to
the greater degree of sorting that the beach stones have
undergone compared with fluvioglacial ones which have been
subject to less sorting, and with glacial ones which have
undergone no sorting.
By plotting the mean values of several morpho-
metric Indices for different size grades of glacial,
fluvioglacial and beach stones (Fig.6.U), it has been
found that the areas enclosing size grade means for fluvio-
glacial stones overlap both with areas containing means
for glacial and beach stones.
When the data were subjected to multiple discrim¬
inant analysis (Figs 6.6-6.9) the centroids for glacial
and beach stones of both varieties of essexlte were
farthest apart, indicating that they were most distinctive
whilst the fluvioglacial centroids were lnbetween the
centroids for the other two categories, showing tnat
fluvioglacial stones had characteristics in common with
glacial and beach ones. A gradual decrease in the distance
between the centroids of the two essexite varieties
within the same category has been noted from the glacial
centroids which are farthest apart, to fluvioglacial cen-
troids which are nearer, to beach centroids which are
closest togetner. This has been interpreted as indicating
the nature of processes acting in the different environ¬
ments. During glacial transport toe dominant process was
crushing which would tend to accentuate the contrast in
the size of the porphyrltlc and non-porphyritic joint-
controlled blocks. On the other hand, the dominance of
abrasion and the sorting action occurring in both the
fluvioglacial and beach environments would tend to lead
to fragments of a similar size being found in the same
deposit. Using only the morphometrlc Indices (Fig.6.8;
Table 6.8), roundness accounted for most of the dispers¬
ion and, since the centroids for each variety of essexite
are closer to the centroids of the other variety within
the same category than to centroids in any other categories,
it has been concluded that roundness is the most sensitive
index differentiating between processes acting in the
glacial, fluvioglacial and beach environments. Shape and
size indices, on the other hand, tend to accentuate lith-
ological contrasts rather than differences in processes.
From the correlation coefficients derived from the cor¬
relation matrices based on the size and morphorretric
indices, it is suggested that, apart from H (roundness),
the other important measures are KPV (maximum projection
volume) or MPA ( maximum projection area) and S (sphericity)
or F (flatness).
An experimental abrasion test of various shapes
and sizes of essexlte particles indicates that asymmetrical
particles are most susceptible to chipping, that large
particles become rounded more rapidly than small particles,
and that roundness for all particles increases rapidly at
first and then more slowly with time.
A uniaxial compressive strength test revealed
that essexlte is a rock of moderately high strength with
p
mean values of Ik97 kg/cm for the porphyritic and li*70
2
kg/cm for the non-porphyritic variety. Bulk density
values of 3«05 gm/cc for porphyritic and 3*06 gm/cc for
non-porphyritic essexite are in accord with this. These
results substantiate the idea that tne essexlte stones
have been subject to crushing mainly along the bedrock
Joints during glacial transport.
(Hi) The analysis of the distribution pattern of
titanaugite sand grains in the till in tne vicinity of
the outcrops showed, like that of the distribution of
essexlte fragments in the till, that they are absent in
the till up-lce of the outcrops and become rapidly scarce
in a direction down-ice of the outcrops. The SYMAP con¬
tour map of the number of titanaugite grains expressed as
a percentage of the non-opaque heavy mineral fraction
(Fig.7.3) reveals a similar direction of transport to
that of essexite stones in the walls and a rapid rate of
dilution with distance from the outcrops in a down-ice
direction.
(lv) The till-particle preferred orientations, striae
and long axis alignment of ice-moulded features in the
area up to 20km down-ice of the essexlte outcrops show a
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similar trend to the alignment of the major axis of the
erratics train when the directional data are analysed
using a vector trend surface technique. This correspond¬
ence has been interpreted as indicating that the erratics
train was formed by the same ice that gave rise to the
striae and ice-moulded features and, since these normally
reflect the direction of movement of the last active ice
in an area, the distribution of the erratics has also been
assigned to this time.
(v) The formation of the erratics train has been con¬
sidered in terms of two related problems; the means of
transport and the manner in which the erratics were spread
into a fan. In chapter 9 it was concluded that the
scarcity of the essexite fragments and the unexpectedly
rapid decline In the percentage of titanaugite grains are
indicative of a transport at the base of the ice sheets.
From the evidence of the abundance of non-porphyrltlc
stones along the major axis of the erratics train up to
2Gkra from the source, the rapid upward transport of stones
of both essexite varieties on to the Campsies and the exist¬
ence of a thin layer of coarse debris overlying clayey
till in certain undisturbed locations, it has been postu¬
lated that the majority of the essexite stones now in the
walls were transported englacially and subsequently dep¬
osited as part of a thin ablation mantle. The dispersion
of essexite erratics in a direction at variance to the
alignment of the major axis has been attributed to the
divergent flow of basal ice around subglacial obstacles.
The levels at which the erratics were carried within the
glacier ice must therefore have been restricted to the
lower layers in order that the observed considerable lat¬
eral spreading could have taken place. The contrast in
the extent of spreading north and south of the major axis
appears to be a result of the lack of subglacial obstacles
combined with the obstructing nature of the steep slope of
the Campsies to the north compared to the south where sub-
glacial obstacles in the form of drumllns and bedrock
knolls are frequent and the general relief is uninhibiting
to ice movement. Only at two points where the smooth
steep face of the Campsies is interrupted has the ice
carrying the essexite erratics been able to diverge north¬
wards. The extent to which this ice was able to spread
northwards at these locations suggests that there was
little resistance to movement in this direction from other
ice on the Gampsies. It is suggested therefore that the
ice sheet was wasting at the time so that ice was thin or
stagnant on the Gampsies but active on the lower ground.
Apart from the conclusions already mentioned
that are of general interest, a number of other points
have emerged from this investigation that are relevant to
the study of glacial and fluvloglacial processes.
Firstly, the short distance over which essexite
erratic material becomes scarce within the till together
with the evidence of its rapid fanning down-ice of the
source helps to explain the local origin of the majority
of till particles.
Secondly, if it is accepted that essexite erratics
underwent lateral spreading as a result of divergence of
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the basal layers of glacier Ice around subglacial obstacles,
tsen the extent to which the erratics have been spread in
directions at variance to that of major ice flow bears
witness to the considerable plasticity of tne bottom layers
of an ice sheet.
Thirdly, the close correspondence between the
roundness characteristics of the fluvioglacial and beach
essexite stones supports the view expressed by King and
Buckley (1$;68), amongst others, that the raeltwater environ¬
ment is extremely effective in rounding particles since
the essexite stories in the meltwater streams would have
undergone fluvioglacial processes for a relatively short
period compared to the time the beach stones have been
subjected to beecn processes.
Fourthly, from the evidence already outlined it
appears that crushing and abrasion do affect particles In
englacial transport, crushing being indicated by tne
decline in the mean LA values for non-porphyritic stones
in the walls with distance from tee source (Fig.5*25) and
abrasion being snown by an increase in the roundness of
essexite stones over the first 5-lGkm of transport down-
ice of the outcrops.
Fethods and techniques
This investigation has relied to a large extent
on the use of a variety of techniques in the field and in
analysis of the results. A few remarks will now be made
on the usefulness of these techniques.
Firstly, this investigation has highlighted the
problems associated with attempting to trace an erratics
train by analysing samples of till for their content of
erratic material. The problems include the arbitrary
decision of the size of samples, how large samples should
be close to the periphery of the train and how to remove
tne erratic fragments from the rest of the till sample.
Secondly, the "wall-mapping" technique employed
for tracing the erratics train proved to be extremely
valuable. There seems to be little advantage, if only the
distribution pattern of erratics is required, In deriving
values of E^ and It is suggested that Ejj should be used
to measure the concentration of erratics at a point because
it can be more rapidly determined in the field.
Thirdly, the tlll-particle orientations were a
useful adjunct to the data otherwise available in the form
of striae and ice-moulded features on the direction of
ice movement in the Main Study Area. However, from the
variability of the preferred orientations of the till
{✓articles in the present investigation it Is apparent that
they should be used in conjunction with other evidence of
ice movement rather than be relied upon for deriving ice
flow directions on their own.
Fourthly, the two instruments used in the measure¬
ment of the a, b and c axes (pp. 132 & 227) and the temp¬
lates of radii for measuring the minimum radius of curv¬
ature on essexlte stones proved to be extremely useful in
determining these parameters with speed and accuracy.
However, a more robust material for construction, such as
a light metal alloy, would be preferable to the materials
used for the instruments in the present investigation.
Much use has been made in the analysis of the
results in this investigation of computer-based statist¬
ical techniques. The SYMAP contour interpolation tech¬
nique proved to be invaluable in deriving an objective
representation of the wall data and the titanaugite per¬
centages. There was one drawback and this was the problem
associated witn the uneven spacing of the data points
such that the relative size of an area representing a
certain level of shading depended as mucn on the spacing
of the neighbouring points as on their values. The SYMVU
three-dimensional plots were useful from an illustrative
rather than an analytical viewpoint.
Trend surface analysis has been applied to the
wall data, titanaugite percentages and the directional
data (i.e. striae, ice-moulded features and till-particle
preferred orientations). For the wall data and titan-
au ite percentages, the technique has been considered
unsuitable due to the problems associated with the elong¬
ate snaps of the area analysed, the large number of data
points, their uneven distribution and the large variation
in their values over short distances. It has been con¬
cluded that the greater flexibility of the SYMAP technique
gives a better representation of the form of the erratics
train. For the directional data, on the other hand,
vector trend analysis proved to be very useful in deriving
the regional trends in the direction of ice movement.
The three-dimensional statistical techniques
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devised by Andrews and Shimizu(1966) and F!ark(1973) for
deriving preferred orientations and dips of till particles
have been regarded as unsuitable. It has been concluded
that these techniques tend to lead to "over-analysis" of
the data and that the two-dimensional techniques of, for
example, Harrison( 1957&) Curray(1956) ©re to be pref¬
erred .
On the other hand, multiple discriminant analysis
was a considerable aiu in analysing and illustrating diff¬
erences between glacially and fluvioglacially transported








Stones removed from the surface of a field
after ploughing in the Main Study Area
Plate A
A large non-porphyritic essexite erratic (right)
and porphyritic essexite erratic (left)
(OE 678 787)
Plate 5
A non-porphyritic essexite erratic from
fluvioglacial deposits near Bonnybrldge
(OR 81? 800) being measured
Commercial gravel pit in fluvioglacial deposits
near Bonnybridge (Gfi 814 802)
Plate 7
Typical porphyritic (left) end non-porphyritic
(right) essexite erratics from the beaches of
the south side of the Firth of Forth
An unusually large non-porphyrltic essexite
erratic found on the foreshore of the Firth
of Forth, near South Queensferry
Plate 9
Losenhausen apparatus used for determining the
compressive strength of essexlte
Plate 10
Apparatus for separating heavy mineral sand
grains
Plate 11
Striae on the Catnpsie Fells (GR 703 808).
Their direction is indicated by the
alignment of the hammer shaft
Plate 12
Ablation mantle overlying thick deposits of




Blocks, triangular blocks and blades prior to






Blocks, triangular blocks and blades after 6i+ hrs
of experimental abrasion. Scale is 10cm in length
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